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Preface

IN 1953 Dr. Edwin Hubble was preparing an atlas of photographs to

illustrate his revised classification system for galaxies. The motivation

for his revision came from an inspection of photographs taken of all

galaxies brighter than mvg = 13.0 north of 5 = -30° on the largest available

scale. This magnificent set of plates was accumulated principally by Hubble

from 1919 to 1948 with the Mount Wilson 60- and 100-inch telescopes. The

revised system was completed by him between 1936 and 1950, but, unfortu-

nately, the details of neither the revision of the classification nor the plans

for the atlas were finished before his death in September 1953. Some notes

and the fragments of a manuscript were found among his papers. They were

sufficiently detailed to suggest the ideas that lay behind his new procedure,

but there were only a few indications about which galaxies were to be con-

sidered prototypes of the various subclasses, or which ones were to be illus-

trated. When the decision was made to proceed with the atlas, it was clear

that some additional work must precede the compilation and presentation of

the material if justice was to be done to Hubble's insight and ideas.

It is impossible to know what combinations of facts Hubble had utilized to

reach his conclusions. Many of his major points were equally difficult to

understand because the notes were not detailed. However, implicit in the

philosophy of science is the belief that any given scientific result can be

reached by a number of diverse paths. In the particular case of this atlas, I

Inspected the same set of large-scale reflector plates that Hubble had used for

his work. During this inspection, the notes and the conclusions of Hubble

served as a guide to understanding what he had condensed and collated

from the material. The reasons for his conclusions became clear as galaxy

after galaxy was studied. The major groups, such as Sa, Sb, Sc, etc., were of

course obvious, but the subgroups and the possible relations among them

that his material suggested began to emerge and make sense. It should be

emphasized that the major groupings and the suggested similarities which

are discussed in the "Description of the Classification" are principally due

to Hubble. I have acted mainly as an editor, not an editor of a manuscript

but rather an editor of a set of ideas and conclusions that were implicit in the

notes, in Hubble's grouping of galaxies into lists, in his notations on plate

envelopes, in conversations with him from 1949 to 1953, and in the scheme

as it emerged from inspection of the same material that he had used to define

his system.

The detailed descriptions of the classes in the descriptive section are of

mixed origin. Preliminary drafts of the sections on E, SO, Sa, and SBO gal-

axies were found in Hubble's papers. These formed the skeleton of the pres-

ent discussion. However, changes were made in part of the notation, in the

descriptions of the individual galaxies (based on recent data obtained with

the 200-inch), and in the relations of the subgroups.

There is hope that this atlas is close to what Hubble himself had planned

to publish. The format, the choice of galaxies to illustrate, the descriptions

of these galaxies, and the division and notation of the subgroups were not

specified by Hubble, but the present atlas may be an approximation to his

original design for an illustrated volume.

The work of making the photographic reproductions from the original
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negatives was done in the laboratory at the Mount Wilson offices by Stuart

Bowen under the direction of William C. Miller, the staff photographer. The

excellence of the reproductions is due in large part to the skill of these two

men. Their willingness to experiment and their patience with the whims of

the compiler made this part of the work easy.

It is a particular pleasure to thank Robert E. Sears, chief night assistant

on the 200-inch telescope, for his aid in obtaining many of the plates used in

this atlas. He worked not only with me but with every other observer whose

plates appear in this book. Observing at a telescope, even under the best con-

ditions, is tedious. Under the worst, it can be cold and miserable. Scars was

a great help.
ALLAN S\NDAGE

Mount Wilson and Palnxnar Observatories
Pasadena. California
Apnl,
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Galaxies

WHAT are galaxies? No one knew before 1900. Very few people
knew in 1920. All astronomers knew after 1924.

Galaxies are the largest single aggregates of stars in the universe.
They are to astronomy what atoms are to physics. Each galaxy is a stellar
system somewhat like our Milky Way, and isolated from its neighbors by
nearly empty space. In popular terms, each galaxy is a separate "island uni-
verse" unto itself. The average density of matter in a galaxy is only 10~23

gram for every cubic centimeter. If this matter were spread over all of space
in a uniform way, a density of only 10~30 to 10~31 g/cm3 would result. Less
than one-millionth of the total volume of the universe is occupied by con-
densations of matter-

It is almost certain that individual galaxies have not always been what they
are today. We see the universe some 10 billion years after its last creation,
but clues to its initial conditions remain. There has not been sufficient time
for them to be obliterated, and if the proper observations are made and are
properly interpreted, we can hope to reconstruct a history of its evolution.
This hope drives cosmologists to think, causes large telescopes to be built,
and makes observers work on cold winter nights. The hope is not vain. We
do stand a chance of understanding the universe. And the present genera-
tion, with its great telescopes and its physical theories, may catch glimpses
of the early stages of time.

A renaissance is occurring today in astronomy. It began in the 1920\
when physicists and theoretical astronomers asked, "What are the stars?"
The theory of the stellar interior was developed by Eddington, his predeces-

sors, his contemporaries, and his followers. The essence of the theory was
published in one of the most important books ever written, Eddington's Inter-
nal Constitution of the Stars. This work opened the way for modern theories of
stellar evolution—a field that is now in its infancy but which promises to
consolidate many of the isolated facts in astronomy.

The theory of stellar structure combines the small-scale phenomena of the
atoms with the intermediate-scale phenomena of the stars. But during the
1920's science was also advancing in cosmology, which has as its scope the
largest-scale phenomena possible to observe—those of the universe itself.
We are now at the crossroads. Insights deriving from the theory of stellar
evolution are being applied to cosmological data from the universe at large.
Out of the combination we now have a reasonable account of the formation of
the elements, the beginnings of a theory for the evolution of galaxies them-
selves, and explanations for the presence or absence of all components of the
stellar contents of galaxies. There is an exciting time ahead, limited only by
the size of the telescopes and the ingenuity of the workers. This first chapter
of the Hubble Atlas sketches cosmological thinking in the field of galaxies and
the major change in it that took place in 1920. Some of the problems that lie
in the immediate future for which there is good hope of a solution are then
suggested.

Faint, nebulous objects with a discernible surface area have been known in
the sky since the invention of the telescope. Speculation as to their nature
was not confined to astronomers, but such men as Immanuel Kant (1724-
1804), Emanuel Swcdcnborg (1688-1772), and Thomas Wright (1711-1786)
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entered the field. These three men introduced and discussed on purely phil-

osophical grounds the island-universe hypothesis, which held that the small

white nebulae scattered over the sky were systems of stare at such great dis-

tances that the individual stellar contents could not be distinguished. Owing

to the lack of observational data, the idea did not flourish but remained one of

the many unproved scientific speculations so characteristic of the period.

Although the nature of the nebulae was not understood until much later,

catalogues of the objects were made by many of the prominent observers of

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The first major discovery survey

was that of Sir William Hersthel (1738-1822), who, by visual methods, sys-

tematically observed the northern sky from England with telescopes of his

own design and manufacture.

HerschdL. a professional musician in his early years and later the first

president of Use Ro\al Astronomical Society and the private astronomer to

K\n% Geor&e III, was one of the most influential and industrious observers of

ail time. His catalogue of nebulae and star dusters was begun in the 17S(Ts.

A copy of a preliminary catalogue of 1000 nebulae and clusters was presented

in the Ro\dl SiH,iety in ITHf'i; it was followed in 1789 hy *t second edition con-

taining, tIMMl .additional entries and iit 1S02 by u third list of 500 nebulae,

Hrr%iiel% nnh M*II, John, luntinucd the work of his father by taking flic

teIt*stopes tu (Upettmrn South Afrit«i. The (k*ntid Catalogue of Nebulae

W*IH puhmlwi bv Sir Jolm Hmihel in the Phihwphual Trama<tivn% of 1S64.

It 4 MtiUiHs 5O7M ohjcUs, of uliiiii Ili'lf) were diwovered by the two Htrsdiels

and 411)1 h% others. This cjtajbpie is of great historic A interest, but it i% not

itsrtl tmi#\ Wtwiust' A for more coTuprt'lu'imve «tnd complete one was pub-

lished in J, L 11 Drcyrr m lssn,

l)?iiri% t?*mpil<i!i»m is 14 lied J Ah* (wtnftal fafalipie §f Xtfmlae and

ij SfwT%t 'l"iiht:iidhi%iit iifiii thr i%^ iiip|ilfiTit!iH i^ut d m 1^,45 ami

iil i^ilkil thr

p i r d H I

t*,;e ̂  MX r.»? II, n?̂ i

il ui itir jiii M'

The field days of the cataloguers were over by 1908. Positions and descrip-

tions of nearly 15,000 nebulae and star clusters were known, but the true

nature of the nebulae was still a mystery. The solution of the problem be-

longed to the era of great telescopes and photographic plates which began in

1908 with the construction of the 60-inch reflector on Mount Wilson, and

continued with the completion of the 100-inch telescope on the same moun-

tain. These instruments, each the largest in the world when it was built, gave

the necessary data. The question ultimately reduced to the problem of dis-

tances to the nebulae. If these distances were small compared with the size of

our own galaxy, the white nebulae were members of our galaxy. If the dis-

tances were very large, the nebulae were probably systems of stars in their

own right, Hubble summarized the problem in his book The Realm of the

Nebulae in the following way:

The **f4tus (if the nebulae . . . was undetermined because the distances were
wholly unknown. They were definitely beyond the limits of direct measurement,
aiitl the scanty^ indirect evidence bearing on the problem could be interpreted in
various way*. The nebulae might be relatively nearby objects and hence members
of the stellar system, or they might be very remote and hence inhabitants of outer
space. At tlii% point, the development of nebular research came into immediate
contact with the philosophical theory of island uuiverses. The theory represented,
in principle* one of the alternative solutions of the problem of nebular distances.
The «|ue%tkiii of distances was frequently put in the form: Are nebulae inland uni-

The solution came unexpectedly and dramatically. The chain of events

lttgun in 1917 with the chance discovery of a nova in NGC 6946 by Ritchey

with the 60-inch tekwipe {Harvard Bulletin 641, July 28, 1917). This par-

tit uht nova was not important in itself. It reached only 14.6 apparent magni-

tude. But lite discovery caused Ritchey to look back through the entire plate

of the Mount Wilson ()bservatory to see whether similar events had

in other nehulie. The search netted two novae which occurred on

* i#i"t!ic Andromeda Nebula (M.ll) taken with the 60-inch in 1909. The

t of Ritchie's discovery in NGC 6946 stimulated H. D. Curtis,

llit:fi M the Lkk Ohsmatorv, in inspect old pLtes taken with the Crossley

.5*t-i:uh nikihu, C mtis i!kvf#i««i 4 no%u in NGC 422? mid two in NGC
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4321, and reported the discoveries in Harvard Bulletin 642. All three of the
stars were undoubtedly supernovae in the modern notation, but this separa-
tion into normal and supernovae was not made until much later.

Curtis discussed the six novae known in 1917 for their connection with the
island-universe hypothesis, and, cautiously, stated his belief that these novae
favored the extragalactic nature of the white nebulae. The two jokers in this
deck of six novae were S Andromedae and Z Centauri. S Andromedae ap-
peared near the center of the Andromeda Nebula (M31) in 1885 and reached
7.2 visual magnitude. Z Centauri was discovered near the center of NGC
5253 in July 1895, when it was about 7th magnitude. Both these novae were
abnormally bright and gave discordant values for the distances. However,
two months after the announcement of Ritchey's discovery of the nova in
NGC 6946, various workers had assembled a list of eleven novae in seven dif-
ferent nebulae, four of them in M31.

Shapley discussed the implication of the data (Publications of the Astronomi-
cal Society of the Pacific, 29, 213,1917) for the island-universe hypothesis, and
concluded, as did Curtis, that, if the novae in spirals were comparable with
the twenty-six known at that time in our own galaxy, M31 must be about a
million light years distant—which made the nebulae external galaxies. Curtis
believed this conclusion; Shapley did not. Shapley argued that the data were
conflicting because of two points: (1) S Andromedae would have to be much
brighter than other novae found in M31, and (2) van Maanen's measurements
of the proper motions of the spiral arms of nebulae showed large values. Van
Maanen's angular displacements, combined with a great distance demanded
by the island-universe theory, gave velocities in spiral arms close to or greater
than the velocity of light! And so the debate began. And the history of this
debate is at once fascinating and sobering to any student of science.

The two principal figures in the controversy between 1917 and 1921 in the
United States were H. D. Curtis and Harlow Shapley. Both men strongly
believed their own position. Belief is never an entirely rational thing. It
comes partly from a logical sifting of all facts, but also from intuition and deep
philosophical yearnings for a system of ideas. Everyone, once his belief is set,

will rationalize the facts to suit himself. The debate in question is an excellent
example of the process. We, in 1960, have an almost unique test case here.
The arguments, pro and con, as they were advanced in 1917 to 1921, consti-
tute a psychological study of the first order. Perhaps the fairest statement
that can be made is that Shapley used many of the correct arguments but came
to the wrong conclusion. Curtis, whose intuition was better in this case, gave
rather weak and sometimes incorrect arguments from the facts, but reached
the correct conclusion. The most powerful statements by these astronomers
were published in the Pubs. A. S. P., 31, 261, 1919, by Shapley in a paper
entitled ccOn the Existence of External Galaxies," and in the Journal of the
Washington Academy of Sciences, 9, 217, 1919, by Curtis in a paper called
fCModern Theories of Spiral Nebulae." Every student of the subject should
read these two papers.

A third man entered the debate in 1919: Knut Lundmark, in Sweden. In
the interval between 1917 and 1919, twenty-two novae had been discovered in
M31. They were analyzed by Lundmark in his doctor's thesis in 1920.
Lundmark made the assumption that novae in M31 were objects comparable
to novae in our own stellar system, and, with his preliminary absolute magni-
tude calibration of Mpg=—4 at maximum, arrived at a distance to M31 of
650,000 light years. Lundmark neglected S Andromedae in this computation
and assumed that two classes of novae existed—an "upper class," now iden-
tified as supernovae, and a "lower class," now identified as normal novae.
Because of the discrepant case of S Andromedae, which at Lundmark's dis-
tance to M31 would have an absolute magnitude of Mw=—16.0, the problem
was not definitely solved in the minds of most astronomers. Furthermore, van
Maanenrs proper motions of the knots in spiral arms of seven nebulae seemed
to put an absolute quietus on the island-universe hypothesis. An impasse had
clearly been reached.

But both sides continued to marshal their arguments. Lundmark, during a
visit to the Lick Observatory in 1921, began a study of the near-by Sc galaxy
M33. He obtained a number of slitless spectra of its spiral arms. The bright-
est resolved stars in the arms showed normal spectra. Lundmark commented
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in a paper in Puh\. A. S. /*., 33, 324, 1921, "Some objects [In the arms] have a

nebular spectrum hut most of the objects belonging to the spiral show a strong

continuous spectrum without bright lines. It is of course hard to give the

au unite spectral type but a solar or somewhat earlier type seems to be pre-

dominant. From the spectral evidence it seems probable that the spiral nebula

11 insists of ordinary stars, clusters of stars, and some nebular [i.e., gaseous]

rnateriaP; JIICI later, in the same paper, "If we attribute to the brightest re-

solved stars in the spiral arms |of \1'33 ] an absolute magnitude of-6Ui we get a

parallax foi flit4 nebula of: ir = 0rO000O3." This corres|>onds to a distance of

l,000,WK) li«lit years, which is wry close to the modern value.

Out other doubt clouded the issue in these early years. The 60-inch tele-

Mope had IKX'U used on many <Ktasi<»ns b\ Ritchey and Pease to photograph

tin* outer regions of VUI and MXh These galaxies arc so near (they are mem-

Jx-rs of tin: Sbujl Croup J that the separate stars in the spiral arms are easily

it^olvtd fstc {or example the 100-iru h ne«ati\e print of M3$ in the A\tro

physical JiurnnU 127, 5U, 1W5HL But the early observers did not descrilie

the phfh%idphH as if resolution into stars hud occurred; rather,, they oiled

the resoKnl obju'U *'iu buious starV* with images "softer** than those *>f *ior-

irul stars. Most astronomers therefore i>eSieved that stars had not Irnvn de-

tected in \U1 and MJJ. Arguments comparing the apparent magnitudes of

MUII nebulous itu^es nitli ,star*j in our own %ab\y were not taken senouslv.

Tin1 opinson «tf the iipp^iiiiiii ^hnii the res«»lutiun of M*U into stais was

Htik-il bv Sh^plr\ in 191 f> iti /'«**» ,1 .V, #1, J l , 2hft, 191'):

With Vrit mj tv^.i ji* i«t>,k 4%ii|if^,^i% flit Mrr?'/fifijrv iifiikj in ^p*ril u th i s t i t *iit w

the bn«tJi

n •%% 41? t ' ^ f U

I'f n \n tin,

\ufil

papers were published in the Bulletin of the National Research Council, volume

2, part 3, May 1921. The concluding paragraphs of each paper illustrate the

situation. Shapley stated;

It seems to rue that the evidence, other than the admittedly critical tests depend-
ing on the size of the galaxy, is opposed to the view that the spirals are galaxies of
stars comparable with our own. In fact, there appears as yet no reason for modify-
ing the tentative hypothesis that the spirals are not composed of typical stars at
all, but are truly nebulous objects. Three \'ery recent results are, I believe, dis-
tinctly serious for the theory that .spiral nebulae are comparable galaxies—(I)
Scares1 deduction that none of the known spiral nebulae has a surface brightness
as small as that of our galaxy; (2) Reynolds'* study of the distribution of light and
color in typical spirals, from which he concludes they cannot be stellar systems;
and |J,f van Maanen's recent measures of rotation in the spiral MJJ, corroborating
his earlier work on Messier 101 and 81, and indicating that the.se bright spirals
cannot reasonably be the excessively distant objects required by the theory.

Curtis\ concluding arguments are not summarized in a single paragraph,

and so his points cannot be quoted in detail. His final paragraph is:

I hold, therefore, to the belief that the galaxy is probably not more than 30,000
laj;ht-yeurs in diameter; that the spirals are not intra-galactic objects but island
universe*, like our own galaxy, arid that the spiral*, as external galaxies, indicate
to n% a greater universe into which we may penetrate to distances often million to
a hundred million light-years.

Cleurk' neither side had convinced the other. New data were needed to

plii't the solution beyond all doubt. Edwin Hubble provided these crucial

data by Inn disco\ery, analysis, and interpretation of eepheid variable stars in

M3L Mill, j»d N(iC 6822* This discovery settled the controversy once and

for all. It proved be\ond question that nebulae were external galaxies of di-

mensions i«mi}>arable to our own. It opened the last frontier of astronomy,

ami ^vt^f<irthtiir^ltime% thecurrtx-t conceptual viewc»f the universe. Galaxies

»irt' tiie unitMif nutter that define the granular structure of the universe itself.

Tlie anuomutrncnt of Hubbk-'s discoveiy w*ts dramatic. It otcurred at the

TH-ifiiiti nit'i'tm;; of the Amtrican Astronomical SotieU, held in Wai»hiiig-

* . I). ( \ , Imm Ikiwtfcf 30. 1^24, to January L, lf>25. Hubble mds not

«fnt but %nil Sn* pjpi't to l«: icitl J«H*1 Stebbirts i»an> \cars later% rc-itii-
. vd MJJ thi% fifcftiiig and ret M%:d that, uhrn Hnlihlc% paper had lmx:n read,
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the entire Society knew that the debate had come to an end, that the island-
universe concept of the distribution of matter in space had been proved, and
that an era of enlightenment in cosmology had begun. Both Shapley and
Curtis were present at the meeting. Perhaps they exchanged comments over
a drink and a cigar.

An abstract of Hubble's paper was published in the Publications of the
American Astronomical Society, 5, 261, 1925. It was reprinted in the Observa-

tory, 48, 139, 1925. Hubble followed his announcement by three exhaustive
papers on the stellar contents of M31, M33, and NGC 6822, in which data on
the cepheids were presented, together with discussions of novae and the
brightest resolved stars. These papers appear in the Astrophysical Journal,
62, 409, 1925; 63, 236, 1926; and 69, 103, 1929.

The way was now open for an earnest attack on the cosmological problem,
for it was clear for the first time that a fair sample of the universe was available
for study with large telescopes.

The master problem in cosmology is to understand the distribution and
motions of galaxies as they relate to the origin and evolution of the universe.
Two distinct approaches are possible and necessary.

First, the stellar content of galaxies must be described, classified, and
studied. The classification should relate class properties of the objects by
finding a continuous sequence of forms. This is possible if the galaxies have
really evolved and if both the old and the new forms exist at the present time.
The problem is analogous to proving biological evolution by reading the
fossil record and classifying the bones in a continuous sequence.

The second approach is a study of the way galaxies, as systems, define the
large-scale distribution and motion of matter in the universe. Hubble pio-
neered in both these approaches. (With regard to the second approach, it
suffices to say that its elucidation led to the discovery of the expansion of the
universe, with all the consequences for geometry and relativity. A discussion
of this phase of Hubble's work is out of place in this atlas, because we are con-
cerned here only with the geometrical forms of the galaxies themselves.)

A system for the classification of galaxies was presented by Hubble to the

I. A. U. in 1925 and was later published in the Astrophysical Journal, 64, 321,
1926. This system, or a slight variation of it, has been universally adopted.
The present atlas describes Hubble's last revision and illustrates the complete
sequence of classification from the E galaxies through the true spirals to the
irregulars. Hubble was careful, in all his writings on the classification prob-
lem, to avoid an evolutionary connotation to the sequence of forms. He did
introduce the terms ccearly" and fClate" galaxies as a convenience of terminol-
ogy, but he specifically pointed out that these temporal words did not signify
to him a direction of evolution, or even that evolution of a given galaxy through
the sequence ever occurs. This attitude is maintained in the present atlas, at
least in the presentation of the classification. However, facts deriving from
the stellar content of galaxies of different types (Sa, Sb, Sc, etc.), combined
with the theory of evolution of individual stars that has developed in recent
years, make it clear that the problem of the evolution of galaxies can be ap-
proached today on other than speculative terms.

Study of the illustrations in this atlas immediately reveals one fact. There
is an almost one-to-one correspondence between the presence of dust and the
presence of bright, blue O and B stars. Such stars are known to be very young
because their nuclear energy sources can last for only a few million years.
Since they are visible today, they must have been created within the last sev-
eral million years. It is invariably the Irr, Sc, and SBc galaxies that contain
these young stars. Sb and SBb galaxies have bright resolved stars, but they
are fainter than those in the Irr, Sc, and SBc systems. The presence of dust
and highly resolved spiral arms goes hand in hand with other characteristics
of the spiral arms. Whenever the arm system is tightly wound, as in Sa and
early Sb galaxies, there is little or no resolution of the arms into stars, and
there is very little dust. Star formation is not going on in these galaxies now;
the dust has been used up; and the arms, which were loosely wound and
highly branched in the Sc stage, have wound themselves tight against the
periphery of the lens by the shearing and stretching action of the differential
velocity field. A hint of this process is discussed in the Sb section in the next
chapter and also in the legends to the illustrations, especially in the descrip-
tion of NGC 5055.
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The Sa, SBa, SO, SBO, and E galaxies show little or no resolution into bright

stars or H II regions. Star formation has apparently stopped completely, be-

cause all the necessary dust has been used up. These galaxies contain stars

that are very old and are in a state of evolution characterized by such star

clusters as M3 and M67 in our own galaxy. Baade's study of the stellar con-

tent of the central regions of M31 and the outer regions of NGC 205 and M32

proves this point. No new stars are being formed here; there is no dust; and

the stare that arc resolved (see page 2 of the illustrations) are red giants at the

top of a glohular-cluster-like color-magnitude diagram.

The present view, which is only hinted at litre and which must be worked

out in detail with the facts marshaled1 suggests that a given galaxy begins as

an Irr or Sc (SBc). There is much dust and gas available for star formation.

Each .successive generation of star formation uses up the raw material (dust

and gas) until little of that material is left. The differential velocity field in

each galaxy (plus perhaps magnetic fields) controls the nature of the spiral

anus. When star formation ceases, the arms tighten tip (d% in NGC 488) and

this galaxy evolves into an Sb type. The bright %Uih die, and are therefore not

present to form the lumpy condensations in the arm*. They are not replaced

by iitw Hldf% for the formation of star* has ceased. The faint stars that remain

are red and art net distributed in spiral arms because random motions have

wiped am ay the separate arm structures* At this $tage, the galaxy is an Sa

iy.%leiiL When ail amis art* gonts and no stars are being formed, tin* system

become* an SO*

Thi* is not the pkte to present in detail the evidence for these ideas. The

jptjiitf here h that, before any theory of evolution ban a chance of being tor-

rett, d cfahsihcjtiun of gdLtxies must fat? made, and the $min%nli record,*"1 *s it

me'?t% tmnihwiiu This indeed was Hnhlik% tii«e motivation for lin cUtssifka*

ti**n si'hcnir, and ii h the justifkatiou Sir tills bwik.

The prrsent cl««*iiH.«Jti<»n %s% <le%i*e<i by HuWilc hrfme tiiiliiliiiiiary hi-

jMjthcH'H IMTC n e t atttmpirdL ?ks tntlvtK the licftrf that evolution pr**'mls

fW'it tfu{ Si' through lite Hhami fe %pnif** in tiir S(lil«>f:4 not negate the form

in HIM ft flit* i;iĵ %!*M l̂ifni wi|wi'iiCT' su %htn imm E fJwinî li SW to Si* H|i% St\

and Irr. The continuity of the sequence is still present; only the direction of

travel is reversed. The words "early" and "late" are used in this atlas in the

classical sense introduced by Hubble; i.e., Sc galaxies are "later" in the clas-

sification than Sb's.

At this point it is well to quote directly from Hubble about the purpose of

the classification. The following paragraphs were probably written in 1936

for the dedication of the McDonald Observatory:

The ultimate problems in the field of nebular research may be stated in the fol-
lowing terms. First is the representation of the observed structure and of the dy-
namics of nebulae as particular stages in the evolutionary history of stellar sys-
tems; second h the problem of inferring the nature of the universe from the ob-
*»erv ed characteristics of the sample available for inspection. Results obtained dur-
ing the past years* permit the problems to be formulated with some confidence, but
the solutions are still in the future.

The significant evidence is accumulating unevenly along the various lines of
approach. As regards the problem of the structure and dynamics of the nebulae,
the two elements are in quite different stages of development. On the one hand,
current discussions of dynamic* are largely hypothetical because they depend up-
on internal motions fob*er\ed as radial velocities)n and such data are almost wholly
lacking. For instance, the direction of rotation with respect to the spiral pattern is
not generally agreed uf*>n by all astronomers, nor is it known whether the points
of ejection of the arnta rotate with the nebulae or remain fixed in space. Until these
essential question* are &?it!ed by sound observational evidence, the discussion of
the origin and development of spiral arms will remain speculative. On the other
IMIICI. the structural form* of nebulae can lie investigated with confidence because
the neces'sary data arc already available in the collections of direct photographs
fi;ailc with large

It is this latter problem of the structural forms to which the present atlas is

cInritciL Tlii* Hubhle Afla% is but one fitage in a developing program of neb-

ular research. Tlie field \v&% ripened primarily by Hubble. He carried research

aSonjg multiple channels of the twnidbgical problem only to Im stopped be-

fore the* final atmven could be found. His follower* owe a debt to this pioneer

tf«fii4il*̂ 4i%L Paraphrasing one of Hubhk**$ own comments: The solution of

the 4o**itto!*>gita! pmhWm i* MI ^tliicirnieiii reserved for great telescopes

As U'1CM'O|K^ rffitl In hmqm\ improve, aMmiiomer* cvenUully reach a critical

|i;irnrr ^f iznuf.in^f, In iliic COUIH* iitls lurrlrr falls. The breath, when open,



Description of the Classification

THE most widely used classification system for galaxies is that proposed

by Hubble in 1925 {Transactions of the L A. U., 2, 1925, Commission

28; Astrophysical Journal, 64, 321, 1926). A slightly revised version of

this first system was later described by him in his book The Realm of the Neb-

ulae (Yale University Press, 1936, chapter II). A review of the system of 1936,

prepared by Hubble as an introduction to this atlas, was found in a manu-

script fragment among his papers. It is likely that this review was written

between 1947 and 1950. A part of the manuscript reads :

The sequence of classification, as originally presented, consisted of a series of
elliptical nebulae ranging from globular (E0) to lenticular (E7) forms, and two
parallel series of unwinding spirals, normal (S) and barred (SB). Each of the latter
series was subdivided into three sections, termed early, intermediate, and late, and
designated by the letters a, b, and c, respectively. Thus the early, normal spirals
were represented by the symbol Sa, and the early barred spirals by SBa.

The data available in 1936 seemed to indicate a smooth and continuous transi-
tion from elliptical nebulae to barred spirals, and, in fact, the first section of the
latter series, SBa, exhibited no spiral arms. The corresponding section of the nor-
mal series, Sa, contained so many nebulae with fully developed spiral arms that,
where arms could not be definitely recognized, their presence was assumed, and
the failure to detect them was attributed to effects of orientation or other causes.
The procedure was unsatisfactory because it introduced subdivisions in the parallel
series of spirals that were clearly out of step. Moreover, the transition from E7 to
Sa appeared so abrupt that, if real, it might be regarded as cataclysmic.

With accumulating data, and especially with the increasing number of good pho-
tographs with the 100-inch reflector, the situation has clarified. Numerous systems
are now recognized which are later than E7 but which show neither bars nor spiral
structure. These nebulae fill the supposed gap between E7 and Sa and remove the
excuse for postulating a cataclysmic transition. [These transition galaxies are des-
ignated SO. They are actually found in nature and are no longer a hypothetical

class, as was once believed; see The Realm of the Nebulae, pages 45-46, and the leg-
end to figure 1, page 45, of the Yale University Press edition of 1936. A. S.]

A similar group of objects corresponds to the section [called SBa in the 1936
classification]. This situation emphasizes the desirability of redefining the sec-
tions of both series in a more comparable manner.

Hubble then goes on to explain the major difference between the classifica-

tion system of 1936 and the new system described here for the first time.

The revision might be made in various ways but only that actually adopted will
be described. First, two new types, SO and SBO, have been introduced to include
objects later than E7 but with no trace of spiral structure. Secondly, the series of
true spirals, as before, are subdivided into the three sections Sa, Sb, Sc, and SBa,
SBb, SBc. In the case of the normal spirals, the change amounts to a subdivision of
the former section Sa into the two sections SO and Sa. In the case of the barred
spirals the entire former section, SBa, is now termed SBO, and the former section
SBb is subdivided into the two sections SBa and SBb. The revisions are summa-
rized in the following table:

Sa

Old Class Mw Class
(SO
(Sa

Sb Sb
Sc Sc

Old Class New Class
SBa SBO

(SBa
(SBb

SBc SBc

SBb

The introduction of the new types leads to a revision of the original assignment
of symbols. The original SBa nebulae are now described as SBO, and the original
SBb nebulae are redistributed between SBa and SBb. Among the normal spirals,
the Sa objects are redistributed between SO and Sa. Otherwise the system remains
unchanged.

The transition stages, SO and SBO, are firmly established. In both sequences,
the nebulae may be described as systems definitely later than E7 but showing no
spiral structure. The next stages, Sa and SBi, are represented by nebulae which
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show incipient spiral structure. Fully developed spirals are distributed over the
two later stages of each .sequence according to the relative extent of the unresolved
central region, and the degree to which the amis art resolved and unwound.

With this general description as introduction, we turn to the details of the

classification. The classification criteria together with the prototype examples

arc presented in the following pages. Most of the galaxies mentioned here are

illustrated in this atlas, and more detailed descriptions of the galaxies arc

given in the legends facing the illustrations. These descriptions show how

the type examples fit into the developing classification sequence.

ELLIPTICAL GALAXIES

T HE images of elliptical ga!u\te<? kne complete rotational symmetry.

Tftr *^dh\ii:H thciusc'lu'S aie undoubtedly figures of revolution with two

al pfiiinjwl a\ev Tin? third, the axis5 of rotation, is smaller than the other

viii into elliptic itv groups in made from the geometry of the

fiMjti Jit! wu£t. The individual tine eliipliiJlit^ of the meridian sections art*

nnknimn tvirpt m the pun t lass E? ltciut«%is the orientation of llir print ipal

i'Vf* tn dtr lifir «4\i^hl i*» nucf kmmrj, 'Hit: apparent diiptkittt 's *ii€ t \ -

«*<* KUn • h 'tu wht fi; // aiid /' art: flit ift^utctt is of the itw*jor utul mi-

, it %|ii't t suk- TIii' oim-nrJ c i i^ t % ij?m Irani I'M t»» E7, No eiiipti*

^^,^ 'iff iiin^n ill,;! ,*r« Jwltit tluu f'!?» ltjLt\?t;^ whosr iciilfjl H T -

li,4*4'f ' i i ixjU'ihh %^ j t« j f i# iMfrf Tff/<iM#u nf l#*i i * n i £ i i r I n i ^ t i t i i i *^ u l i i i } |

The surface brightness of true E galaxies decreases smoothly from the nu-

cleus, closely following the equation I=IQ(r/a + I)""2. Here r is the nuclear

distance, and a is a parameter which differs from galaxy to galaxy. The pho-

tographic images appear completely smooth with no breaks or inflections in

the luminosity gradient. There are no traces of resolution into stars, knots,

or H II regions in E galaxies beyond the Local Group. The E galaxies within

the Local Group, however, have been resolved into myriads of faint stars by

Baade with the 100- and the 200-inch telescopes. This was a major achieve-

ment, giving, for the first time, definite knowledge of the stellar content of

these systems.

The absolute visual magnitude of the brightest stars in E galaxies is about

Jfr = -3.0. The stars are red with international color indices of about 1.5.

They are probably in the same stage of their evolutionary history as stars in

globular clusters. E galaxies have no bright blue stars like those in the spiral

arms of Sb, Sc, Irr, SBb, and SBc systems. There is also no optical evidence

for dust Perhaps the most significant observational fact deriving from the

classification of galaxies is the almost one-to-one relation between the pres-

ence of dust and the presence of young blue O and B supergiant stars o(3tv^

-9. The converse also holds. Where there is no dust there are no young stars.

We are forced to two conclusions; (1) young stars are formed from dust; (2)

E galaxies either never had dust or they transformed their dust into stars at

an early epix'h and art* now incapable of forming new stars. The absence of

spiral amis in E galaxies suggests a third conclusion: (3) the presence of dust

i% t^sentia] for the formation of spiral structure. This third conclusion is not

MI simple* however, IMXUUSC many galaxies illustrated in this atlas have cha-

otic iluht patterns but no .spiral structure. Examples are NGC 4753 (page S),

Mh2 Ijutic 4IU and NXiC 3077 (page 41h G:>nsequcntly, other conditions

twshk% the prcH'tue of dust are prerequisites for the creation and maintenance

of d spiral paUt'tn. In any event, E galaxies represent an important stage in

«JII\ ihtm\ of jjdta\irs }ICC*IOW conditions appear to Im rather simple in them.

1 fir sLtm arr oith Tiiry are in «in evolutionary state which is fairly well un-

<lu<it'«tfl. No lien %Ui* art k;itig formed. There is no dust. There are no
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spiral arms. E galaxies do, however, have gas at very low densities. The evi-
dence is the presence of emission lines in the spectra due to forbidden [O II]
at X3727, and Ha which is probably present whenever 3727 occurs. Most E
galaxies show this emission.

It should be emphasized that the ellipticities of the images of E galaxies are
apparent ellipticities only. They result from the projection of the true sphe-
roid on the plane of the sky. A true E5, for example, can appear in projection
as anything from EO to E5, depending on the orientation of the symmetry axis
to the line of sight. Because of this effect, many more apparent EO galaxies
exist in projection than in space. The effect of projection can be allowed for
statistically if it is assumed that the symmetry axes are orientated at random
in space (Hubble, Astrophysical Journal, 64, 321, 1926; M. A. Machiels, Bul-
letin astronomique, Memoires et varietes, VI, 322, 1930). A computation
shows that the true ellipticities of E galaxies are distributed nearly uniformly
from EO to E7 in the true classes.

The isophotal contours of the projected images of E galaxies are similar
ellipses (Hubble, Astrophysical Journal, 71, 231, 1930) except those of E7
systems, where the ends of the major axes are drawn into sharp points (Oort,
Astrophysical Journal, 91, 273, 1940). It may be possible to discover the ori-
entation of the rotation axis to the line of sight by precise photometry to de-
termine differences in the isophotal contours between galaxies of different
true types but with the same apparent type. But such differences are known
to be very small, and they will be difficult to detect.

Eleven E galaxies, ranging from EO to E7, are illustrated in this atlas. The
points to note are (1) the smooth texture of the photographic image, (2) the
smooth gradient of surface brightness from the nucleus outward, (3) the ab-
sence of dust, and (4) the lack of any suggestion of resolution into bright blue
stars or knots (compare with any Sb or Sc galaxy, such as NGC 5055 or NGC
4699). Some of the systems illustrated on pages 1, 2, and 3 of the atlas show
condensations across the face of the photographic image. This is particularly
true of NGC 4486 (M87), NGC 4636, and NGC 4278. These condensations
are very likely globular clusters associated with the galaxy in question. The

brightest of the condensations have the correct absolute magnitude (Mpg^
-10), and there is every other reason to expect globular clusters to be associ-
ated with E galaxies. They are definitely known to occur in M32, NGC 205,
NGC 185, NGC 147, and the Fornax system, all of which are E galaxies in
the Local Group.

NGC 3115 was originally classified as E7 by Hubble. Plates taken with the
200-inch, however, showed the presence of sharp points at both ends of the
major axis. These points had previously been found by Hubble and by Oort
in their photometry of 3115. The illustration of this galaxy on page 1 of the
atlas shows the feature. The points suggest the beginning of a fundamental
plane similar to that found in S0i systems (see the description of S0i in the
next section). Consequently, NGC 3115 is no longer considered a pure E7
but rather a "transition" between E7 and S0i.

NGC 4486, besides having an abnormal number of globular clusters, pos-
sesses a unique feature in its central regions, namely, a jet of luminous matter
starting in the nucleus. A short-exposure plate of this jet is shown on page 2
of the atlas. The spectrum is known to be continuous, with no emission or
absorption lines (Humason, quoted by Baade and Minkowski, Astrophysical
Journal, 119, 222,1954). The knots in the jet were discovered to be polarized
(Baade, Astrophysical Journal, 123, 550, 1956). Other reproductions of NGC
4486 and its jet are given by Baade and Minkowski in the references just
quoted.

The resolution of E galaxies into stars is illustrated on page 3 of the atlas.
NGC 205, NGC 185, and Leo II are shown. All are members of the Local
Group. Close inspection of the illustration of NGC 185 and 205 shows that
the brightest resolved stars are of the same brightness. This fact explains the
observation that resolution does not occur until a critical exposure time is
reached, at which time the entire smooth image of the galaxy breaks up into
individual stars. This phenomenon is described in two papers by Baade in
the Astrophysical Journal, 100,137 and 147,1944.

NGC 205 and 185 are classed as E peculiar because the luminosity gradi-
ent, seen on plates inspected by eye, appears to be less steep than that of M32

9
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and most other E systems; i.e., the two peculiar galaxies are less compact.

This description is subjective, however. The I(r) curves probably follow the

normal inverse-square relation found to hold for other E galaxies. There arc

d few dust patches across the face of NGC 205, which do not show well in the

illustration. As might l>e expected, a few bright blue supergiants arc associ-

ated with this dust. (See the reproduction of the nuclear regions of NGG 205

from a plate taken in ultraviolet light by Baade, Obsenwtory of the University of

Mithigan Publications* no. X, 1950.}

The final E galaxy illustrated h Leo II. This is representative of the class

of dwarf ellipticals of low absolute magnitude and extremely low surface bright-

ness. Hit* class includes the Sculptor and Fornax systems (Baade and Hubble.,

Puhlkafwm if ike Aiirmomkd Smith of the Pacific 51, 40, 19JH), the Draco

s\stem, Ihnd Minor svstenu I-<eo I, and Ix*o II (A. G. Wilson, Pubs. A. S. P.*

67^ 27̂  1955h Note the Sack of compactness, and the extreme re.solvability

into stars. The color-magnitude diagram for the Draco system is similar to

that of globular clusters.

SO GALAXIES

r

hypothetical transition class SO was introduced, which had not been estab-

lished observationally. Between 1936 and 1950, however, the photographic

survey of the near-by galaxies was completed, and the SO class was established

empirically. Its features have never been discussed in the literature. The

class is defined by the examples shown in the atlas and is described here for

the first time,

SO galaxies have symmetrical forms which are flatter than E7 but which

show no spiral structure and no trace of bars. The characteristic features arc

a bright nucleus, a central lens surrounded by a faint and sometimes exten-

sive envelope, and, in the later stages of the section, circular absorption lanes.

SO galaxies appear to form it transition between the E galaxies and the true

spirals. It is well established observationally that no elliptical galaxies exist

whose fundamental planes have a larger flattening ratio than 1 to 3, whereas

ail spiral galaxies have fundamental planes whose flattening ratios are larger

than i to 3. These results suggest that there exists a critical eccentricity of

the central .section of E .systems. Some type of dynamical instability seems to

Iicgiii in galaxies whose eccentricity is greater than this critical value. Gal-

axie* that have angular momenta greater than the critical valor tend to take

up forms whose central sections are'more eccentric than E7, and, for these,

the instability causes matter to slough off the central regions and to spread

out into a thin, disk-shaped structure which constitutes the fundamental

plane* The resulting equilibrium form then consists of a dense nuclear region

tfiilMfiitlec! in a thin clink or envelope* This may not, of course, be a correct

description of the formation of the Sfl forms, but the observed features of the

«lass can be at counted for In this way. At any rate, the SO appear to be im-

portant HI any scheme of classification. They ha%*e the highly flattened fuuda-

mental plane of the true spirals together with the amorphous texture and the

afosrm v i iFtlmt and spiral arms of the E galaxies, ll is of interest that the lu-

minosity distiihutiim of SO galaxies could In* obtained by removing the bright

itMjlvt'ii *t*tr% tin dust, anil tiic spin! stnu fine of spiral galaxies. That is to

«*j\H tftt1* iummnMlv di*>!rii»ution of tht: **Hj*e II"* stars in Mi l , for example,

f> tin1 dBlfifiiilit.fii ol %i) $«;
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The transition from E to SO is smooth and continuous. The gradual merg-
ing of the classes introduces uncertainties in the classification of borderline
galaxies. The division between E and SO is a matter of definition and is made
on the basis of the presence or absence of an outer amorphous envelope or
thin fundamental plane surrounding the nuclear regions. The envelope ap-
pears to the eye as a change of the gradient of the/(r) curve. The SO gradient
appears to be considerably smaller than for E nebulae, but this is subjective
and must eventually be studied with microphotometer tracings.

The SO are divided into three major subgroups, SOi, S02, and S03. These
subgroups represent extension along the sequence from early to late forms.
The SOi is the most interesting from the dynamical standpoint because it rep-
resents the earliest of the class and is the nearest to the E forms. It is here
that the first vestige of the thin fundamental plane appears. The distribution
of light across the SOi is continuous, with no trace of absorption lanes or
patches and no trace of structure. Except for the flatter intensity decrement,
this type resembles E nebulae. Seven examples of SOi are shown in the atlas,
six on page 4: NGC 1201, 3245, 3329, 4150, 4684, and 7457. All six are good
type examples of intermediate to late SOi. The envelopes in these systems are
extensive. The earliest is 4684, where the envelope is not large compared
with the nucleus; the latest is 1201. The remaining SOi illustrated is 4762,
which is edge-on. This is one of the flattest galaxies known. The classifica-
tion of SOx for this system is made on the basis of the intensity distribution
along the spindle by analogy with 1201.

SO2 galaxies show the same pattern of nucleus, lens, and envelope as the
SOi, but there is some structure in the envelope. On simple inspection, the
lens appears to be surrounded by a relatively dark zone followed by a more
luminous one. This description, however, represents a subjective interpreta-
tion of faint images and is deceptive. On photometric tracings, the luminos-
ity gradients fall continually outward from the nuclei. The dark zone corre-
sponds with a region in which the rate of fall first increases, then slows, and
finally approximates the normal value. The form of the curve might be ac-
counted for either by a circular ring of partial obscuration in the middle of the

envelope or by a concentration of luminosity near the boundary. Either ex-
planation indicates a segregation of material. Five S02 are illustrated in the
atlas, of which NGC 524 and 3065 are nearly face-on, and 4215, 4111, and
7332 are edge-on. The extreme weakness of the absorption features makes
the characteristics of the S02 difficult to see on the photographic plates and
nearly impossible to reproduce adequately. Consequently, they are not well
shown in the atlas for NGC 524 or 3065. For 3065, a drawing is given on page
5 of the atlas showing the subjective I(r) curve as the image appears on the
photographic plate. Note how the outer sections seem to be segregated from
the nuclear regions by the less luminous internal zone.

The weak absorption lane is silhouetted against the bright background of
the nucleus in SO2 galaxies seen edge-on. Because the ring is internal, the
outer parts of the disk are unaffected and appear as bright ansae. Although
the effect is rather inconspicuous because the internal obscuration is not
opaque, it can be seen in NGC 4215, which is the best edge-on example. Here
the nucleus and the outer regions of the fundamental plane are separated on
each side by a zone of lower luminosity. If 4215 were seen face-on, it un-
doubtedly would resemble 3065. NGC 4111 is a second example of an SO*
edge-on. Finally, 7332, shown on page 7, is a very early SO* on edge. The
plate was overexposed so as to show the peculiar square-shaped nuclear re-
gion, but on weakly exposed plates, faint absorption lanes similar to those in
4215 appear close to the center.

Galaxies in the S03 subgroup exhibit a structureless envelope similar to
that of the SOi, but a sharp, narrow, absorption lane is found within the lens.
The lane is in an arc concentric with the nucleus. The structure is a later and
further developed form of the S02. The arc appears to lie in or near the fun-
damental plane, and it cannot usually be traced over a complete circle. The
photographs suggest that the arc is buried in the lens, and is overlain by lu-
minous material. Since the most conspicuous portions of the arc generally
parallel the major axes of the projected images, the incompleteness of the cir-
cles might be accounted for by the orientation effect. Seven examples of S§5

galaxies are shown in the atlas. The type examples are NGC 3032 and 4459,

11
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shown on page 5. The internal absorption lane in 4459 is quite regular and

can be traced through a complete circle. The lane in 3032 is less regular but

is still circular. NGC 4526 is inclined greatly to the line of sight. The central

lane is silhouetted against the nuclear region. Because of the high inclina-

tion, the lane cannot be traced through 360°. SO3 galaxies seen on edge ap-

pear aa further developed cases of 4215 [S02] and 4111 [SQ2]. The absorption

band is seen as a dark lane blocking out the nuclear regions, and, because the

ring is not peripheral, bright ansae appear. The finest example is NGC 4710,

shown cin page 6. The pattern can be reproduced by tipping the symmetry

axis of 4459 [SO3, page 5] through 90°. NGC 5866 is another good example.

Two reproductions of this system arc shown to illustrate the difficulty of sep-

arating SO2 and SOs galaxies from E galaxies on overexposed or small-scale

plates.

Hie transition between normal SO and 5a galaxies is gradual. The absorp-

tion rings in S()« and SO3 galaxies begin to deviate from circular patterns and

take on a tightly wound spiral form. Two transitional galaxies are illustrated,

2S55 IS0.v'Sd(r) j and 5273 fStWSaCrf ]. The circular pattern in 2855 is bro-

ken, Mitl absorption lanes begin to wind outward through the envelope Be-

cause tilt beginnings of these embryo anas are tangent to an internal ring, the

gahjvy is of the (rl subtype. In 5273, faint spiral pattern1* of lower intensity

wind outward from tin* nucleus* The pattern in faint and difficult tu trace.

Tin- spiral pattern is of the N subtype.

Finally* five examples of peculiar SO galaxies are illustrated in the atla*.

'Hit m*M ntjTly tuirffwf of the five are NGC 12S }S0:pec ] and NGC 75S2

fSfhjM'c J. The peculiar shape of the nmiear unions sets these apart from the

SCi£ s* stems.

versed and are silhouetted against the bright background as narrow absorp-

tion lanes. Encircling the entire structure is a faint elliptical ring whose

major axis coincides with that of the central regions. Inspection of the photo-

graphs suggests that the central region is shaped like a cigar rather than a

disk or a pancake as in most other galaxies; that is to say, it may have the

shape of a Jacobi ellipsoid rather than a Maclaurin spheroid.

The last two peculiar SO galaxies illustrated are 3718 and 4753. NGC 3718

lias a heavy bar of obscuration crossing the face. On plates taken with the

100-inch telescope, the underlying luminosity distribution is that of an SOi

with a bright nucleus and an extended envelope. Hubble therefore called this

system SO pec, because, if the absorbing lane were removed, a normal SO would

remain. On 200-inch and 48-inch Schmidt plates, however, two faint exten-

sions to the envelope are seen which emerge from opposite sides of the pe-

riphery, suggesting spiral arms. The system looks somewhat like an SBb with

the absorption lane constituting the bar. But the bars of all Sb galaxies are

luminous, bright features, not absorption bands. The modern data, there-

fore, place NGC 3718 outside the classification scheme. Finally, NGC 4753

has numerous dark, irregular absorption bands crossing the face. If these

were removed, the underlying luminosity distribution would be SOi.

f ' < K . \,\.- ^ U, -U

SUMMARY

L Tin* SO class lias three subtypes, SOi, SO2, and SO3.

2, The SOi arc transition objects from the E7 galaxies. The elliptic!tics of

the central sections are flitter than those of E7» The distribution of light is

ccmttiuiou*, with no trace of absorption lanes. The central regions resemble

th«mr of £ galaxies, but the extensive outer envelope is flattened into a funda-

mental plane. The ILtt plane identities the Sl)i.

::i Tlir SO* bh*w the bc^tmuriK of either a separation of material or a faint

tjhsrtrptitm pattern eiitbtiJtSecl In the envelope. Seen edge-on, the

12
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internal pattern appears as decreased luminosity in a region intermediate

between the nucleus and the edge of the envelope.

4. The S03 is a development from S02. A strong internal circular ring is

present. The pattern is easily recognized in galaxies on edge. A dark central

absorption lane blocks the nucleus, and bright ansae appear in the funda-

mental plane.

Summary: SO Section

Ellipticals

EO
-a

E7

SO

^ ^

SBO

- — — •

so3

-C

<
Sals.)

>

Sa

SBa

FIGURE 1

Sa GALAXIES

NORMAL spiral galaxies emerge from the SO sequence with the appear-

ance of noncircular absorption patterns and definite spiral arms. Al-

though normal spirals show a wide diversity of form, they can be placed in a

rough progressive order by three classification criteria: (1) the openness of

the spiral arms, (2) the degree of resolution of the arms into stars, and (3)

the relative size of the unresolved nuclear region.

On this basis, the spiral sequence is divided into the three subsections Sa,

Sb, and Sc. There is a smooth transition between the sections, and the bound-

aries are somewhat arbitrary except at the two ends. In general terms, the

type SO, from which the spiral sequence emerges, is characterized by a struc-

tureless lens and an extended envelope (SOi) or by circular patterns of obscu-

ration (SO2, SO3). The first true spirals are called Sa. They show tightly

wound spiral patterns of obscuration, and they may or may not have tight

spiral arms of luminous matter. The arms are invariably smooth, with no

resolution into stars. Galaxies of type Sb have definite and pronounced spiral

arms which, at the beginning of the section (Sab in an old notation), are

tightly wound, and at the end become more massive and more open. Regular

spiral dust lanes are a prominent feature of the Sb type. The dust is heavier

and more conspicuous in Sb than in Sa systems.

The spiral structure dominates Sc galaxies. The arms are the most con-

spicuous part of the form. They are usually branched, highly resolved into

stars, and open or unwound. Spiral dust lanes are a highly important feature

of the spiral pattern, but they tend to be more irregular in the Sc than in the

Sb systems.

For many years it was thought that the third classification criterion of the

relative size of the unresolved nuclear region usually agreed with the criterion

of the arms. Inspection of large numbers of photographs shows that, although

there is a general correlation of the criteria, there are Sa galaxies (classified

by criteria 1 and 2) that have small nuclear regions. The assignment of gal-

axies to the Sa, Sb, or Sc type is based here primarily on the characteristics of

the arms. This docs not mean that Sa galaxies do not exist with large amor-

phous central regions devoid of dust and spiral structure; all Sa galaxies of

the 1302 type have this feature. We only wish to point out that a large amor-

phous central region is not a prerequisite for Sa galaxies.

The earliest galaxies of type Sit shown in the atlas are NGG 2681 JS;t(si}

and NGG 1302 fSafs) I These galaxies have tmu set** of amis. The inner set
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Is tightly wound about aa amorphous central region. The arms are nearly

circular and are difficult to trace except on short exposures. The inserts

showing nuclear regions on page 9 of the atlas illustrate the feature. The

inner amis of NGC 2681 appear to start tangent to the central nucleus, sepa-

rated in their junction point to this nucleus by 180°* The arms can be traced

for half a revolution where they lap back on each other and almost touch.

They art so tightly wound that on casual inspection they appear to form a

complete circular ring. The outer arms are multiple. They are difficult to

trace because the texture is smooth and of low surface brightness. The arms

can be interpreted as either fuzzy luminous filaments or as lanes of obscuring

matter winding out through a smooth envelope. This confusion is illustrated

by NGC 4378 on page 10 of the atlas. Here both Interpretations are passible;

either the spiral amis are the luminous filaments, or there are spiral dust

lane** obscuring the smooth underlying surface. The evidence from NGC

fiJ40 (not shown), which is a later galaxy of the NGC 1302 type, suggests that

it is the luminous filaments that cause the arms.

Sa galaxies tan be divided into two major groups, depending on the char-

acteristics of the anas and of the nuclear regions. The NGC 1302 group has a

rather large unresolved nuclear region with multiple drms starting tangent to

the nuclear bulge. Seven examples are shown. All the galaxies on page 9 and

the tir*t three on page Ware of this type* NGC ISBi is the earliest, 2775 is

pn?U4hly the latent* of the group. Then* ntultiplc*arm Sa galaxie? correspond

In the NGC 2S41, 7331 group of Sb galaxies*, and the t>2K M101 group of Sc

ies Hi t group forms a predominant strain through the entire spiral

. The sequence can he arranged at 131)2 (Sa) - 6340 (Sa> - 2775

l$sl - #h fSiii - 2H41 fSbf - 5015 |Sk:> - (KM (Sc) - 12*2 <Sc», where the

arm* ttcc^ste progrmhely more npen jpfitcceciing from the S* to the Sc. All

tittit 'gaUxitH sit %Jwftii in the atta* t%a*pt fJJUl,

*«p nf %4 grflaitcs hs% prriioiiiiiMfitly wiwll HIM lei

iSiiii httttnd tlust lines which umulh ^cl the pattern

A ft* S\§ %4Li\U'^ IMI*' Ififiiiiwiii* ̂ pir^] mtti%. Hie tvpt* r %s«njilr

at the early end and 3623 (page 11) at the late end. NGC 3623 is a very late

Sa or early Sb. Here the dust lanes are conspicuous and the arms fairly open.

Ail galaxies on page 11 are of the 4866 group. NGC 4941 on page 10 is an-

other example of this group. Here the nucleus is very small. The tightly

wound arms place this galaxy in the Sa class rather than in Sb or Sc. The

arms are not completely smooth but are beginning to break up into small

knots. NGC 4941 is a very late Sa, or, in an older notation, Sab. In general

the spiral patterns of the second subgroup of Sa galaxies are formed by ab-

sorption lanes scattered over the main bodies. NGC 4293 (page 71) shows

this particularly well with heavy obscuration outlining the main features.

Within the 4866 major group we can separate a homogeneous subgroup of

Sa galaxies with a special structural pattern, a typical example being NGC

4274 (page 12). On short-exposure small-scale photographs, galaxies in this

subgroup appear to have a narrow internal ring superimposed on the faint

background of the envelope. On large-scale photographs, however, it appears

that the ring is not complete but is broken at two diametrically opposite places,

the pieces having drifted outward to form a spiral pattern. The departure

from circularity h not great. This broken ring is connected to the nuclear

region by two low-surface-brightness features. On good long-exposure plates

the pattern of the spiral arms becomes quite evident, as is seen in the atlas

reproduction of 4274. Notice how the two arms almost touch where the one

sweeps through ISO0 and paises near the arm closer to the nucleus. Rem-

nants of this "rriiig^ structure are shown in NGC 3368 (page 12), which is of

Liter type and h seen more nearly perpendicular to the line of sight than 4274.

The last Sa gakxy sliown is XGC 3081 on page 1L It has a broken external

ring of the type just described. Tiie galaxy h similar to NGC 3185 (SBa, atlas

ji*igr 43) except that there h no strong bar connecting the ends cif the broken

ting, C )n long-exposure plates a faint bar can be traced in 30S1* but its faint-

ntss puts thi* galaxy in the Sa rather than SBa

Am
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SUMMARY

1. Spiral arms first emerge in the Sa galaxies.

2. The Sa type covers a fairly large section of the spiral sequence. The

early Sa have ill-defined arms which are smooth in texture and are tightly

wound about the amorphous nuclear regions. The principal classification

features are the nearly circular pattern of the arms and the lack of resolution

in the arms. Late Sa have prominent dust lanes (e.g., 3623, page 11) and a

suggestion of lumpiness in the texture of the arms, showing the start toward

resolution. Resolution begins in the early Sb systems and becomes ^com-

plete" in the Sc. But the arms are still tightly wound in the late Sa and form

nearly circular patterns.

3. The nuclear regions of Sa galaxies can be either large (2775, page 10) or

small (4866, page 11). There is not a unique connection between the relative

size of the nuclear region and the arm pattern, but there does appear to be a

strong correlation between the tightness of the spiral pattern and the lack of

resolution of the arms into stars and H II regions.

Sb GALAXIES

THE differentiation of an intermediate class Sb between the early and late

stages of the spiral sequence is necessarily arbitrary. The two ends of the

sequence, Sa and Sc, are easy to define. The Sa spirals have Incipient spiral

arms which are usually smooth in texture and are tightly wound in nearly

circular patterns about an amorphous central region. The Sc spirals have

highly branched, well differentiated arms that are not lightly wound around

the nucleus and are well resolved into stars and H II regions. There i% much

dust in the arms. The nuclear region is usually small and inconspicuous.

The large number of galaxies falling between the two extremes are called Sb.

Class characteristics are formulated in terms of intermediate criteria between

the Sa and Sc. Although the separation may seem vague in principle it works

well in practice.

There is considerable extension along the sequence from early Sb to late

Sb, and classification at both extremes is difficult. In an older notation the

transitional systems were called Sab and Sbc9 but this finer division is not

followed here.

The earliest example of Sb is NGC 4826, shown on page 13 of the atlas.

Reproductions from a long- and a short-exposure photograph are given. On

the longer exposure the vague, smooth, tight spiral pattern can be seen wound

around a large, amorphous nuclear region. The short exposure shows much

dust in the nucleus, and this is the feature that classifies NGC 4826 as an Sb

rather than an Sa system. The latest Sb galaxies shown in the atlas are NGC

3627,972, and 4433 on page 23. These galaxies are not in a "linear sequence"

from NGC 4826 but represent a different subgroup of Sb. That is to say, the

classification sequence is not infinitely narrow perpendicular to the Sa • Sb

-*^Sc direction, but has considerable width which is divided into subgroups.

NGC 4826 is in one of the subgroups, and the three galaxies 972, 3627, and

4433 are in another. Nevertheless, the difference in the openness of the arms,

the size of the amorphous nuclear region, and the amount and distribution of

dust do illustrate change along the sequence of classification from early to

late Sb.

The Sb spirals can be separated into two major divisions, corresponding to

the 1302 and 4866 division of the Sa. Galaxies in the first division have rela-

tively large amorphous nuclear regions. There are either two predominant

arms as in NGC 4579 (page 15) or a multiple-arm system as in 2841 (page 14}

and 488 (page 15). All galaxies shown on pages 13 to /Pare of this type.

Galaxies in the second major division of Sb are characterized by small nuclear

regions with the typical Sb intermediate spiral pattern. Ail galaxies shown on

pages 20 to 23 are of this type.

15
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Two subgroups arc recognized within the first major division. The first,

called the 4569 subtype, has soft, thick arms, smooth in texture and of low

surface brightness. The arms are tightly wound and may be bounded on their

inner edges by dust lanes. The first five galaxies on page 13 are of this sub-

type. The So galaxy most like this group is M51, shown on page 26.

Hit second subgroup of the large-nucleus type is comprised of galaxies

like NGG 2H41 or 4S8 and is known as 2841 type 8k All galaxies shown on

pages 14 to 19 are of this type. NGC 2841 has a large amorphous central re-

gion in which then* is no spiral structure. This zone resembles an E or SOi
galaxy. Many tightly wound spiral segments start tangent to the central zone

and wind outward. At first glance the filaments appear to be complete spiral

arms, but closer inspection shows that only thin, broken segments are present

which cannot be traced m individual arcs for more than 30°. NGC 2841 h

among the earliest of the group. The same pattern of amorphous central re-

gions and tightly wound thin spiral segments is found in all the galaxies shown

on page 15. NGC 488 is a particularly good example. Here the segments of

amis closest to the nucleus arc smooth in texture. As the arms wind outward

they {jecorne "lumpy** with evidence of condensations.

The form progresses through NGC 7217 fpagt* 15)^ where, on good plates

taken with the 200-inclu the spiral arcs can be traced very close to u smaller

amorphous nucleus* The reproduction in the atla$ h overprinted and does

not show this inner spiral pattern. The surface brightness of the spiral pat-

tern increases toward the center, and the arms do not coalesce until they

reach 3-mm radius from the center (on the scale of the atlas illustration). The

arms i*n tie traced even doMrr to the center in the magnificent spiral NGC

51)55 ffxigc J5k Diitinct spiral patterns can lie traced to within 0.7-mm (ra-

iling fulfil tftt center tjftlie atlas illustration of 5055.

But the curious thing about this gabty and all others that follow irt the

*t*<jut-!R't f:I52L iWJft, WiK 4?;lti, ami 4*00* i* thr sharp diH'tuitirtuity of

sytCii e hti%hintHs of tfit spiui paik'm m the inner tt%inn* Tin: irnporUnt

point firif is t!i«d, if thvsc iiificf :41ms were trn;^uhn%i Mid in lost* their idt'fi-

titv j** iiiiH, l!ie xv%i*m wtnifil hnk ijmmpisous* wouM lust a high *utt'M,?

brightness, and would appear like the structureless central regions of 488,

2841 of the Sb, and 2775 (page 10), 3898 (page 10), 2811 (page 11), and 1302

(page 9) of the Sa, and all members of the elliptical and SOi class.

From the geometrical forms alone we can place these closely coiled, multi-

ple-arm galaxies in a sequence from Sc to Sa in the order: NGC 3810 (page

30), 1232 (page 32), M101 (page 27), 628 (page 29), 1068 (page 16), 4699

(page 16), 3521 (page 75), 5055 (page 75), 7217 (page 75), 488 (page 75),

2841 (page 14), 2775 (page 70), 3898 (page 70), 2811 (page 77), 6340, and

1302 (page 9). In this order, the arms, starting tangent to the central amor-

phous bulge, become more tightly coiled, thinner, and more regular. And

the nuclear region grows at the expense of the arms, the surface brightness of

the central region remaining nearly constant whether it contains arms or is

amorphous. This phenomenon may have evolutionary significance, suggest-

ing that a given galaxy evolves from Sc to Sa owing to the kinematical condi-

tion of a differential velocity field and the absence of the formation of young

O and B stars. These considerations will be discussed in detail elsewhere.

The Sb galaxies forming this sequence are illustrated on pages 14, 15, and 16

of the atlas.

Three large-scale photographs of the near-by Sb galaxies of the multiple-

ami type* arc .shown on pages 77, 75, and 19. The arms in NGC 7331 can be

traced to within 6 mm of the center on the scale of the illustration. The burned -

out portion in the illustration is not structureless. The amis of 7331 arc much

coarser than those of 5055 or 488* There are many Sb galaxies like 7331.

NGC 4527 (shown by Hubble in the Astropkysical Journal^ 97,112,1943) and

NGC 4216 ratios, page 25, and utao Hubble, Ap. / . , 97, 112, 1943) arc exam-

ples M31 on page M of this atlas has even coarser arms and a genuinely large

amorphous nuclear region. Finally, M81 is shown. The arms here are thin

and well ilefiiMttl They begin tangent to the central region and wind outward

l« nearly 3WP with only a slight departure from circularity. The dust arms

cm lie: truu'd throughout the central region of M8L They first appear at

dmni :I5 wcond* of arc: from the very bright central nucleus. This corre-

spond* t« H runt %ni the illustration out page /9 of the atlas.
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In the second major subdivision of the Sb, the nuclear region is relatively

small compared with the arm pattern. Fine subdivisions can be made among

the many Sb systems in this group. The criteria are the thinness of the arms,

the degree of organization of the luminous matter in the arms, and the degree

of organization of the dust in the arms. Clearly the three galaxies shown in

the top panels of page 20 belong to the same subgroup. Because the nuclear

regions are large and the arms are thin and tightly wound, these systems are

classified as Sb, but in structure they are similar to M101 of the Sc. The three

galaxies in the lower panels of page 20 also seem to form a subgroup. Here

the arms appear to be disorganized, with dust scattered somewhat irregularly

over the face. These galaxies may be the Sb counterpart of the Sc group

characterized by NGC 253, NGC 2903, and the galaxies on pages 30, 34, and

35 of the Sc section.

Galaxies of an interesting special subgroup are shown on page 21. They

are characterized by the presence of an internal ring from which the outer

spiral arms emerge. These galaxies, especially NGC 3705, resemble the 4274

group of Sa, in which a broken internal ring is a prominent feature. Faint

outer arms present in NGC 4750, 4530, and 4725 are shown in the negative

Inserts.

Another special subgroup, called NGC 210 galaxies, is shown on page 22.

Each of these galaxies has an internal and an external set of arms, but the

arms of each set appear to be of different pitch. The best example is NGC 210

itself. Two tightly wound dust arms are present in the central nuclear region.

Springing from opposite ends of this region are two arms with open pitch and

partial resolution into knots. The same pattern is repeated In NGC 1964,

615, and 23. The arms in the nuclear region are almost circular and are

smoother in texture than the outer arms. Furthermore, the central arms are

more clearly outlined by the dust than by luminous patterns.

The final subtype of Sb illustrated in the atlas, on page 23, has NGC 3§27

and NGC 4433 as its prototypes. Here the face of the galaxy is dominated by

a rather chaotic dust pattern forming the spiral structure. The classification

is Sb, because the arms arc not very open nor is there great resolution of the

arms into knots and stars as in the Sc systems. There is too much dust with

disorganized patterns to call these galaxies Sa.

Sc GALAXIES

DOMINANCE of multiple spiral arms and small amorphous nuclear re-

gions are the characteristics of Sc galaxies. These features and the high

degree of resolution of the open, branched-arm system make Sc galaxies easy

to recognize. The detection of resolution in spiral arms depends on distance

and on telescope size, but in practice the 60-inch, 100-inch, and 200-inch

telescopes give photographs of sufficient scale so that either individual knots

(H II regions and associations of stars) or a general lumpiness in the texture

of the arms can be detected in galaxies with redshifts as large as 15,000 km/

sec. AH the near-by bright galaxies are within this limit.

The Sc galaxies exhibit great diversity in form. At least six major sub-

groups can be distinguished. These groups in general represent development

along the sequence of classification from early to late Sc. The largest sub-

group of Sc galaxies resembles M101 (page 27). The arms are thin, multiply

branched, and loosely wound about a very small nuclear region. They can be

traced through about one revolution, although in some galaxies, such as NGC

5364 (page 32), segments of the main arms make nearly two complete turns.

But this is rare. Although most Sc galaxies have multiple arms, close inspec-

tion of the photographs shows that only two predominant arms emerge from

opposite sides of the nuclear region. They wind outward for nearly half a

revolution^ at which point they branch into many individual segments which

continue to spiral outward to form the multiple structure. M101 is a particu-

larly good example of this (page 27). The beginning of the two major arms in

the central region is shown in the enlarged print of the nucleus on page 31.
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Here the arms begin as dust lanes, lying within a few hundred parsecs of the

center of the galaxy, on the inside edge of the luminous matter. The situation

is shown even better for M100, where the dust lanes spiral through about 120°

very close to the nucleus (upper panel, page 31} and then change into the

prominent luminous arms farther out <paj»e 28). (The negative reproduction

of Ml00 in the Asftephysual JvurnaU 127^ 513, figure S, shows the central

regions well.)

Nine examples of the M101-type Sc systems arc illustrated in the atlas.

The t\[>c example, MICH, is shown on page 27. It is an intermediate Sc about

midway iictwtni early Sc and late Sc. MUM) and M83 illustrate dispersion

within the group, M100 is an early Sc, called Slie in an earlier notation. MS3

is a transitional example between normal Sc and SBc. The two major dust

lanes threading into the nucleus from opposite sides of MHJ are characteristic

of the SBb galaxies. The lur is not pronounced, however, and MSJ is classed

4s Si 'SBc rather than SBc, Note how the dust Lines in both MKHI and MS3

lie nn the inside of the luminous arui**. This appcui s to lie characteristic of all

galaxies, Othi'i M101-t>{K' galaxies illustiatt-d arc NGC 62K, 4254, 430.*,

I«S|. MSI, And r>7. NltCias Ipa^r 2ft) dearly resembles M101 in the arm

strut iuiii but difft rs in the nuelutr region. The dust Lines do not he^in dt the

center ofNGCWUMmt start Undent t**a small amorphous nut leaf region (see

JM^«I J!*, If»iit! i'i^lil jKineli. Similar I^'^iiiniii^^ of the dust «*rms occur in

N(i<" MM i\Bh, ju^t" 31* iipprr ti^ht juiwlu Mil ma> I*1 of the M101 sub-

group* although tiit anus an* tint L 4iiil ill dvtiut'ii. Tlii^ galaxy ttstiiiblt's the*

N(l(' 4W) subtvfH1 ttf HI) ĴM^V I'lU with snft. tiiitk arms whidi arv rather

^m^itliiii ttAturc. TlstN It^i'^liii^fifih %(4[> i*i7^ fSli*,l«it H J I iscoiiskJti-

;sM% l̂ ft i i?i ti{>c MU\ h,fs nnni1 tln>,t nn ifsr innvi suit of tlit- hiiniitoi^ **?n$*«.

tvjH's <4'S*r ^ili^ir* lAist im^^li^ tJHz \fllll ^inii|)9 "Ttu: pt^bd\pe

/ ^J\ itbJiIi inn ft nynhpk; +\nrA ifirr* th it *4#*f1 iJit^i fit tnan i xtcr*

HU ;^ i l l

7 J

Examples of the third major subgroup of Sc galaxies are shown on page 30

of the atlas. The prototype galaxy of this group is NGC 1637. Here the arms

are not so well defined as in the Ml01 group. The arms generally start in the

nucleus and cover the entire face of the galaxy. Usually they are not well

separated and are more difficult to trace than arms in M101 type systems.

NGC 3810 (page 309 upper left panel) is an early example of this type. The

arms can be traced to within 6 seconds of arc from the center of NGC 3810

(2 mm on the scale of the illustration). The high-intensity central region

(containing the inner arms) is similar to that in galaxies described in the NGC

1068 group of Sb (1068, 4699, 3521, 5055, 7217, 488, and 2841). There may

be evolutionary significance to this sequence, with the evolution proceeding

in the Sc to Sa direction. The NGC 1637 subgroup is considered to be more

advanced along the Sc section than galaxies in the M101 group, for the arm

pattern is not so well defined in NGC 1637. The subgroup is midway between

the M101 and the NGC 253 groups described below.

NGC 253 (page 34) is a spectacular object. It is very large in angular size

and is probably located just beyond the Local Group. The spiral pattern is

more difficult to trace than in either the M101 or 1637 groups because of the

ill-defined amis and the large internal obscuration caused by dust scattered

more c#r Ie%s chaotically across the disk. The arms in galaxies of this group

are broad, multiple, and usually highly resolved into knots. Six galaxies of

tlie 253 group are shown on page 55. The illustration of NGC 2903 unfortu-

nately dm% not %hmv the very complicated internal obscuring pattern across

ilic entire face, but this feature is shown to advantage in the remaining five

guiaxiew of page 35*

In a fifth group of Sc ty»tem$ arc galaxies of the M33, NGC 2403 type.

Both tittle s t e r n s are near enough to be highly resolved. M33 is a mentiier

of the hn.d Group, It* distance modulus is about m - M**24J5. If the 200-

ifw li tiifi photograph to mw « 23.0, thru plates of M33 reach Mm « -1.5. NGC

2403 is in the MHl gnmp who*? modulus is about mt - 3#»27.I. Here sturs

kigiiict than Jfw**-4.I aie rc**>lmL The spiral araw in both these galaxies

am nut Hcli tlcfiscii, lint the gential spiral pattern is «jiiilr evident. Seen at a
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greater distance, the arms would appear to be thick and loosely coiled.

The transition between very late Sc and Irr is gradual. There are a number

of galaxies whose spiral arms can still be traced but in which the arm pattern

is very chaotic and ill defined. These systems have been called Sd by Shapley

and very late Sc by Hubble. Four examples of such systems are illustrated on

page 37 of the atlas. The group is designated as the NGC 4395 group. Note

the very low surface brightness of all four galaxies. Various sections of the

galaxy shown in the upper right panel of page 37 are catalogued in the NGC

as separate objects. The entire galaxy is known as NGC 4395, 4399, 4400,

and 4401. Because of the low surface brightness of this and of NGC 45, the

photographic contrast was increased in the reproductions by printing from a

copy negative.

Sb

*

NGC 5364

v
w
MSOS

Summary: Sc Section

Sc

s . NGC »03

^ w w
^ NGC 1637

w
M33

Sd

NGC 4395

W

FIGURE 2

SUMMARY

1. Sc galaxies have very small amorphous central regions. The spiral-arm

pattern dominates the structural form on photographs taken in blue light.

2. Nearly all Sc galaxies have multiple spiral arms loosely wound around

the central regions. Two principal arms can generally be traced almost to the

very center of the system. Multiple branching creates new arms from the two

"parent" arms. The branching occurs after the parent arms have wound

outward for about 90°.

3. The arms show a very high degree of resolution into knots, which are

mostly HII regions and associations of stars.

4. There is much dust in the spiral arms; usually it lies on the inside of the

luminous arcs. Dust amis are traceable into the nuclear regions (see the illus-

trations of M100, M51, M101, and NGC 628 on page 31).

5. There is great variation of structural form along the section from early

Sc to late Sc. Six major subgroups are recognized on the basis of the clean-

ness of the arm separation. (There is very clear arm separation in the MIOi

group, and very poor in the NGC 2903, M3$, and NGC 4595 groups.) The

division into subgroups, although perhaps somewhat artificial, illustrates the

progression along the sequence. The progression is shown in figure 2.

6. The transition from late Sc to Irr is smooth. NGC 4395-4401,, NGC 45,

and NGC 5204 are transition examples.

IRREGULAR GALAXIES

IRREGULAR galaxies comprise 2.8 per cent of the galaxies north of 5 s*

-15° brighter than wtm^l33« Irregular systems divide sharply into two

groups. Galaxies of the first group art* highly resolved into luminous O and B

stari and H II regions. The systems show no circular symmetry about a rota-

tional axis* Prominent spiral structure k mi&sing. These galaxies form a con-

tinuation of the late Sc formi of the NGC 4395 type {page 37). The type

1.9
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examples arc the L;ir«c and Small Magellanic Clouds. Galaxies of the first

Upe art* called Irr I. Galaxies of the second group also show no rotational

svmmetiv. The photographic images are completely smooth in texture, show

no si^ii of resolution into stars, and are often crossed by irregular absorption

dust lanes and patches, 'These systems are called Irr II. The type example

for the %n>up is MS2 fpage *//).

Thirteen Ma^ell«inic Cloud-type irregulars (Irr I) are shown in the atlas on

pants JH. Jfi and 4(1 Three irregulars of the M82 type (Irr III are illustrated

on pai ĉ 4L A fourth Irr II system Is NGC 5195, which is the companion to

Tilt- picture of tiie Lar^c Magellan it* Cloud given on page 38 was taken with

the Mount VViKon 10-inch refractor by Dr. Karl Henize in South Africa. H i e

jilitr \\dH red-sensitive anil shows the numerous h\drogen-emission regions

in flit* LM(*. The six galaxies on p-igt* X9antl the first four on page 40 are all

5«*>*Hi tvjiinplt-s of the In I tvpt. Suit the Lick of circular symmetry in all, the

tvtrnne resolution uito stars the Ltrgc number of H II regions, the Lck of

spiral strut ture, jml the Ink of obvious dust lanes or patches. All ten of

IIICH" £.*lj\!4"«i tirr nt\w4w sv stems. If! 1613 (page 40) and the Sextans Sys-

tem !|u^r 39) are incml>ers of the Ijotal Group. Ho IF, NGC 2366, and IC

2r>7i viir fttunkfs uf flit- MSI group, ami the renutimler of the systems are no

l;ifl)t£'T from us \\\:\n the ncar-bv Vir^o Cluster of gu!a\ics«

Tin: \,M two \n%%U\A\S*A\U\M\ cm fwgr 40are cither<iw«irf sp i r jkor irregii-

li!?^ n!ir pLtti/i arc iitii gfwiii cnotagh to tdSf nhichi in the NGC 1023 group of

ftiiij) *\(IC MIL 925,11)03,1023,1058,

jlLdin! Siiiitiigr, A\fn>nt>muat JmrnaU

1111* Tlif'^f jrtr %cr'y luw-sairfate-hnahtncH^

'm*» t:tmw<\w\ with tlii-* Aihinmu-da

tin tin -iH îtii |j Sdinwli piaks in a i*|>t4uil sean h

%.fi?,%M̂  umpnsmz the

HL !l?, FFtli faille XJ i;ti

44)|f?t^ iff «j 3;To«ip of ^ i i

'^i/if* ^t*/,» I lit/* Hi ii f

1'H If of \f**

No

m • /If

27.1. Any stars brighter than J f w =-4 .0 should be observed. (Compare M82

with M81. Both are at the same distance.) The color index of M82 is Cp =

0.81 (Holmberg, Medd. Lunds Astr. Ob$., ser. II, no. 136, 1958), but the spec-

trum is A5 (Humason et ah, Astronomical Journal, 61, 97, 1956). Dust lanes

are evident across the entire face of M82. NGC 3077, which probably forms a

dynamical companion to M82, and NGC 5195, the companion to M51, are of

similar form. Finally, NGC 520 has a smooth texture to the photographic

image and, for this reason, is placed with the Irr II group.

BARRED SPIRALS

I N T R O D U C T I O N *

Til E class of galaxies characterized by a bar across the central regions was

first recognized by H. D. Curtis, who assigned to it the provisional name
f*^ type11 spirals* later the more convenient term ccbarred" spirals, repre-

sented by the symbol SB, was suggested by Hubble and has been universally

adopted. The SB class includes 15 per cent of the brighter galaxies. The

members do not differ systematically from normal spirals either in luminosity,

dimension, spectral characteristics, or distribution over the sky.

* The material in thmntroduction rtnin heavily upon notes left by Hubble.The change
hmn tht 19M w§tei» uf classification to the present system, namely, the introduction
*>f the fitw SROtLm, i* discussed here for the first time.
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In describing the barred spirals it will be convenient to differentiate (1) the

nucleus, (2) a region concentric with the nucleus which has the shape of a

convex lens seen in projection, (3) a ring of luminous matter which when pres-

ent lies on the rim of the lens and in the progression of the (r) subtype devel-

ops into the spiral arms, and (4) the envelope or outer region of the galaxy.

In addition, there is always present the characteristic feature of the class, a

more or less well defined luminous bar extending centrally across the lens and

terminating at its rim or on the innermost coils of the spiral arms.

The structural features fall into a sequence in which a simple pattern of bar

and ring develops into a pattern of bar and spiral arms. In several respects,

such as the unwinding of the arms and their progressive resolution, the se-

quence resembles that of normal spirals and, like the normal spirals, was

originally subdivided into the three distinct sections SBa, SBb, and SBc in the

classification of 1936. Hubble found the scheme useful for certain purposes,

but evidence accumulated from large-scale photographs between 1936 and

1950 demonstrated a rather serious defect. The subdivisions in the parallel

sequences of normal and barred spirals were not comparable, because those

galaxies classified SBa showed no spiral arms whatsoever whereas the Sa gal-

axies were true spirals with the beginnings of real arms. Galaxies classed as

SBa according to the 1936 scheme were similar to the new class of transition

galaxies, called SO, which Hubble had isolated between the E7 and the Sa

systems. The SBa galaxies (1936 style) were the transition objects from the

lenticular galaxies E7 to the true barred spirals, much as the SO galaxies fur-

nished the transition between E7 and Sa.Thus the parallel sequences of gal-

axies with true spiral arms were represented by two sections (SBb and SBc)

in the barred spirals and by three sections (Sa, Sb, and Sc) in the normal

spirals. Hubble changed his original classification system to correct this dif-

ficulty by adding a new class called SBO, If the bar were removed from gal-

axies in this class, an SO galaxy would result. It therefore became clear that

the objects previously classed as SBa corresponded more close!) to the SO

systems than to the Sa galaxies along the normal spiral sequence. Conse-

quently, those galaxies called SBa in the 1936 system have been renamed SBO

and the remaining barred spirals have been redistributed among the three

sections SBa, SBb, and SBc.

SBO GALAXIES

THE SBO class represents a transitional stage between the elliptical gal-

axies and the true barred spirals. In this respect, the class is similar to

SO in the sequence of normal spirals. The boundary of the SBO is defined on

the E side by the presence of the characteristic bar and on the SBa side by the

absence of spiral arms. Features common to the entire class are a nucleus, a

lens of lower intensity concentric witli the nucleus, the bar which usually ter-

minates on the periphery of the lens, and occasionally an outer envelope

and/or an external ring. The bar can be either very indistinct and difficult to

recognize or well developed and prominent. The development of the bar is

interpreted as a progression along the sequence from early to late SBO, and

is recognized in the classification by the subdivision into three groups SBOi,

SBO*, and SB03.

The SBOi, the earliest subclass, is distinguished by a broad and poorly de-

fined region of enhanced luminosity which crosses the central lens at some

arbitrary angle to the major axis of the nucleus and lens. This enhanced re-

gion is the bar of SBOi. The bars are indistinct and difficult to trace on small-

scale plates. Consequently, observers with small telescopes will probably con-

fuse SBOi and SOi galaxies- The earliest examples of SBOi in the Shapley-

Ames catalogue are 10-23 and 44S5, neither of which Is shown la the atlas.

NGC 4612 (page 42) is the only SBOi illustrated, and Its features are rather

difficult to see in the illustration. A sketch of the galaxy is shown In the leg-
end; the nucleus, the lens and the broad inclined region of enhanced lunu-
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nosity should be noted. This is a type example of SBOi. The inclined region

in SBOi galaxies later than NGC 4812 narrows and becomes more distinct un-

til, in the SBÔ  and SB03, the bar is prominent.

SBOa galaxies have a nucleus, a lens, and a bar. The bar is not continuous

from the nucleus to the rim of the lens. It consists of the central nucleus plus

two regions of enhanced luminosity at diametrically opposite points of the

periphery of the lens. NGC 2859 (page 42) is the type example, with 4262

(page 42) and 2950 (page 421 as inenibere of the group. All three are illus-

trated in the atlas. External rings are common in the SB02 and SBO3. NGC

2859 is a particularly good example. It is classed as SBG2(R5 in an obvious

Eolation where (R) designates the existence of the external ring.

SBOi galaxies have liars extending entirely across the face of the lens. This

h a development of the partial bars of the SB02» No examples of pure SBOa are

shown in the atlas. The central regions of NGC 4643 [SBOs/SBafr)] (page

42) mid NGC 51(1! !SB0»/SBa(s) j (page 42), however, illustrate the SB03

characteristics. Here the bar is intense and well developed, and ii contributes

the irujor part of the luminosity of the system. Both NGC 4843 and 5101

show incipient spiral structure which puts them in a transition class to SBa.

The outer regions of 4643 contain arms starting tangent to a complete ring at

tlir rim of the lens. In NGC 51 OK the ring k broken at the end* of the bar,

Tliis broken ring in an early development of a structure that will become bona

fiilt MM% 111 the SBa class. Tltt «tnm spring from the lips of the Iktr instead of

from a complete intern*! ring. NGC 4643 and 5101 arc* the eat!it**t examples

of turn |i*intlli*l development* of %pir«iJ type* which are characterized by K<*1-

avits N(XJ 1J§S iSBbf'rl \ \ditn% starting tangent to an internal iingi itfitl

NC*O 1300 tSBiiht 1 \4m\s springing from the ends of the lurh The differ-

ence In ttir *UTlin% ptjee of the arm* fictweeft 4ft 13 and 5101 uppcm to lie

JII«I will lie *trr**e*i in the Uitt c

ttr twicil a\nu% ilic entire kirred

the f l i f %

Then* tv*o line** of

,>r the

tin* sntn %i4i{ Un^tut U* i tm% (bit UfIH| H 4 it*

from the bar (like 1300) is a lower-case (s) after the main type symbol. Thus

the outer part of NGC 4643 is classed as SBa(r) and that of 5101 as SBa(s).

SUMMARY

1. There are three subtypes, SBOi, SB02, and SB0§, which differ from one

another in the characteristics of the bar.

2. The bar of SBOi galaxies is a broad, indistinct region whose surface

brightness is higher than that of the surrounding lens. It is inclined at a ran-

dom angle to the major axis of the projected image.

3. The bar of SBO2 galaxies does not extend completely across the face of

the underlying lens. There are two diametrically opposite regions of en-

hanced luminosity on the rim of the lens which, together with the nucleus,

constitute the bar.

4. The bar of SBO3 galaxies extends completely across the face of the lens.

It is narrow, well defined, and bright.

Summary; SB0 Section

Elliptical*

SW* SB* SBa

fin thv ih t
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SBa GALAXIES

THE SBa is the earliest of the true barred-spiral forms. There is a spread

along the sequence from early to late SBa which is recognized by the de-

veloping characteristics of the spiral arms. The arms of the early SBa are

poorly defined, smooth in texture, broad, and fuzzy. They are usually coiled

in a nearly circular pattern around a central region which itself closely re-

sembles the nucleus, lens, and bar of the SB03. The earliest of the SBa is

NGC 936 [SBa(s) ], which is not shown in the atlas because of the difficulty of

reproducing the very faint arms. The earliest SBa illustrated is NGC 7743

[SBa(s)] (page 43). Here the arms are insignificant relative to the nuclear

regions; they are smooth in texture and closely wound. There is no trace of

resolution. In the later SBa, the arms are relatively narrow and well devel-

oped, and some show beginning traces of resolution (NGC 3185, page 43;

175, page 43). The arms here are tightly wound and form nearly circular

arcs that appear in projection as elliptical loops.

The spiral pattern can originate in two ways, either by emerging tangent to

a complete internal ring at the edge of the lens, as in NGC 5566 [SBa(r), page

43}j or by springing from the ends of the bar, as in NGC 175 [SBa(r), page 43}

and NGC 3185 [SBa(s), page 43}. As was mentioned in the section on the

SBO, these two lines of development are designated (r) and (s), respectively.

The two types can be traced throughout the .sequence of later forms.

Six examples of SBa are given in the atlas on pages 43 and 441 NGC 175

[SBa(s)J, NGC2217 [SBa(r)],NGCS185 [SBa(s)J, NGC5566 [SBa(r)],NGC

7743 [SBa(s)], and the peculiar object NGC 4314 [SBa(s)pec].

Descriptions of the six examples will illustrate the features of the class.

NGC 2217 is shown in both positive and negative prints. Tins galaxy lias a

well developed nucleus, a lens, and a bar of the SBO* type. The liar extends

to the rim of the lens, on which very faint beginnings of spiral arms arc found.

These arms start at diametrically opposite points of the rim about 15° around

from the termination point of the bar. Consequently 2217 is of the (r) class,

although it is a poor example. Casual inspection would suggest that the

nearly circular outer parts of the arms form a closed ring separated from the

nucleus. But this is not so, because there are broad, faint rim connections

which join onto these brighter, outer regions of the arms at almost a 90° angle.

This pattern of arms is almost identical to that of NGC 3185 [SBa(s) ]. The

difference in appearance is an effect of projection. NGC 3185 is inclined con-

siderably to the line of sight, whereas 2217 is nearly face-on. This projection

effect makes the two separate arms more easily visible in 3185 than in 2217.

In both galaxies, the arms are very closely coiled and appear to form a closed

ring, but close inspection reveals that there are indeed two separate arms

which spring from the ends of the bar. Each arm can be traced through 180°

until it passes near, and almost joins, the opposite end of the bar. Each arm

does pass beyond the other, and each can be traced on the outside of the be-

ginning of the other arm. The same pattern would be produced if the ring

had broken away from the bar (just above the bar at one end, and just below at

the other) and the broken ends of the ring had drifted outward. This form,

which can be traced in NGC 3185 and 2217, can also be seen in NGC 175 and

7743. NGC 3081, a transition between Sa and SBa, shows the same pattern.

In NGC 175 the arms are slightly more open than in 2217 or in 7743, and this

fact, together with the partial resolution of the arms into knots, places 175 as

the latest SBa(s) of the group. The division between SBa and SBb is rather

arbitrary, with 175 close to the boundary. In an earlier notation, NGC 175

was called SBak

The galaxy NGC 5566 is the only good example in the Shapley-Ames cata-

logue of an SBt(r) north of I«-3O 0 brighter than tmm^ IS.Q. The insert of

NGC 5566 shows that the broad fuzzy arms emerge tangent to the internal

ring characteristic of the (r) subdivision* Two thin dust lanes in the middle

of the amis are silhouetted against the luminous background. The appear-

ance of these lanes in the anus of 5566 is significant, for they mark the begin-

nings of features that can be traced in the later stages of the deification.
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One of the major characteristics of the SBb(s) is the presence of two dust

lanes leaving the nucleus one on each side of the bar and extending into the

spiral arms. This feature is conspicuously absent in all SBa. The bars of most

SBa's are devoid of dust. There is one exception, NGC 4314 [SBa(s)pec],

which is illustrated on page 44. This peculiar object has internal spiral arms

opening in the same direction as the external arms. The space between the

luminous spiral pattern may be dust lanes in analogy with the almost identi-

cal pattern in the nucleus of NGC 4321 (M100) [Sc] shown on page 31. A

similar but less pronounced internal structure of this same sort may be pres-

ent in NGC 4245 [SBa].

The final object illustrated in this section of the atlas is NGC 4691 fSBa

(peel ], which is included with 4314 to show that absorption does occur rarely

in other objects. But here the dust is in a quite irregular pattern in contrast

to the regular form in 4314. Hubble classed 4691 as SBa pec; on the basis of

the 200-inch plate shown, I should now classify this galaxy as an Irregular of

the MS2 type.

Summary: SBa and SBb Section

FIGURE 4

SBb GALAXIES

SUMMARY

L The characteristic bar is prominent and smtxrth in texture with no twee

of resolution into knots or %tdf%* No dust hues arc present in the har as in

SBbt.M,

2* Spiral arm* fir«t appear in the SR*. They are usually closely coiled

a}*mt the trniiA fans and bai; they are often faint and inconspicuous and

mihilk NHitioth in texture although trices of partial resolution itegin in the

\it\ lik Sikh

3, Ilir ^nn% urn tithrr ficgift Undent u> an iuttnul ring ffri subtype j^ or

i HI ^n»4 Inmi thr emK nftlw IMI \M MiblypvU Tlii% dnishni int*> fit and

?*• Kr4i''j*^t% l|f/l pr^nunt'nt HI llir Slit hni i% u donamant feature t̂ f SBb jnd

THE classification criteria for the SBb are intermediate between those of

the SBa and the SBc. They are based primarily on the openness and the

degree of resolution of the spiral amis, and on the complete lack of resolution

of the bar. The SBb galaxies break rather sharply into two subgroups, de-

pending on whether the spiral arms start tangent to an internal ring [the (r)

ftubtypc] or spring from the ends of the bar [the (H) subtype]—the same two

basic subgroups that have been discussed throughout this atlas.

The prototype SBt>{**) galaxy k NGC 13(10, shown on page 45. The intense

nuclear region of the bar is small The entire bar with the exception of the

very tips k smooth in texture with no hint of resolution into stars. This com-

pletely amorphous* structure ib *o similar to the central regions of near-by
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Sb galaxies (M31, M81, etc.) that it appears likely that no stars brighter than

Mv~~3 are present in the bar of NGC 1300. This assumption is perhaps a

bit conjectural because the estimated distance modulus is m - M=31.6 (based

on a Hubble constant of 75 km/sec 106 parsecs). Lack of resolution with the

200-inch telescope means only that there are no stars brighter than Mpg^-8.6.

The fact, however, that the color index of the small central nucleus is 0.54

(Pettit, Astrophysical Journal, 120, 413, 1954) suggests the presence of old

stars (like a globular cluster or an elliptical galaxy). There are two straight

dust lanes in NGC 1300 which emerge from the nucleus and proceed on

opposite sides of the bar. These absorption features bend sharply at the ter-

mination of the bar and continue on the inside of the spiral arms. The high-

surface-brightness parts of the arms can be traced through about 180°. The

arms continue for another half revolution, but with much lower intensity.

They can be traced for a total of about 360°. These features in NGC 1300 are

characteristic of all SBb(s) galaxies. Four additional SBb(s) systems are

shown on page 46 of the atlas. There is no sharp division between the normal

spiral sequence and the barred sequence, because many transition galaxies

exist. M83, shown on page 2S, is an example of an Sc/SBb(s). It has more of

the features of an Sc than of an SBb galaxy, but the characteristic absorption

lanes and the suggestion of a bar are evident. The four galaxies on page 46

illustrate the transition between pure SBb(s) [NGC 5383] and SBb(s)/Sb

[NGC 6951], Note the two straight absorption lanes across the face of the

bar, the spiral pattern springing at right angles from the ends of the bar, and

the nearly circular arm pattern.

The prototype of the ringed subgroup of the barred spirals, SBb (r), is NGC

1398, shown on page 47. Note how the outer spiral arms start tangent to a

narrow internal ffriag." The ring Is actually not complete but is composed

of very tightly wound spiral segments which are thin and well defined. The

outer arms are highly branched and of very low surface brightness. There are

no absorption features In the bar. Indeed, no SBb(r) galaxy in the Mount

Wilson collection has the straight absorption lanes so characteristic of SBb (s).

Galaxies exist that are intermediate in type between the (%) and (r) sub-

groups. They are designated by (sr) if they are closer to the (s) type, or by

(rs) if closer to the (r) type. NGC 4394 [SBb(sr) ] is an example. The arms

spring from the ends of the bar, but they spiral rather tightly, forming an

almost closed ring. The feature is similar, but of later type, to the spiral pat-

tern in NGC 3185 SBa(s) (page 43) and to 7743 SBa(s) (page 43).

Four galaxies are shown on page 48 which illustrate the pure SBb(r) type

[NGC 2523] and the transition cases SBb(rs) and SBb(sr). Note in each the

smooth texture of the bar and the well defined arms.

SUMMARY

1. SBb galaxies have a well defined bar structure which is smooth in texture

with no hint of resolution into stars.

2. There are two subgroups. The spiral arms of the SBb(s) group spring

from the end of the bar at right angles. Two straight dust lanes in the bar

turn sharply at the end of the bar and follow the inside of the spiral arms.

NGC 1300 is the prototype. The spiral arms of the SBb(r) group start tan-

gent to an internal ring on which the bar terminates. No dust lanes are pres-

ent in the bar. NGC 1398 and NGC 2523 are prototypes of this group.

3. Transition objects exist between the (s) and (r) subgroups (e.g., NGC

4593 and NGC 4548), and between the SBb(s) and Sb type (e.g., M83, NGC

1097, and NGC 6951).
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SBc GALAXIES

TH E characteristics of SBc galaxies arc (1) the high degree of resolution

of the bar and of the spiral anus into knots and luminous lumps, and

(2l the openness of the spiral amis.

Six SBc galaxies are shown on page 49 of this atlas. As in the SBb, the

Slit can be separated into the two subgroups (r) and (s), although the pure

ringed t)pe is not common. Most central rings are broken into several seg-

ments. An example is NGC 1073 (page 49), where the ring is not complete

but breaks about ll(F from either end of the bar. Of the six galaxies illus-

trated, three are of the pure SBc(s) type and three are of the combination

t\pc ISBdsrf].

Note the hi^h degree of resolution into stars of NGC 7741. Both the arms

ami the liar arc resolved into knots. This feature of the resolution of the bar

is unique to the SBc type. The liars in SBa and SBb galaxies arc smooth in

texture, with no hint of resolution.

ut S Atid SB Sct|tiifi>t ts

H*.



Preface to the Illustrations

ONE hundred seventy-six separate galaxies are illustrated. The re-

productions have been made from plates in the Mount Wilson-

Palomar plate collection. The original negatives were obtained with

either the 60- or the 100-inch telescope on Mount Wilson, or with the 200-

inch reflector or the 48-inch Schmidt telescope on Palomar Mountain.

Technical data for each negative are given in the legend on the page facing

the illustration. Each galaxy is identified by either its NGC number, its Mes-

sier number, or its special designation; to the right of the galaxy designation

is the nebular classification. The north and west directions are indicated by

arrows in the upper right-hand corner of the legend. Below the NGC desig-

nation is the plate number of the original negative. The prefix of the plate

number identifies the telescope, and the suffix identifies the observer respon-

sible for the negative. In the prefix, PH stands for Palomar Hale; PS, Palomar

Schmidt; H, the 100-inch; S, the 60-inch. The suffix letters of the plate num-

ber stand for the observer. The code is: B = Baade, Bm = Baura, A «* Duncan,

H = Hubble, Mi = Minkowski, MH —Humason, P = Pease, Ri = Ritchey, S =

Sandage. For example, a plate labeled PH-116-H was taken with the 200-

inch by Hubble.

One hundred thirteen plates of the atlas were taken with the 200-inch, 54

with the 100-inch, 16 with the 60-inch, 2 with the 48-ineli, and 1 with the

Mount Wilson 10-inch telescope.

The date when the plate was taken b given Itelow the plate number. The

emulsion type plus filter f if any) appears under the dLtti\ Most of the plates

were .sensitive to blue light (XXJJtKK-SOOO), but some negatives were obtained

with yellow- or red-sensitive emulsions. A variety of plate types were used in

the early days, such as Eastman 40, Agfa Blue, Cramer High Speed Special,

Imperial Eclipse, Seed 30, and Seed 23. These names are abbreviated in the

descriptions. Since the war, the blue plates have been Eastman 103aO or

Eastman HaO. The blue filters have been Schott WG2 or Schott GG13.

Eastman 103aD plates were used for the yellow-green region of the spectrum,

and 103aE plates for the red-Ha region. Schott GG11 and either a Schott

RG1, RG2, or a red plexiglass filter were used with these plates.

The exposure time of the plates is stated on the next line. Notice that

plates taken in the early days had very long exposure times, whereas modern

blue plates with the 200-inch are generally exposed for only 30 minutes.

This difference illustrates the great increase in speed of photographic ma-

terials between 1910 and 1956.

The final datum in the list is the enlargement factor of the reproduction

from the original plate. The quoted values are accurate to about 5 per cent.

The scale of the reproduction in seconds of arc per millimeter is stated for

each galaxy in the following table. It can be computed from the enlargement

factor and from the scale of the appropriate telescope. Tlie telescope scales

are l i :06/mm for the 200-inch, 16:00/mm for the 100-inch, 27!l2/mm for

the 60-inch, and 67 TOO/mm for the 48-inch Schmidt*

Below the data, a few lines of text describe each galaxy illustrated. Infor-

mation therein notes features of the image* which arc present on the original

plates but which may \w lust in the reproduction. Also, the relation of the

particular galaxy to the entire classification scheme is sometimes indicated.
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Distance moduli are given for a few objects, quoted as apparent magnitude

minus absolute magnitude. The relation ofm - M to the distance r in parsecs

is log r~§.2(m-M + 5). Mostofthe values for the moduli were determined

from tlie redshifts observed by either Humason or Mayall {Astronomical Jour-

nal^ 67, 97, 1956) together with an assumed rate of expansion of 75 km/sec

per 101 parsecs (Sandage, Astrophysical Journal, 127^ 513, 1958). These

distances are not accurate for galaxies whose redshifts are smaller than 1000

km/sec, because the random motions (of the order of 200 km/sec) form an

appreciable fraction of the systematic redshift values, causing a rather large

error in the computed distance for near-by galaxies.

The following table provides an index of the galaxies illustrated in the

atlas. The objects are listed by NGC number. The telescope used, the galaxy

type, the page of the atlas on which the galaxy is iullstrated, the enlargement,

and the scale of the print in seconds of arc per millimeter are given.
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NGC 4636 EO/SOi
PH-371-B
May 4/5,1951
103aO + GG1
30 min
Enlarged 6.0 X

The central isophotes of NGC 4636 appear circular on
short-exposure plates. On these plates, and on the illus-
tration on the right, this galaxy looks like a normal E0.
On plates taken with the 48-inch Schmidt telescope, how-
ever, a faint elliptical envelope appears whose major axis
is at a position angle of 330° (north through east). The
eilipticity of the envelope is E4. Its surface brightness is
about 24 mag/sq sec. Because of the envelope, this galaxy
must be considered a transition to SOi type.

There are many condensations in the atmosphere of
NGC 4636 that can be seen on this illustration. They are
probably globular clusters of about Mpg =-IQ.0.

NGC 4697 E5
PH-374-B
May 5/6,1951
103aO + GG1
30 min
Enlarged 5.0X

NGC 4697 is a normal E5 galaxy in the southern extension
of the Virgo Cluster. There are a number of condensa-
tions whose distribution is centered on the nucleus; they
are probably globular clusters. If this galaxy has a mod-
ulus of m - M = 30.7, which probably applies to the nu-
cleus of the Virgo Cluster, then MM for NGC 4697 is -20.3.
The value myj, = 10.4 is from Humason et al. (A. J., 61,
97,1956, table Al) .

NGC 4278 El
PH-676-S
Feb. 7/8,1954
103aD + GGll w

45 min
Enlarged 4.0 X

NGC 4278 is a typical El galaxy. There is a smooth in-
tensity gradient from the center to the outside where the
luminosity of the galaxy fades far below the surface
brightness of the background sky. There is no outer
envelope like that in SOi systems.

The many condensations in the atmosphere of 4278
are undoubtedly globular clusters. There are not so many
of them here as in 4486 (M87), but about 50 exist. NGC
4278 is north of the Virgo Cluster, in the south wing of
the Ursa Major Cloud.

NGC 3377 E6 w-
PH-53-S
Nov. 29/30,1951
103aO + WG2
30 min
Enlarged 6.0 X

NGC 3377 is a normal E6 galaxy in a small physical group
whose members include 3351 (M95), 3368 (M96), 3379,
3384, 3412, 3489. The redshift of the group averages
about 650 km/sec. It is close to, and probably a dynam-
ical unit of, the larger group in Leo whose brightest mem-
bers are NGC 3627, 3623, etc. (See table XI of Humason

NGC 4406 M86 E3
PH-39-B
Apr. 20/21,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 3.6 X

NGC 4406 is a normal E3 galaxy. The luminosity gradient
is uniform. There is no evidence of an external envelope
as in NGC 4636 or in normal S02 galaxies. NGC 4406 is
a giant E galaxy, in the Virgo Cluster, of ^^ = -20.6 and
mpg = 10.1 (Holmberg, Medd. Lunds Astr. Obs., ser. II, no.
136,1958). The distance modulus is m - M= 30.7.

NGC 3115 E7/S0x

PH-20-Bm
Mar. 30/31,1952
103aE + E.K.no.25
60 min
Enlarged 4.1 X

NGC 3115 was classified as a true E7 on the basis of plates
taken with the 60- and the 100-inch telescopes. Plates
taken with the 200-inch clearly show two subsystems:
one an almost spherical nuclear system; and the second,
a thin fundamental plane. The plane was detected in the
photometry of Hubble (Ap. J., 71, 231,1930) and of Oort
(Ap. J., 91, 273, 1940). NGC 3115 is now classed as
either a transition between E7 and SOi or a pure SOi-
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NGC 4486 M87 EG pec w*
PH-422-MH
Apr. 15/16,1952
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 7.0 X

NGG 4486 (M87) is the brightest elliptical galaxy in the
Virgo Cluster. The apparent photographic magnitude is
about nipg = 9.7 (mean of Holmberg and Pettit-Sandage).
If m - M = 30.7 for the Virgo Cluster, then ifpl7 = ~2LO
for 4486. This is one of the brightest galaxies known.
M31 has 3fM = -20.3; NGC 128 has AF^-21.5; and a few
others are as bright. There is no question that NGC 4486
is on the bright end of the luminosity function.

NGC 4486 is peculiar in two respects. First, a very
large number (well over 500) of globular clusters are scat-
tered over the entire image; they show quite well in the
outer regions of the illustration. Second, a peculiar jet
starts from the nucleus and can be traced for 1500 parsecs
in the northwest direction. It is visible on the illustration
on the upper right of the facing page.

This galaxy is a source of intense radio emission. The
relation of the optical image to the radio source is dis-
cussed by Baade and Minkowski in Ap. J., 119, 221, 1954.

NGC 4486 M87 EOpec w * —
H-1607-H
Mar. 8/9,1934
E40
15 ruin
Enlarged 15.OX

The jet in NGC 4486 is well shown in this illustration.
The orientation is the same as that of the illustration on
the left. The light of the two knots in the jet is polarized.
An illustrated discussion of the polarization is given by
Baade (Ap. J., 123,550,1956).

NGC 750/751 E0/E0 Y
PH~774™S
Aug. 23/24,1954
103aD + GG11 N «———1
25 min
Enlarged 10.0X

NGC 750/751 form a double galaxy of two normal E0
systems. The two components are connected by a lumi-
nous bridge. An extensive outer envelope surrounds the
two nuclei.
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NGC 185 Epec
PH-648-B
Aug. 21/22,1952
103aD + GGll
60 min
Enlarged 3.1 X

The three galaxies shown on the facing page illustrate the
resolution of elliptical galaxies into stars. All three are
members of the Local Group. The resolution of NGC 185
and NGC 205 was first accomplished by Baade with the
100-inch telescope (Ap. / . , 100, 137-150, 1944). The
photographs here of 185 and 205 were taken by Baade
with tic 200-inch.

NGC 185 and NGC 147 together with M31, M32, and
NGC 205 form a subunit of the Local Group. All five have
distance moduli of about m - M — 24*4 to 24.6.

A dust patch near the center of 185 is niore easily seen
on a photograph by Baade reproduced in the reference
dted*

Leo II System f Sculptor Type? E w
PH-904-S * *
MM. 24/25,1955 i
103aD-i-GGll N^__J
45 min
Enlarged 2.0 X

The Leo II system i% clasied as a dwarf elliptical. The
galaxv in within the Local Group and is highly rc&olved
into stars. There is no background surface luminosity as
in normal E galaxies, because the stellar content in so

e» This g;aUxy i% similar to the Sculptur and Fornax
diftcotered in 193S A I Harvard Hee Baade and

Hubble, Puh, A. S» J% 51, 4U« 1936). Leo H, together
wafh three similar ^y%ttm% was dkc^i creel on the Palornar
Sly Suney by Harringtma And Wikon i\, t*. WIKnn,
Puh, i» k P.n 67, 27,19W». Mniy RR Lyrac star* ha%e
been Umnd in lx« IL 'Hie ilistarae in^dnlu$ i& ab^ut
m- M '%l\ ThctiJi^-jsu^nitiidf di^Tjmoftije Draco
s^ten"ift W'fiiifi th similar t*> that «*i l<e*> IL is aJTKuvt nJenli-
tal UJ iLdt of a liiiiijl J

NGC 205 Epec/SO! w-
PH-235-B
July 20/21,1950
103aE + 25F
85 min
Enlarged 2.8 X

NGG 205 is one of the two elliptical companions of M31.
Note how the outer parts of 205 are highly resolved into
stars on this 200-inch plate. The brightest of these stars
are all of about the same apparent brightness. This ex-
plains the observational fact that resolution does not oc-
cur until a critical exposure time is reached, at which
time the entire smooth image of the galaxy breaks up into
individual stars.

NGC 205 has two features uncommon to pure elliptical
systems. (1) There are two dust patches near the center
of the galaxy. They are not completely opaque. They do
not show in this illustration because of the high stellar
density near the center, but a negative reproduction of a
good 100-inch plate taken by Hubble and published in
Sky and Telescope, January 1954, does show the feature.
(21 A few blue supergiant stars appear to be associated
with dust patches in the center of NGC 205. A negative
print from an ultraviolet plate taken by Baade with the
100-inch is given in Pub* Michigan Obs.j 10,10.

The intensity gradient of NGC 205 suggests the pres-
ence of an outer envelope similar to that of S0i galaxies.
Perhaps this is a transition case.
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NGC 1201 S0x

PH-817-S
Oct. 1/2,1954
103aO
25 min
Enlarged 5.0 X

The six galaxies on the facing page are all classic examples
of SOi. The image of each is smooth, with no evidence of
dust. The galaxies differ from E systems in the luminosity
gradients. A faint, extensive envelope is present in all SQi
galaxies. As this feature does not show well in halftone
reproductions it may be partly lost in these illustrations.

To the eye, images of SOi present three distinct lumi-
nosity zones on the original plate. There is an intense
nucleus, an intermediate zone of lower surface brightness,
called the lens, and the characteristic faint outer envelope.
This description may be subjective. The luminosity gra-
dients may be continuous, and the three zones may be a
photographic effect. The effect does, however, provide
criteria for classification.

NGC 7457
H-2550-H
Dec. 1/2,1948
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 5.9 X

IS SOThis is a good example of a typical SOj. The galaxy is so
similar to the other SOi systems shown on the page that no
individual description is necessary.

NGC 4150 Sd
H-533-H
Jan. 31/Feb. 1,1925
E40
35 min
Enlarged 8.3 X

The three zones mentioned in the description of 1201 are
well marked here. The outer envelope of 4150 is very
extensive. This places 4150 later in the SOi classification
than NGC 1201. Microphotometer tracings should be
made of these galaxies to find the real difference in the
luminosity gradients of E and SOi galaxies. At present the
classification depends entirely on subjective impressions
gained from visual inspection of photographic plates.

NGC 4684 SO!
H-2524-M
Mar. 7/8,1948
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 7.1 X

This and 3329 are good type examples of S0| galaxies.
The three characteristic zones of different luminosity are
present.

w

NGC 3245 SOi
H-216O-H
Jan. 29/30,1941
Cr-Hi-Sp-Sp
60 min
Enlarged 9.0 X

NGC 3245 is one of the best examples of SOi shown on the
page. The outer envelope is quite extensive. It is often
difficult to classify a galaxy which is near the E or SOi
boundary. NGC 3245 is a "late" SOj, and there is no
difficulty of classification.

The original plate of 3245 shows that the nucleus is
spherical and the lens and outer envelope are elliptical.

NGC 3329
S-1732-H
Dec. 5/6,1937
Imp. Eel.
55 min
Enlarged 19.2 X

The description of this galaxy is the same as for the other
five systems shown.



NGC 524 S02

PH-829-S
Oct. 2/3,1954
103aD + GGll
45min
Enlarged 4,0 X

NGC 524 shows a pattern of nucleus, lens, and envelope.
The lens, on visual inspection of the photographs, ap-
pears to be surrounded by a relatively dark zone, followed
by a more luminous zone. This description is subjective,
however. Microphotometer tracings show that the lumi-
nosity decreases continuously outward from the nucleus.
The apparent dark zone corresponds to a region where
the rate of fall first increases then slows and finally ap-
proximates the normal value. (NGC 3065 is similar to
524. The description follows below.)

NGC 3065 S02

PH-866-S
Nov. 3/4, 1954
103aO
20min
Enlarged 10.0 X

The form of the luminosity curve might be accounted for
either by a circular ring of partial obscuration in the mid-
dle of the envelope or by a concentration of luminosity
near the boundary. In either event, a segregation of ma-
terial is indicated. This illustration of 3065 is very poor;
nothing but the nucleus and lens shows. The subjective
I(r) curve for this galaxy is shown in the drawing b^low.

NGC 3032 S03

PH-853-S
Nov. 2/3,1954
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 10.0 X

NGC 3032 and NGC 4459 (right) are excellent type ex-
amples of S03 systems. The internal "absorption ring" of
3065 (shown in the subjective I(r) curve in the lower left)
has deepened to almost zero intensity and appears as a
complete internal ring. The absorption ring is embedded
in the lens. A very faint envelope is present, but it is not
shown on the reproduction. Regions of faint luminosity
are almost impossible to reproduce on paper prints; this
difficulty is evident throughout the atlas.

w
NGC 2855 S03/Sa(r)
PH-704-S
Feb. 28/Mar. 1,1954
103aO + WG2
30 min N*—

Enlarged 4.1 X

On 100-inch plates, NGC 2855 appeared to have a central
absorption ring like 3032 and 4459. However, this repro-
duction from a 200-inch plate shows that the ringln 2855
has definite spiral structure, winding in a very tight pat-
tern into the outer envelope. The spiral arms are defined
completely by the dust lanes winding out through a lumi-
nous background. The dust lanes are so nearly circular
that NGC 2855 is considered to be a transition case from
S0s toSa(r).

NGC 4459 S03

H-2122-H w^
Mar. 8/9,1940
Cr-Hi-Sp-Sp
15 min
Enlarged 19.2 X N

The form of NGC 4459 is nearly identical to that of 3032
(left) except that the internal absorption ring is more
regular. The ring can be traced through an entire revolu-
tion, although it is less opaque on the south side. This
may be a projection effect where the bright central nu-
cleus is spherical and projects in front of the far side of the
absorption lane.

NGC 4526 S03

S-1842-H w*
Feb.12/13,1939
Imp. Eel.
60 min
Enlarged 10.0 X

NGC 4526 is a good example of an S03 seen at a large pro-
jection angle. The internal ring is blocked on the far side
by the spherical nucleus projecting in front of the ring.
A very large outer envelope, characteristic of S0i, can
be traced on the original negative for a distance of 230
sec of arc, which corresponds to 85 mm on this illustra-
tion.

NGC 3065

Outer envelope







NGC404 S03

H-2115-H
Oct. 13/14,1939
103aO
55 min
Enlarged 16.8 X

In many respects NGC 404 appears to be a normal S03

with a circular dust lane embedded in a uniform lens and
envelope. The lane cannot be traced through a complete
revolution. Although this might be explained as a projec-
tion effect similar to that of NGC 4459 and NGC 4526 on
page 5, the explanation is probably inadequate because
the background envelope of 404 (not visible in the illus-
tration) is elliptical. Therefore the fundamental plane of
the galaxy is not perpendicular to the line of sight. But
the absorption ring is placed along the minor axis of the
ellipse. It would have to be along the major axis if the
orientation explanation for its incompleteness is correct.

NGC 4111 S02

H-1751-H
May 24/25,1936
Imp. Eel.
15 min N

Enlarged8.2X

NGC 4111 is classified as an S02 seen on edge. The nu-
cleus, lens, and outer envelope are all easily visible on the
original plate and can probably be made out in this illus-
tration. The surface brightness of the lens is not uniform,
but two absorbing streaks appear, in projection, perpen-
dicular to the fundamental plane. They cross the lens
near its junction with the nucleus. Such a pattern would
be reproduced if NGC 3065 were seen on edge. The in-
ternal absorption lane of the galaxy would then appear
silhouetted against the bright background.

NGC 4710 S03

H-2483-H
Jan.9/10,1948
IlaO
5 min
Enlarged 7.0 X

The unusual feature of an internal absorption band and
bright ansae on the central lens would be produced if
NGC 3032 (p. 5) or NGC 4459 (p. 5) were seen on edge.
Consequently, NGC 4710 is classified as an S03 on edge.
A faint outer envelope can be traced to 160 sec from
the nucleus, corresponding to 70 mm on the illustration.

NGC 5866 S03

PH-721-S
Apr. 6/7,1954
103aO + WG2
15 min
Enlarged 3.0 X

Two views of NGC 5866 are given. This short exposure
shows the internal dust lane, which is similar to that of
NGC 4710 above.

Note the tilt of the dust by about 2° to the plane defined
by the bright ansae and the elliptical halo. The second
view of NGC 5866, from a long-exposure plate, is shown
on the right.

NGC 4215 S02

H-771-H
May 24/25,1927
E40
40 min
Enlarged 10.0X

NGC 4215 has a bright nucleus and an extended lens.
The intensity distribution of the lens is not uniform.
There is evidence of internal absorption such as would
be produced if NGC 3065 (p. 5) or a less dense central
ring version of 3032 (p. 5) were to be seen on edge. The
absorption across the lens of 4215 occurs as two hazy ver-
tical bands internal to the edge of the galaxy. The ends
of the image are bright as in NGC 4710. This would be
the case if 3065 were tipped on edge, because no absorp-
tion would reach the outside edges.

NGC 5866 S08

PH-195-MH N

May 13/14,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 3.0 X

The dust lane of NGC 5866 does not appear in this illus-
tration. The fact that the image looks like a regular E6
galaxy with no abnormality shows the danger of missing
faint but important details on plates taken with small-
scale telescopes or with long exposures.



NGC128 Sdpcc
PH™771-S
Aug. 23/24,1954
103aD + GGll
30 min

w

Enlarged 8.0 X
NGC 123 has a peculiar box-shaped nucleus. Otherwise,
it resembles a normal SQ| on edge. There is no evidence
for absorbing rings perpendicular to the plane such as
could explain the indentation of the center of the nucleus.
The box-shaped nucleus must therefore be a dynamical
feature of the galaxy.

NGC 128 is the brightest member of a group. The two
other galaxies appearing with it in this illustration are
NGC 127 north preceding and NGC 130 north following
128. Both are dynamical members of the group and are
at the same distance as 128. In a luminous bridge between
NGC 127 and 128, absorption lanes are seen silhouetted
against the north ansa of 128.

NGC 7332
PH-768-S
Aug. 23'24,1954

S0,pcc
w
t

|
30 nii n s **——i
Enlarged 3.0 X

Short exposure* of NGC 7332 show that this galaxy is
similar to NGC 4111 and NGC 4215. Absorption lanes.,
in projection* appear 'ds narrow baud* perpendicular to
the fundamental plane. These bands are probably the
einK of the internal ring of SO* galaxies, like 3CI65, seen in
projection ag*tinst the lens, NGC 7332 is classed â s pecu-
liar because of the ibox^kiped central region, in which
fcahm.* it tn similar to NCiC 12S. Otherwise NGC 7332
appears in im: mnnuh

NGC 2685 SO pec
PH-663-S w-
103aO + WG2
Feb. 5/6,1956
30 min
Enlarged 7.1 X

NGC 2685 is perhaps the most unusual galaxy in the
Shaplcy-Amcs catalogue. There are two axes of sym-
metry for the projected image; most galaxies have only
one. The central, amorphous spindle resembles a normal
S0i seen on edge. However, helical filaments surround
the spindle. Because of projection effects, it is impossible
to tell whether these filaments form complete circles
around the spindle or whether they start somewhere on
the spindle and spiral outward at right angles to its axis.
The filaments are seen in absorption when they pass in
front of the bright background, but they are luminous
when they arc not silhouetted. Note how the entire north-
east end of the spindle is covered with the projected ab-
sorption lanes of the helix.

A luminous external ring around the entire structure
may be either a true ring or a complete shell seen in pro-
jection.

Many questions are unanswered about this galaxy. Is
the central feature a spheroid (with two axes equal as in a
plate or pancake), or is it an ellipsoid like a cigar? What
is the direction of the angular momentum vector? Is the
external ring attached to the central regions, or is it sep-
arate?
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NGC3718 SO pec?
S-1802-H
May 23/24,1938
Agfa Blue
120 min
Enlarged 5.1 X

NGC 3718 and NGC 4753 (below) were classified by Hub-
ble as SO pec because, if the unusual absorption features
were removed, the underlying luminosity would resemble
SOi galaxies. But, at least for NGC 3718, the form is not
this simple. Two faint extensions to the envelope emerge
from opposite sides of the periphery in NGC 3718. They
suggest spiral arms. This galaxy looks somewhat like an
SBb but the absorption lane is the bar. But the bars of all
normal SB galaxies are luminous, bright features and are
not absorption bands. The modern data, therefore, place
NGC 3718 outside the sequence of classification. The in-
sert photograph is from the 48-inch Schmidt.

NGC 4753 SO pec
H-2502-H
Feb. 8/9,1948
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 6.0 X

NGC 4753 was classified by Hubble as SO pec because, if
the many irregular absorption lanes were removed, the
underlying luminosity distribution would resemble an

NGC 4762 SOi
H-282-H
Apr. 15/16,1923
S30
135 min
Enlarged 8.8 X

NGC 4762 has the flattest form of any galaxy known. It is
undoubtedly an SOi seen on edge. The nucleus, lens, and
extended envelope are all visible on the original plate and
probably show in this illustration. Note the very faint
outer extensions visible on the insert photograph. This
insert was made from a 48-inch Schmidt plate.

NGC 5273 S02/Sa(s)
PH-668-S
Feb. 5/6,1954
103aO + WG2
30 min
Enlarged 6.0X

NGC 5273 is a transition between an S02 and an Sa gal-
axy. A very faint spiral pattern is visible. It is probably
due to a thin dust lane that winds outward through the
envelope. The lane is not opaque, so that the arms are
difficult to trace.

8
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NGC 2681 Sa
PH-191-MH
May 13/14,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 4.1 X

NGC 2681 and NGC 1302 (right) are the earliest Sa gal-
axies shown in the atlas. NGC 2681 has two well defined
spiral arms in its central region. These arms, shown in
the insert, are very tightly wound about the nucleus. It
is probable that the region between the stubby arms and
the intense nucleus is filled with dust.

There is a faint and very poorly defined outer spiral
structure. The direction of unwinding of the spiral pat-
tern is almost impossible to trace. NGC 2681 is discussed
by Iindblad and Brahde in Ap. /., 104, 211, 1946; they
give several pictures of the galaxy.

NGC 4457 Sa
H-2481-H
Jan.9/10,1948
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 11.9X

NGC 4457 has one prominent spiral arm of high surface
brightness, and another, fainter arm which is less well de-
fined. These arms are embedded in an envelope of low
surface brightness. Dust lanes lie on the insides of the
two arms. A faint external ring surrounds the entire
structure. The ring may not be completely detached from
the more central envelope, because a faint connection is
probably present on the east end of the major axis.

NGC 1302 Sa
PH-670-S
Feb.6/7,1954
103aD + GGll
45 min
Enlarged 3.5 X

NGC 1302 is similar to 2681. The inner arms near the
nucleus of 1302 are more dijfficult to trace than those in
2681, but the outer pattern is slightly better defined. It is
not known whether the outer structure is due to thin dust
lanes winding out through a smooth envelope or to an
actual spiral distribution of luminous matter. In any case,
the spiral pattern is almost circular; the arms are very
diffuse and hard to trace.

NGC 5614 (Sa); 5613 (SB0), 5615 (?)
PH-669-S w

Feb. 5/6,1954
103aO + WG2
30 min
Enlarged 6.2 X

Three galaxies are shown in this illustration. The large
one is NGC 5614, which is classified as Sa. The knot on
the northwest rim of 5614 is called NGC 5615; it may be a
separate galaxy in collision with 5614, but the interpreta-
tion is uncertain. The SBO on the left side of the print is
NGC 5613. Note its beautiful external ring.

The spiral pattern in NGC 5614 is composed both of
tightly wound luminous filaments and interspersed dust
lanes. The arms are almost circular. Hence, NGC 5614
is classified as early Sa.
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NGC 3898 Sa
PH-909-S
Mar. 25/26,1955
103aO + WG2
30 min N

Enlarged 6.0 X

NGC 3898 is the Sa prototype of multiple-arrn spirals of
the NGC 2841 [Sb, p. 14} type. The arms in 3898 are
very tightly wound about a large amorphous center. The
arms themselves are made up of individual segments
which cannot be traced as complete arcs for more than
20° to 30°. NGC 3898 is one of the earliest members of a
sequence of multiple-arm spirals which can be traced from
late Sc to early Sa. Among the members of this sequence
are M101 (p. 27), NGC 5055 (p. 15), 488 (p. 15), 2841
(p. 14), 3898 (this galaxy), 2811 (p. 11), and 1302 (p. 9).

NGC 2775 Sa
H-2064-H
Mar. 24/25,1939
Agfa Blue
80 min
Enlarged 9.2 X

This beautiful spiral is similar to NGC 3898. The spiral
pattern is more easily seen because NGC 2775 is observed
almost face on. Notice that the arms cannot be traced as
individual structures but rather as separate segments, as
is true in all multiple-arm galaxies of types Sa and Sb.
The arms, with their associated dust lanes, start abruptly
at the edge of a completely amorphous central nucleus
and lens. The boundary between the lens and the spiral
structure is sharp.

Note the thin dust lane on the outside of the entire pat-
tern (about 45 mm from the center on this illustration,
along the major axis) ,

NGC 4378 Sa
H-2482-H
Jan.9/10,1948
103aO ^
30 min
Enlarged 5.2 X

The spiral pattern in this galaxy is formed either by thin
dust lanes threading outward through a uniform envelope
or by luminous filaments. The surface brightness of the
envelope or the filaments is exceedingly small. It prob-
ably averages about 22 niag/sq sec of arc, which is close
to the brightness of the night sky. The original plate was
triple-printed to bring up the contrast: i.e., a positive
contact plate was made from the original negative; a copy
negative was made from this positive; a second contact
positive was made from the copy negative; and the photo-
graphic print was made from this last plate. The illus-
tration is very grainy because of the process.

NGC 4941 Sa/Sb
S-1655-H
May 4/5,1937
Imp. Eel.
50 min N • • —
Enlarged 10.2 X

This galaxy is difficult to classify because of conflicting
criteria. The spiral arms are tightly wound. There are
only two anus, and they overlap after each has turned
through 18Q°* There is little or no dust in the arms,
which arc relatively smooth textured with not much reso-
lution into lumps or H II knots. The amis therefore sug-
gest a classification of Sa« The nucleus is very small, how-
ever, suggesting a classification of Sb or e\en Sc. This
galaxy shows that the three classification criteria are not
always consistent.

w



NGC 4293 Sa
H-772-H
May 24/25,1927
E40
60 min
Enlarged 7.8 X

AH galaxies on the facing page are in the second major
subdivision of Sa systems. They all have predominantly
small nuclei, more or less regular, thin, internal dust
lanes, and thin spiral arms. The earliest galaxy of the
group is NGC 2811; the latest k NGC 3623. NGC 4293
has heavy absorption lanes spread throughout the lens.
This galaxy may be the Sa example of the NGC 253 (p. 34)
type of Sc spirals.

NGC 2811 Sa
PH-703-S
Feb. 28'Mar. 1,1954
103aOi-\VG2
3d miu
Enlarged 7.1 X

NGC 2811 is one of the earliest Sa galaxies shown in the
atlas. Notice the central nucleus embedded in an amor-
phous lens. Smooth, thin, tightly wound spiral arms
start at the edge of the lens. They suggest a multiple-arm
pattern like that of MX 2841 (Sb, p. Hh but the pattern
i% much tighter and hm well defined here. There h no
trace of resolution* The photographic image of all parts
of tlm gufoxy k smooth.

NGC 4866 Sa w*-
H-377-H
July 3/4,1924
S30
60 min
Enlarged 6.1 X

NGC 4866 is the prototype galaxy of the second major
subgroup of Sa systems. Very thin dust lanes are spread
throughout the main body. They art not circular but
have a tightly wound spiral pattern. NGC 4866 and 2811
probably have a similar spiral pattern, but the projection
angles differ in the two galaxies. Notice the small nucleus
to NGC 4866. The entire lens is amorphous with no sug-
gestion of resolution into stars.

w
t

NGC 3623 M65 Sa
H-494-H
Nov. 26/27,1924
S30 I
75 min M ̂ -_-_-_J
Enlarged 3.0 X

NGC 3623 is the latest Sa shown in the atlas. In an older
notation it would have been called Sab. Note the prom-
inent dust lane silhouetted against the bright background.
There is no resolution of the arms into knots, but the
photographic image of the lens and arms is not as smooth
as for 4^66 or 718. A negative reproduction of NGC 3623
is given % Hubble in Ap.J.^ 97,112,1943.

NGC 718 Sa
PH-792-S
Aug. 25/26,1954
103aO + WG2
30 min N^
Enlarged 8.2 X

NGC 718 has three sets of spiral amis. The inner set is
very tightly coiled about a small nucleus. The nucleus
looks large here, but this photographic effect in the repro-
duction process is due to the coalescence of the inner,
tightly wound arms. The second set of arms can be seen
close to the burned-out nuclear region. The arm on the
northwest side is most easily visible. Finally, two very
faint arms sweep far from the nucleus. There is no trace
of resolution into stars over the entire galaxy.

NGC 3081 Sa/SBa w-
H-2478-H
Jan.9/10,1948
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 12.2 X

NGC 3081 has two spiral arms which nearly overlap each
other, giving the impression of a complete external ring
separate from the nucleus. Close inspection of the photo-
graph, however, shows the two separate arms to be very
tightly wound. The form is similar to that of NGC 3185,
the description of whose arms on page 43 should be read.
NGC 3081 differs from 3185 in lacking an intense bar con-
necting the ends of the broken ring. On long-exposure
plates a faint bar can be traced in 3081, but its faintness
puts tlic galaxy in the Sa rather than in the SBa class.
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NGC 4274 Sa
PH-686-S
Feb. 9/10,1954
103aO + W G 2
30min
Enlarged 3.5 X

NGC 4274 is the type example of a special subgroup of
Sa within the NGC 4866 major group. On short-exposure
photographs, all galaxies of this subgroup appear to have
a complete narrow ring, separated from the nucleus, and
superposed on the faint background light of the lens.
Large-scale photographs, however, show that the ring is
not complete but is broken at diametrically opposite places,
the pieces having drifted outward to form a spiral pattern.

This feature is particularly well shown in NGC 4274.
The two bright spiral arms that make up the broken ring
are easily visible. Notice how the two arms almost touch
when the one sweeps through 180° and passes near the
arm closer to the nucleus.

Two fainter arms are present in NGC 4274, winding
outward through an extended envelope on the outside of
the bright arms that form the "broken ring."

- • w

NGC 3368 M96 Sa
PH-869-S
Nov. 3/4,1954
103aO
20min
Enlarged 6.0 X

NGC 3368 is of the NGC 4274 (left) type but is later along
the sequence of classification. Remnants of the "broken
ring" are visible in the two arms which begin in the nu-
cleus and circle the rim of the lens. NGC 3368 is seen
more nearly face-on than NGC 4274, and so the arms do
not appear to overlap as much as in 4274.

Very faint filaments, circling the entire inner structure,
are visible in the insert. They are connected to the inner
lens near the northwest end of the major axis.
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NGC 4826 M64 Sb
Ri-65 (601
May 5,6,7,8,1910
7 iir 56 min
Enlarged 3.7 X N

NGC 4826 is the earliest Sb shown in the atlas. This plate
was taken by Ritchey in a four-night exposure with the
60-inch. Note the very soft texture to the spiral arms.
These arms arc nearly circular, and they show no trace of
resolution into knots. NGC 4826 is classed as Sb rather
than as Sa because of the very heavy dust lane in the cen-
ter, which is shown below.

NGC 4826 M64 Sb

Mar. 8/9,1910 j
240 min i
Enlarged 3.7 X %

This is a shorter exposure of NGC 4826 than the one
shown above. The dust pattern in the nucleus is very
prominent. The bright filaments, which make up the
inner spiral structure, are also visible* Although the
strongest concentration of the dust is in a single dark lane,
a fainter dust arm can be seen on the inner edge of the
last luminous arm on the north &ide of the galaxy in this
illustration.

NGC 4569 M90 Sb
PH-12-Bm
Jan. 31/Feb. 1,1952
103aO + WG2
30 min w

Enlarged 2.0X

The soft texture of the spiral arms and the heavy dust
lanes near the center of this galaxy are similar to these
features in 4826 (left). Spiral arms of this type were de-
scribed as "massive" by Reynolds and by Hubble. Dust
lanes can be traced almost to the nucleus, which is of high
surface brightness and about 2 mm in diameter on the
scale of this illustration. There is partial resolution of one
of the inner dust lanes into knots, which are presumed to
be H II regions.

NGC 4579 M58 Sb/SBb w ^ —
PH-28-Bm
Mar. 31/Apr. 1,1952
103aO + WG2
30 min N

Enlarged 2.8X

This galaxy is a much later example of the 4569 subgroup
than 4826 or 4569 itself. There arc two very faint outer
spiral arms which are smooth in texture and are "massive"
in the sense of the spiral arms in 4826 and 4569. They
do not fellow well in the illustration because of their low
surface brightness. Two thin dust lanes can be traced in
this outer region near the smooth, massive arm, on the
north nidt of the galaxy. More prominent dust lanes, thin
and well defined., can be traced on the inside of the bright
inner spiral anus. There h a bar of enhanced luminosity
acruNs the central amorphous region^ though it is not
well enough defined to clarify NGC] 4579 at* an 5Bb* The

is a transition between Sb and SBb. Note the par-
tial resolution of the into knots*

NGC 4450 Sb
H-2432-H
May 17/18,1947
103aO
25 min N*
Enlarged 4.0 X

This galaxy is an intermediate case of the 4826 group.
The plate was taken with the 100-inch after the war, when
the city lights from Los Angeles were bright. The faint
outer detail is lost because of the bright background sky.
There is no doubt, however, that this galaxy has the same
soft "massive" arms as 4826, 4569, and 4579. The inter-
nal dust lanes are quite regular. The most conspicuous
lane does not start in the nuclear region but begins abruptly
some distance from the center —an unusual feature in
galaxies.

NGC 5005 Sb
H-2170-H w — —
June 29/30,1941
Cr-Hi-Sp-Sp I
45 min N

Enlarged 3.6 X

This galaxy is not of the 4569 type but is illustrated here
to show the prominent dust lane similar to the one in 4450
(above). As in 4450, the lane does not begin in the nu-
clear region but rather on the periphery of the high-sur-
face-brightness central region. This central region Is not
amorphous but contains a spiral structure traceable to
within 7 sec of arc (2 mm on the illustration) of the center.
Dust lanes and luminous spiral filaments are present to
within this distance. The rather abrupt change of surface
brightness from the outer to the inner spiral arms (which
occurs at a radius of 8 mm from the center on this illustra-
tion) is similar to the same feature in NGC 5055 (p. 15},
3521 (p. 15h 46m (p. 16), 1068 (p. iff), and others.
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NGC 2841 Sb
PH-60-MH
Feb.14/15,1950 W

103aQ
30min
Enlarged 7.5 X N «

This is the type example of the multiple-arm Sb sub-
group. NGC 2841 is the earliest of the group. All galaxies
illustrated on pages 14 to 19 art of this type.

NGC 2841 has a central region composed of a bright
nucleus (smaller than 15 sec of arc in diameter) and an
amorphous lens devoid of dust or spiral structure. T h e
lens resembles an E or SOi galaxy. The smooth lens has a
major diameter of 100 sec (60 mm on this illustration).
Multiple, thin dust lanes begin to spiral outward at the
periphery of the amorphous lens. They appear to sepa-
rate luminous spiral filaments of very complex structure.
At first glance the filaments look like complete spiral arms,
but closer inspection shows that only thin broken seg-
ments are present which cannot be traced as individual
arcs for more than 30°.
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NGC 488 Sb
PH-105S-S
103aO
SOmin
Enlarged 4.0 X

NGC 488 is of the 2841 type but is slightly later, for the
spiral structure can be traced closer to the central regions.
There Is a change in the characteristics of the spiral arms
close to the nucleus. The inner arms are very smooth in
texture with no indication of resolution into lumps. These
arms can be traced to within 25 sec (radius along the ma-
jor axis) of the center—about 9 mm on the illustration.
The amorphous inner arms can just be seen. As they
wind outward, they lose their smooth texture and become
*plumpy" with condensations. The luminous arms are
nearly circular, with regular dust lanes on their inside
edges* The distance modulus to NGC 488 is about m - M
*=32.4. At this distance, the angular width of the arms
corresponds to 350 parsccs. The average distance be-
tween arms in the outer regions is about 1000 parsecs.
These mines should be compared with values for typical
Sc galaxies given in the later sections of the atlas*

NGC 5055 M63 Sb
A-93 (100")
May 14/15,1926
ESS
3hr
Enlarged 3.6 X

The smooth-textured central region of this galaxy is only
6 sec of arc in diameter. Spiral arms can be traced to the
periphery of this central nucleus (6 sec of arc corresponds
to 1.4 mm on this illustration). The curious and signifi-
cant feature of this galaxy and all others that follow on
this and on the next page (NGC 3521, 4699, 1068, 4736,
and 4800) is the sharp discontinuity of surface brightness
of the spiral pattern between the inner and the outer re-
gions. The spiral structure is as pronounced and well
defined in the bright region as in the outer parts. The im-
portant point here is that, if the inner arms were to coa-
lesce and to lose their identity as arms, the region would
look amorphous, would have a high surface brightness,
and would resemble the central regions of NGC 2841 and
488, of the Sb galaxies, 2775 (p. 10), 2811 (p. 11), and
finally 1302 (p. 9) of the Sa galaxies, and all members of
the E and SO classes. From the geometrical forms alone
we can place these closely coiled multiple-arm galaxies in
a sequence from Sc to Sa in the order NGC 3810 (p. 30),
1232 (p. 32), M10I (p, 27/, NGC628 (p. 29), 1068 (p. 16),
Mm (p. Mi, 3521 (p. 75), 5055 (p. 75), 7217 (p. 75), 488
(p. 15u 2841 (p. 14) H 2775 (p. 70), 3898 (p. 10U 2811
(p. 77), 6340, and 1302 (p. 9). In this order, the arms,
starting tangent to the central amorphous bulge, become
more tightly coiled, thinner, and more regular, and the
nuclear region grows at the expense of the arms. The
surface brightness of the central region appears to be
nearly constant whether It contains anus or amorphous
matter.

NGC 7217 Sb
PH-63-H
Oct. 13/14,1950
103aO
30min
Enlarged 4.0 X

NGC 7217 is of the 2841 type, slightly further along the
sequence of classification than NGC 488. The spiral arms
are tightly wound and very filamentary. They cannot be
traced as separate arms. The filaments are discontinuous
segments just as in 2841. The dust lanes and luminous
segments can be traced to within 10 sec from the center
(4 mm on this illustration). As in 488, the central seg-
ments of the arms are smooth in texture. The discontinu-
ity of surface brightness between the inner and outer re-
gions is real. The peculiar feature of this galaxy is the
intermediate ring of low surface brightness. The spiral
structure can be traced on the original plate throughout
the intermediate zone.

NGC 3521 Sb
H-1019-H
Jan. 11/12,1929
E40
60 min
Enlarged 4.5 X

This galaxy is in the sequence of 2841-type systems de-
scribed in the 5055 legend (left). The arms in NGC 3521
can be traced to within 6 sec of arc (radius) from the
center (about 2 mm on the illustration). The segments of
dust arms and luminous arcs, which constitute the mul-
tiple-arm spiral pattern, arc similar to those of NGC 2841
and 5055. Individual arms are impossible to trace be-
cause only discontinuous segments exist.
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NGC4699 Sb
H-2523-H
Mar. 7/8,1948
103aO
30min
Enlarged 6.0 X N^—

Very closely packed and tightly wound spiral arms can
be traced to within 12 sec of arc from the center, corre-
sponding to about 4 mm on the scale of this illustration.
Note the difference in surface brightness between the in-
ner and the outer regions. The important point, empha-
sized in the description of 5055, is that spiral arms exist
in this inner region of high surface brightness.

M77 SbNGC 1068
H-2336-H
Nov. 27/28,1946
IlaO
lOmin
Enlarged 8.0 X W

This is the type example for galaxies with a discontinuity
of surface brightness between the inner and outer regions.
The spiral arms are not as thin as in 2841, 488, 7217,
5055, 3521, or 4699. Two principal dust arms can be
traced on this illustration. The luminous spiral arms can
be seen to within 6 sec (radius) from the center. The in-
ner arms are resolved into knots. This galaxy has broad
emission lines in the spectrum of the nuclear region (Sey-
fert, Ap. /., 97, 28, 1943). Faint external spiral arms of
low surface brightness and amorphous texture are shown
in the insert.

NGC 4736 M94 Sb
PH-423-MH w*
Apr. 15/16,1952
103aO
30min
Enlarged 3.2 X

The range of surface brightness between the nuclear re-
gion and the outer regions, including the external ring,
is very great. This illustration does not show the complex
structure of the galaxy. The intense central region is de-
void of spiral structure. It is 32 sec of arc in diameter
(8 mm on the illustration). Tightly wound spiral arms of
the kind seen in NGC 4699 (left) begin tangent to this
amorphous central region and wind out through a region
of lower surface brightness of lens shape with a diameter
of 120 sec of arc (35 mm on the illustration). Details of
structure in both these regions are invisible here because
of the inability of photographic paper to reproduce large
intensity differences. A third region, filled with spiral
arms, begins at the outer boundary of the second zone.
As between the first and second zones, a sharp discontinu-
ity of surface brightness exists between the second and
third zones. The spiral structure in the third zone is seen
in the illustration. The surface brightness of the third
zone appears to go to zero rather suddenly 200 sec of arc
from the center. An annular zone devoid of luminosity
then begins. This zone of near zero surface brightness
continues until the inner boundary of a faint external ring
is reached at 260 sec of arc radius from the nucleus. The
ring is shown in the insert. It has a fairly sharp inner
boundary but fades and is lost in the night-sky radiation
at large distances from the center. The ring is not de-
tached from the nuclear region but is connected to the
more central regions on the west side.

NGC 4800 Sb
S-1807-H
May 24/25,1938
Agfa Blue
60min
Enlarged 19.2 X

NGC 4800 is of the same type as 5055, 4699, etc. This
illustration is from a 60-inch plate greatly enlarged.
Spiral arms can be traced to within 3 sec of arc of the
center (2 mm on the illustration). There is a discontinu-
ity in the surface brightness of the inner and the outer
regions similar to that in other members of this group.
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NGC7331 Sb ^N

PH-64-H I *
Oct. 13/14,1950
103aO
30 min w

Enlarged 5.1 X

This galaxy, seen almost on edge, is of the 2841, 5055
type, though the spiral arms do not seem to be as thin
and are more easily visible. The increased visibility of
the arms may be an effect of projection, because the dust
lanes and interspersed luminous arms are silhouetted
against the bright background luminosity of the central
regions of the galaxy. Spiral arms can be seen to within
about 12 sec of arc (radius) of the center (about 6 mm on
the scale of the illustration). This illustration does not
show the detail in the central regions. The burned-out
central region is not amorphous like the center of M31
or M81 but has a spiral structure like that in 5055.

NGC 7331 is one of the galaxies often used in discus-
sions of the direction of rotation of spiral arms. There is
no question about which way the arms open in 7331; the
debatable point is which is the near and which the far side
of the galaxy. The Iindblad School believes that the east
side is the near one, in which event the arms would be
leading because spectroscopic data show that the north
end of the spindle is approaching. The original plate,
PH-64-H, from which this illustration was made, appears
to settle the argument. A part of the light from the nu-
clear bulge can be seen beneath the dust line on the west
side. The nuclear light can just be seen on this positive
reproduction. But a negative print from PH—64—H is
given by de Vaucouleurs in Ap. / . , 127, 487, 1958 (fig. 5)
which shows this particularly well. If the identification
of the light with the nuclear bulge is correct, the west is
the near side and the spiral arms are trailing.
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NGC 224 M31 Sb
PS-O-H
48" Schmidt
Sept. 29/30,1948
103aO w
10 min
Enlarged 2.5 X

M31 is probably of the 2841 type of multiple-arm galaxy
although it differs from such type examples as 488, 5055,
and 4699. The arms in M31 are thicker and less well de-
fined than in these prototypes. Baade has made a long
and careful study of M31, both of its geometric form and
of its stellar content. A short description of part of this
work is given by Baade in his report to the Rome Con-
ference on Stellar Populations (vol. 5 of Ricerche astro-
nomiche, specola vaticana, 1958, pp. 3-21). Baade has
noted seven distinct spiral arms in M31 (see table 2 of his
report). The inner two arms are dust arms; the outer five
arms contain supergiant O and B stars. The first two arms
cross the north-following half of the major axis at dis-
tances of 3.4 and 8.0 sec of arc from the center. These
angles correspond to 1.5 mm and 3.6 mm from the center
on the scale of the illustration. Both arms, designated as
Nl and N2 by Baade, are within the burned-out central
region of the illustration.

The texture of the background luminosity of the cen-
tral portion of M31 is smooth and amorphous on plates
taken with small telescopes. Baade has shown, however,
that this central region can be resolved into red stars
whose color indices are about international 1.3 and whose
absolute magnitudes are about My = —3.0 (Baade, Ap. / . ,
100, 79, 1944). The resolved images resemble those in
NGC 205, which is the E5 companion galaxy west of the
center of M3L NGC 205 is illustrated on page 3 of this
atlas.

Dust lanes and dust patches are present in the central
region of M3L Again, these are not visible on the illustra-
tion. But a negative print of lower density is reproduced
by Hubble and Sandage in Ap. J., 118, 353, 1953 (fig. 2).
The dust arms and patches are similar to those in NGC
3031 (M81) shown on page 19 of this atlas.

The distance modulus of M31 is probably close to
m - M = 24.6 (Th. Schmidt, Z. Astrophys., 41,182,1957;
Sandage, Ap. J., 127, 513, 1958). The limiting photo-
graphic magnitude of the 48-inch Schmidt telescope is
mpg = 21.1 (Abell, Ap. J., Supp. Sec, III, 211, 1958).
Therefore all resolved stars on this illustration are bright-
er than Mm = -3.5.
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NGC3031 M81 Sb
PH-421-MH
Apr. 15/16,1952
103aO
30min
Enlarged 3.0 X

M81 has a large amorphous central region in which there
is no suggestion of resolution into individual stars. There
is no doubt that this region resembles the central part of
M31 and that, under the proper conditions, with a large
telescope, M81 could be resolved into stars just as Baade
resolved M31. The distance modulus of M81 is about
m - M = 27.1 (Sandage, A. /., 59, 180, 1954). If Mv =
-3.0 for the brightest stars in the central lens, then % =
24.1. This is beyond the limits of the 200-inch telescope
with the Ross //3.67 lens. Two possibilities exist, how-
ever, for achieving the resolution of M8L We can use the
f/4.85 lens, which will give about a 1-magnitude increase
in the limit, and we can go to the infrared where the abso-
lute magnitude for these globular-cluster-like stars is un-
doubtedly brighter than -3.0.

Dust lanes, forming a multiple spiral pattern, thread
through the central region and are silhouetted against the
amorphous, luminous background. These fainter mul-
tiple dust lanes do not show in the illustration because of
the overexposed central region. They can be traced to
within 35 sec of arc from the center (8 mm on this illus-
tration) along the major axis.

The outer dust lanes lie on the inside of the luminous
spiral arms. These arms are thin, moderately well defined,
and branched near the ends of the major axis. Note the
intricate dust pattern at the south-following (southeast)
end of the major axis. There is an even more intricate
pattern of straight dust lanes, which has no connection
with the spiral structure, on the north-preceding end of
the major axis. The parallel streaks can be traced across
the central lens and across two branches of the brighter
spiral arm on the north-preceding side.

The arms are highly resolved into individual stars and
H II regions. The stellar contents of M81 are similar to
the contents of M31. Twenty-five normal novae have been
found; three variables which are definitely cepheids, fif-
teen other variables which are probably cepheids, seven
irregular blue variables of the type known in M31 and
M33, and a number of irregular red variables are known.
All these stars are brighter than Mvg = -4.5.
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NGC 6384 Sb/SBb
H-2259-H
May 3/4,1946
103aO
40 min w

Enlarged 3.2 X

This and the two galaxies shown in the panels immedi-
ately to the right form an intermediate group between the
multiple-arm systems like 2841 and 488 of the Sb and the
M101 group of the Sc section. The arms in 6384 are thin
and tightly wound about an amorphous nuclear region.
There is a distinct bar of enhanced surface brightness
crossing the central lens along the major axis of the spiral
pattern. NGC 6384 is a transition case to SBb.

NGC 4237 Sb
H-1970-H w*~ ,
Apr. 21/22,1938
E40
60 min •
Enlarged 8.3 X

The three galaxies shown on this bottom panel form a
subgroup of Sb similar to the NGC 253-2903 group of Sc
(pp. 34 and 35 of the atlas). The arms are not well sepa-
rated from each other, and they are difficult to trace.
They start at the small compact nucleus. Considerable
dust is spread throughout the fundamental plane, and the
dust arms define the spiral pattern Fully as well as tiic
luminous arras between the dust lanes*

w

NGC 6814 Sb
PH-236-B
Sept. 11/12,1950
103aO + GG1
30 min
Enlarged 5.OX

Notice the tightly wound multiple arms of this galaxy.
They are thicker than those of 2841, and the nuclear re-
gion is smaller. The arms are highly branched. Each of
the arms is of almost uniform surface brightness for about
one complete revolution, at which point there is a sharp
break in the brightness. Fainter extensions of the arm
system can be traced on the outside of the brighter arms.
The same phenomenon occurs in many galaxies such as
6384 (left) and3147 (right).

NGC 7392 Sb
H-1854-H
Aug. 3/4,1937
Imp. Eel.
60 min
Enlarged 8.0 X

Although there are two principal arms to this galaxy,
much internal spiral structure exists up to the amorphous
central region, which is 5 mm in diameter on the scale
of the illustration*

w

NGC 3147 Sb
S-191O-H
Jan. 27/28,1946
103aO
60 min
Enlarged 8.2 X

This galaxy is similar to 6814. Tightly wound multiple
arms are present, which can be traced to within 8 sec of
arc (2.5 mm on the illustration) from the small, amor-
phous nucleus. The details of the structure are not too
clear on this reproduction from a poor 60-inch plate.
The arms arc highly branched. Note the faint-surface-
brightness arm on the outside of the bright arm on the
north side. Whenever two arm systems of different sur-
face brightness occur, the fainter set is always on the
outside.

NGC 4062 Sb
H-2246-H
Mar. 7/8,1946
lOSaO
60 min
Enlarged 4.1 X

Tiic dust lanes are very conspicuous in 4062 because of
its high inclination to the line of sight. These are multiple
spiral arms. The structure closely resembles that of 5055
in its outer regions (p. 15). The nucleus of 4§§2 is very
small, only 2 Him in diameter on the scale of the illustra-
tion. A% in 6384 and 6814, the outer spiral arm* are
fainter than those close to the nucleus.
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NGC4750 Sb
S-458-H
Mar. 18/19,1925
E40
55min
Enlarged 22.2 X

All galaxies on the facing page form a special subgroup,
in which the spiral pattern emerges tangent to what ap-
pears to be an external ring rather than from the nucleus.
The ring in 4750 appears to be completely detached from
the central nucleus and lens. It is probably composed of
two overlapping spiral fragments wound so tightly as
nearly to overlap. A very flint external pattern is present,
which is shown, but to poor advantage, by the insert,
taken with the 48-inch Schmidt

NGC4580
H-2285-H
May 30/3U 1946

Sb

40 min
Enlarged 12. IX

The internal "ring" in this galaxy must be very similar to
that in 3705, but it is more easily seen here because 4580
is more nearly face oa* The ring is really two closely
coiled spiral arms of high surface brightness* The con-
nections that these arms make with the nucleus arc not
well defined and cannot be traced* The arms appear to
begin tangent to the edge of the central lens. Three faint
external arms of smooth texture can be seen in the insert,
Two of the thrct arms are continuations of the Inner ring
arms; the other comes off at a peculiar angle*

NGC1832 Sb
PH-70-H
Oct. 13/14,1950
103aO
30 min w

Enlarged 5.0 X

The internal ring is quite conspicuous in 1832. It is not
completely closed but is of the type best illustrated in
NGC 1073 (p. 49). Note the branching of the spiral arms
on the west side. The two prominent dust lanes are on
the inside of the main spiral arms. The arms are resolved
into knots, which are probably H II regions rather than
individual stars. The central region of 1832 shows some
characteristics of a bar.

NGC 4725 Sb/SBb
H-2156-H
Jan.2/3,1941
Cr-Hi-Sp-Sp
80 min w

Enlarged 2.2 X

Tliis h a transition galaxy between a normal Sb and an
SBb» The region of enhanced luminosity across the cen-
tral lens is not a well defined bar as in 1398 (p. 47). The
basic nebular type is closer to Sb than SBb. The internal
"ring" is not complete but resembles that in NGC 4580.
It begins abruptly at the edge of the amorphous central
region aad breaks Into multiple, tightly wound spiral amis
in the southeast quadrant The dust lanes are seen sil-
houetted against the background light especially well in
this quadrant. The inner arms are resolved into knots.
Two faint external arms arc present, which can be traced
in the insert. These arms are smooth in texture with no
hint of resolution into knots. The external arms are not
on opposite nicies of the nucleus but travel together, one
lapped on the inside of the oilier, Careful inspection of
lite insert picture will separate the two, although on small*

plates they will ap}M?ar m a single arm.

A supernova was discovered in 4725 on May 5,1940, by
J. J. Johnson at Palomar (Harv. Ann. Card 522). Two
photographs of NGC 4725 which show the supernova ap-
pear on the back cover of The Sky, February 1941. The
supernova can still be seen on this plate taken by Hubble
in January 1941, some 9 months after outburst.

NGC 3705 Sb
H-2521-H
Mar. 7/8,1948
103aO
30 min N

Enlarged 4.0 X

The internal ring resembles the similar feature in 4274
(Sa, p. 12). As in 4274, the ring is probably two overlap-
ping spiral arms which just miss each other after a half
revolution. The outer arms are of lower surface bright-
ness than the ring. They either start at the ring or are a
continuation of the ends of the arms composing the ring.
In this respect also 3705 is similar to 4274.

NGC 3145 Sb
H-2350-H
Nov. 28/29,1946
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 8.1 X

The thin multiple arms of this galaxy arc complex. The
brightest arms in the northwest quadrant appear to ap-
proach the nucleus at right angles (tangent rather than
spiriting inward). There is a single faint arm in the south-
west quadrant which crosses one of the regular arms
nearly at right angles. This is a very rare feature of gal-
axies and is particularly well shown here. A few dust
lanes can be seen near the crossover point.







NGC 23 Sb
PH-1039-S
Aug. 22/23,1955
103aO
30min
Enlarged 16.0 X

This galaxy is probably of the NGC 210 subgroup of Sb.
Two sets of arms are present, the inner set being tightly
wound and the outer more loosely wound. At first glance
there seems to be only one outer arm, but in the insert
photograph a faint and more diffuse arm can just be seen
starting near the bright star at the southeast end of the
major axis. One conspicuous dust lane is present in the
central region, on the inside of one of the inner arms.
Although NGC 23 is not a good example of the NGC 210
group of Sb, the characteristic feature of two sets of spiral
arms of different pitch is present. A supernova appeared
in this galaxy in 1955. It was discovered on a plate taken
with the 200-inch on October 22/23, 1955.

NGC 210 Sb
PH-1075-S , * N

Aug. 25/26,1955
103aO
30min
Enlarged 4.0 X

This is the type example for the four galaxies shown on
the page. Each of the four galaxies has two sets of spiral
arms. The inner set is tightly wound around the nucleus
and is not resolved into stars or knots. The outer set is
open and well defined, and is usually partially resolved.
The inner lens is of high surface brightness but contains
spiral structure. In this sense the group resembles NGC
5055. Note the two prominent dust lanes in the nuclear
region. The outer spiral arms in this galaxy are branched
as in M101.

w

NGC 1964 Sb
PH-1142-S
Oct. 23/24,1955
103aO + WG2
25 min
Enlarged 4.0 X

This galaxy is seen at a high angle of projection. In form
it is almost identical to NGC 210. Prominent dust lanes
and spiral structure are present in the bright central lens.
These inner spiral arms are tightly wound. The two outer
spiral arms start tangent to the inner lens and wind through
about 300° before they can be traced no longer. They
show partial resolution. The plate from which this repro-
duction was made was taken under poor seeing conditions.

NGC 615 Sb
PH-1077-S
Aug. 25/26,1955
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 7.0 X

This galaxy is similar to NGC 1964 and NGC 210. The
inner spiral structure and the prominent dust lanes can
be seen in the bright central lens on the original plate.
There are only two outer arms in this galaxy, but they are
considerably thicker than the arms of 210. Each of the
outer arms can be traced through about 360°. One arm,
coming from the periphery of the lens, approaches close
to the inner edge of the other arm after the first arm has
turned about 180°. This apparent overlapping of the arms
is similar to the pattern in NGC 3185 (p. 43), 4274 (p.
12), and others.

w
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NGC 3627 M66 Sb
H-527-H
Jan.30/31,1925
E40
90min
Enlarged 7.2 X

NGC 3627 and the other two galaxies shown on the page
contain a great deal of dust. Since dust cannot be de-
tected in galaxies unless it is silhouetted against a bright
background, it shows best in galaxies that are highly in-
clined to the line of sight. Numerous good examples are
shown in the atlas, among which we mention 2841 (p. 14),
5055 (p. 15), 3521 (p. 15), 7331 (p. 17), M31 (p. 18),
4594 (p. 24), all the galaxies on page 25, M83 (p. 28), and
the nuclei of M51 and M101 (p. 31). The dust pattern in
NGC 3627 is particularly heavy. The lane going from the
southeast to the northeast quadrant is located on the
inner edge of the luminous spiral arm. The lane associ-
ated with the opposite arm bisects the luminous matter.

The contrast of the reproduction is high. On the origi-
nal plate, faint dust lanes are scattered throughout the
central lens and between the outer arms and the nuclear
regions.

w

NGC 972 Sb
PH-1055-S
Aug. 24/25,1955
103aO
30min
Enlarged 6.0 X

The dust lanes are scattered in an almost chaotic fashion
across the face of NGC 972. The image looks almost like
an irregular galaxy of the M82 type (p. 41). However, a
general spiral pattern can be traced with two sets of dust
lanes: the prominent dust arm is in the southeast quad-
rant; the second arm can be seen partly silhouetted in the
northwest quadrant. This galaxy is important to settle
the question of the direction of the spiral pattern with
respect to the rotation vector. The direction of rotation,
however, is unknown.

NGC 4433 Sb
PH-1171-S
Dec. 14/15,1955
103aO
30min
Enlarged 9.0 X

The dust is scattered chaotically across the face of 4433.
It is difficult to trace spiral arms in the inner region shown
in the illustration. Note the straight, luminous filament
on the west side. Two very faint spiral arms, smooth in
texture and of low surface brightness, can be traced out-
side the main body. They do not show in the illustration.
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NGC4594 M104 Sa/Sb
PH-96-MH
Mar. 16/17,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 6.6 X

NGG 4594 is very difficult to classify because the funda-
mental plane is inclined only 6° to the line of sight. The
most prominent feature of the photographic image is the
dust lane that defines the fundamental plane. It is signifi-
cant for the physics of the problem that most or all of the
dust in any galaxy is confined to a very thin plane, which
undoubtedly is the plane perpendicular to the angular
momentum vector. This statement concerning the dust
can be made from the observational data in only those
galaxies whose fundamental planes are nearly in the line
of sight. Other examples of such galaxies are shown on
page 25.

A remarkable picture of NGC 4594 was published by
Litidblad from a plate taken by Baade in ultraviolet light
(Pubs. A. S. JP., 63, 133, 1951). The knots and segments
of spiral arms can be seen in this photograph. These
knots, together with what appear to be almost circular
spiral arms, suggest a face-on spiral pattern like that in
NGC 488 or possibly 5055.

Another notable feature of NGC 45§4 is the large cen-
tral nuclear bulge. The tight spiral pattern, which of
course is nearly impossible to trace, and the large nuclear
bulge place NGC 4594 as either a late Sa or a \ery early Sb.

There appears to be a concentration of stars or nebular
images in the halo of 4594* These are believed to be glob-
ular clusters similar to those found throughout the image
of 4486 (M87, p. 2)» The number of du*ttr» iu 4594 h
far below that in M87. The distance modulus of about
m - Ms» 30.6 for 4594 together with a threshold of about
7» = 2O for theae images puts the absolute magnitude of
the brightest condensation at JfwK»"l(M), which matches
the brightest globular clusters in our m%n galaxy.
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NGC4565 Sb
PH-163-MH
Apr. 15/16,1950
103aE
25min
Enlarged 1.2 X

All galaxies on the facing page are nearly on edge. The
pictures show the change in the nuclear bulge along the
sequence of classification and the concentration of the
dust to a fundamental plane. Note how flat the central
cross section of 4565 is. The nuclear bulge is not so large
as that of NGC 4594 but is larger than that of 891. 4594 is
an Sa or very early Sb. 4565 is classed as an intermediate
Sb, and 891 as a very late Sb. De Vaucouleurs illustrates
and discusses 4565, 4216, and others in his article on the
direction of tilt {Ap. J., 127, 487, 1958).

NGC 4244 Sc
PH-151-MH
Apr. 12/13,1950
103aO
30min
Enlarged 0.89 X

NGC 4244 is undoubtedly a late Sc galaxy seen on edge.
There is no nuclear bulge; the entire surface is resolved
into stars; and the dust lanes, although present, are not
at all conspicuous. This galaxy must be near by because
it is resolved into stars throughout its surface. They are
individual stars and not H II regions. The reproduction
is too overexposed to show the resolution in the nuclear
region which is visible on the original plate. The esti-
mated distance modulus of 4244 is between m-M = 26.5
and m- M = 27.0. The galaxy is more distant than mem-
bers of the Local Group but not so distant as the M81 and
MI 01 groups.

w

NGC 4216 Sb
H-2166-H
Apr. 28/29,1941
Cr-Hi-Sp-Sp
80min
Enlarged 2.8 X

This magnificent spiral is inclined to the line of sight at
just the correct angle to show both the nuclear bulge and
the spiral dust pattern in the fundamental plane. The
impressive datum is the thinness of the plane. This gal-
axy is important for the problem of direction of tilt. A
negative print is shown by Hubble {Ap. J., 97, 225,1943)
and by de Vaucouleurs. NGC 4216 is probably an inter-
mediate Sb.

NGC 5907 Sc
PH-186-MH
May 10/11,1950
103aO
40min
Enlarged 1.3 X

NGC 5907 is an early Sc galaxy seen within a few degrees
of edge on. The nuclear bulge is quite small and is almost
hidden behind the opaque dust lane. It appears that the
outermost spiral arms can be seen at either end of the
spindle, and their sense of opening can be inferred. The
arm on the north side is opening toward the observer (out
of the page); the arm on the south side is going away
(into the page). Spectroscopic observations show that the
south end of the spindle is approaching. This means that
the arms are trailing.

w

NGC 891 Sb
PH-208-S
Nov. 10/11,1952
103aO + WG2
30min
Enlarged 1.2 X

The nuclear bulge in 891 is smaller than that in 4565.
The galaxy is classed as late Sb. The dust lane has a very
intricate pattern perpendicular to the plane. Thin fingers
of obscuration extend at least 30 sec of arc in the Z direc-
tion. The distance modulus of 891 is about m - M =29.0,
assuming membership in the NGC 1023 kinematical
group (Humason et al., A. J., 61,97, 1956, table XI) and
a Hubble constant of 75 km/sec 106 parsecs. At this dis-
tance, 30 sec of arc corresponds to 105 parsecs. Energy
must be pumped into the dust to keep it distended this far
above the plane against the potential energy of the gravi-
tational field. It is believed that NGC 891 is similar to our
own galaxy. See the photograph of the dust band in the
plane of our galaxy compared with NGC 891 by Oster-
brock and Sharpless (Ap. J., 115,140,1952). See also the
infrared photographs of Code and Houck, Ap. J., 121,
533, 1955.

NGC 4631 Sc
PH-208-MH
May 15/16,1950
103aO
30 min ' • w
Enla rged 1.OX

NGC 4631 is probably a late Sc. There is no sign of a
nuclear bulge. The entire surface is resolved into stars
and H II regions. There are many dust patches but no
strong dust lane across the spindle as in 4565 or 891.
The small companion galaxy north of 4631 is NGC 4627,
an E5 or S0i galaxy with indication of globular clusters
surrounding the main body. It is likely that 4627 forms
a dynamical unit with 4631 similar to the M32, NGC 205,
M31 system. However, no redshift is available for NGC
4627.
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NGC 5194/5195 M51 Sc/Irr
PH-201-MH
May 14/15,1950
103aO
20min N*
Enlarged 4.8 X

NGC 5194 is one of the most magnificent spirals in the sky.
The entire spiral pattern is dominated by the dust lanes.
The two most opaque dust lanes lie on the inside of the
two brightest spiral arms. These two principal arms plus
their associated dust lanes wind into the central region
along an almost perfect spiral path. The dust arms are
very highly branched. Thin filaments break away from
the main dust path and cross the luminous arms almost
at right angles. Multiple secondary dust lanes exist
throughout the central lens. Individual dust lanes of the
secondary pattern cannot be traced, but, rather, separate
segments exist which, when viewed with other segments,
form a rough spiral structure. The two main arms can be
traced for one and a half revolutions. Branching occurs
from one luminous arm to the other after about three-
quarters of a revolution. Each branch continues as a sepa-
rate arm, giving the spiral the appearance of having a
multiple-arm structure. Actually the multiplicity is not
like that of 2841 or 488 because, in these, two main arms
cannot be traced but the multiple filaments begin immedi-
ately at the periphery of the amorphous central lens.

The companion galaxy NGC 5195 is an Irr of the M82
type. The dust from the northeast arm of 5194 crosses in
front of 5195 on the eastern edge, but there are dust
patches internal to 5195 itself on the west side. NGC 5195
closely resembles NGC 3077 (p. 41) and M82. Holmberg
has found the international color index of the companion
to be 0.98. This is redder than his measures of M82 (CI
= 0.81) and 3077 (CI = 0.68), but part of the redness may
be due to internal absorption. NGC 5194 is close enough
to us to be easily resolved into stars along the spiral arms.
Many H II regions are present. No clusters, either glob-
ular or open, have been identified with certainty. The
distance modulus of these two galaxies must be about
m - M = 27.5, which is slightly more distant than the
M81 group.

Negative photographs of NGC 5194/5195 showing the
dust lanes in both galaxies to good advantage have been
published by Zwicky {Pubs. A. S. P., 67, 232, 1955).
Also the characteristics of the two principal luminous
arms are well revealed by a superposition trick of nega-
tives taken in different colors. Plate IV of Zwicky's paper
shows the intricate dust lanes quite well.

The details of the dust lanes in the center of 5194 are
of interest. The nuclear regions are shown on page 31 of
this atlas.
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NGC5457 M101 Sc
PH-152-B
July 17/18,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 2.6 X

M101 is the prototype of the multiple-arm galaxies of the
Sc section. Although many separate arms exist in the
outer regions, each one can be traced from a branching of
two principal dust arms which begin in the nucleus. This
dust pattern is shown in the illustration of the central
region on page 31. As in M51, many dust arms exist in
the central lens. They cannot be traced as individual arms
but rather as separate segments which, when taken to-
gether, form a rough spiral pattern. The entire spiral
pattern over the face of M51 is dominated by the dust
lanes, which usually are on the inside of the bright lumi-
nous spiral filaments. The outer segments of the lumi-
nous arms are thoroughly resolved into individual stars
and a few H II regions. The outer arms are highly
branched. The surface brightness of the arms in the
northwest quadrant of the spiral is very low, and the re-
solved stars in these arms are faint. The brightest arms
are In the southwest quadrant. Notice the resolved clumps
or associations of stars in the brightest arm on the east
side. The most conspicuous of the associations is ellipti-
cal, with a major and minor axis of 50 sec and 15 sec of
arc, respectively. The distance modulus of Ml01 is about
27*0, which makes the linear dimensions of the association
about 620 parsccs by 190 parsers* The average width of
an arm is about 30 sec of arc, corresponding to 380 par-
seca. Tiie largest H 11 regions arc about 10 sec of arc in
diameter, which corresponds to 120 parsecs* This is
smaller by about a factor of 6 than the 50 Doradus com-
plex in the large Magellanic Cloud and smaller by about
a factor of S titan NGC §C!4 in M33. SO Doradus is about
€40 par*ec» in diameter; NGC 6§4, about 320 parsccs.

Many Sc galaxies are of the M101 type. The character-
istics of the type are (1) a small nucleus from which the
spiral pattern emerges in dust lanes, at first, and farther
out in luminous filaments; (2) multiple spiral arms, thin
and highly branched in their outer regions; (3) arms well
resolved into individual stars and H II regions.

The integrated color indices of Sc galaxies are instruc-
tive. Erik Holmberg has measured magnitudes and colors
for a number of galaxies, and his results have direct bear-
ing on the classification problem. Spirals like Ml01, in
which the entire structure is dominated by the spiral
arms, have blue colors. M101 itself has an international
color index of 0.30. Most of the galaxies on page 29 have
colors in the range 0.30 to 0.50. The more open, chaotic
spirals like M101 or NGC 628 (p. 29) are bluer than spi-
rals like 4321 (M100,p.2S).
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NGC4321 M100 Sc
PH-743-S
Apr. 8/9,1954
103aD + GG14
60min
Enlarged 5.2 X

NGC 4321 is the brightest spiral in the Virgo Cluster.
The galaxy has characteristics of both NGC 5194 (M51)
and NGC 5457 (M101). There are multiple arms, but
only two of the arms are bright. The faint secondary
arms lie between the principal arms on the east side of the
nucleus, completely filling the space between the bright
arm closest to the nucleus on the north side and the ex-
tension of the second main arm in the northeast quadrant
after it has spiraled through 360°. The illustration on the
facing page was slightly overexposed to show these faint
details. A negative reproduction is given in Ap. / . , 127,
513, 1958, which shows not only the outer spiral features
but also the details of the multiple dust lanes crossing the
central lens.

Two principal dust lanes go into the very center of M100
in a spiral pattern. The center is illustrated on page 3L

Most of the knots that appear in the two main spiral
arms are H II regions, as can be seen from the reproduc-
tion of a plate sensitive to Ha and a second plate sensitive
to an emission-free spectral region shown in figure 9 of the
A p. J. reference above.

Individual stars do appear in Ml§0, but they are much
fainter than the H II regions. Comparison of the illustra-
tion of Ml00 in the atlas with the negative prints in figure
9 of Ap. J., 127^ is interesting. The photographic plate
from which the negative print was made for the left half of
the reproduction in Ap. X Is the same one that this atlas
illustration comes from.

The estimated distance modulus of M100 is m - -If«
50.7. Measurement on the original plate shows that, at
t!iis distance, the linear width of the two spiral arms a^er-
agcas about §00 parsecs—about 3 times the width of arms
in MICH and about twice what is estimated for our own
galaxy.

NGC 5236 M83 Sc/SBb
H-540-H
Mar. 2/3,1925
E40
100 min
Enlarged 3.3 X

NGC 5236 is a magnificent southern spiral with multiple
arms. The present illustration does not do justice to the
intricate dust lanes or to the fainter spiral arms.

The galaxy has certain features common to an SBb,
such as the straightness of the two dust lanes coming
from the nucleus on opposite sides of a region of some-
what enhanced luminosity. On short-exposure plates,
one lane appears to cut in front of the nucleus and the
other goes behind. The pattern is similar to that of NGC
5383 on page 46. There are two bright spiral arms and a
number of arm fragments of lower surface brightness on
the outside of the principal arms. The dust lanes that
emerge from the nucleus follow the inside of the two bright
arms. This is a general characteristic of most galaxies
having opaque dust lanes. But dust is by no means con-
centrated in these two lanes; it is spread in spiral patterns
over the entire face of the central lens. The segments are
branched as in M51 arid Ml01. The luminous spiral arms
generally follow the branching of the dust lanes. Repro-
ductions of M83 are also given by Shapley in his Galaxies,
pigc 22, and as Sgure 2 of his The Inner Metagalaxy.
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NGC628 M74 Sc
PH-16-MH
Nov. 15/16,1949
103aO
20min
Enlarged 1,7 X

NGC 628 is of the M101 type of multiple-arm Sc but is
more regular and symmetrical. The arms are not so high-
ly branched, and the dust lanes are easier to trace. Again
the dust lanes appear mostly on the inside of the luminous
arms. Branching of luminous segments does occur from
the two main arms which come from the nuclear region.
These branches form the multiple-arm pattern. The dis-
tance modulus of NGC 628 is about 30.0. At this dis-
tance, the approximate width of the arms is 1000 parsecs.

NGC 1084 Sc
H-2354-H
Nov. 29/30,1946
IlaO
10 min
Enlarged 7.1 X

The three galaxies at the bottom of the facing page and
the six on page 30 form a separate subgroup of Sc in which
the spiral pattern is not so well defined as in the Ml01
type. The arms are usually not so f*clean" and in some
galaxies wot so well separated from each other as those in
the MIDI group. The one main arm in the northwest
quadrant of 1084 is well defined* It is lined on its inside
cd^e with a dust lane. The spiral pattern on the cast side
of I §84 is not easy to trace as a single arm. Several dust
lanes and segments of spiral arms are present. Notice the
»»al Bticleits of this galaxy.

•
w

NGC 4254 M99 Sc
PH-174-MH
Apr. 16/17,1950
103aE
30 min

w
Enlarged 2.8 X
NGC 4254 is one of the bright spiral members of the Virgo
Cluster. The distance modulus is about m — .M=30.7 for
this cluster. At this distance, the spiral arms are about
1500 parsecs thick, which is considerably thicker than
arms in M101 and thicker by a factor of 1.5 than arms in
NGC 628. Dust lanes pervade the entire central lens.
Most of the knots along the spiral arms are H II regions.
Note the segments of spiral arms which break from the
central regions in the northeast quadrant.

NGC 6181 Sc
H-2267-H i —N
May 4/5,1946
103aO
45 min ^
Enlarged 7.0 X

Three well defined outer spiral arms are present in this
galaxy: two on the east side, and one on the west side.
The arms are thin. The distance modulus for 6181 is
about m- M ** 32.4, At this distance, the angular width
of the arms corresponds to about 1200 parsecs. Notice
the resolution of the arms into H II regions. The spiral
pattern in the central regions is quite similar to that in
NGC 157 (right).

NGC 4303 M61 Sc
PH-719-S
Apr. 6/7,1954
103aO + GG13
30 min
Enlarged 2.2 X

NGC 4303 is probably a member of the Virgo Cluster al-
though it lies about 8° south of the main concentration.
The redshift of 1557 km/sec makes it a likely candidate.
The galaxy has some characteristics of a barred spiral.
The central lens does not show well here but is like the
lens in NGC 6951 (p. 46). Two thin dust lanes (width
about 150 parsecs) wind out through the pseudo bar to
the inside of the beginning of the two main luminous arms.
Many faint arms are present on the outside of the two
bright ones. The many knots in the brighter arms are
undoubtedly H II regions.

NGC 157 Sc
PH-1054-S
Aug. 24/25,1955
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 9.4 X

The first impression of this galaxy is that the entire sur-
face is covered with luminous segments of spiral arms and
interspersed dust lanes. One main dust lane is prominent
on the inside of the arm that sweeps from the nucleus up-
ward through the northeast quadrant. The amorphous
nuclear region is very small, as in all nine galaxies of this
special subgroup (NGC 1084, 6181, and 157 on this page
and the six galaxies on the next page).
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NGC3810 Sc
H-15-S
Jan. 5/6,1951
103aO
20 min w

Enlarged 5.0 X

NGC 3810 and NGC 5962 (below) are the Sc counter-
parts to the "two-region-surface-brightness" galaxies like
NGC 5055 and 1068 of the Sb section (pp. 15 and 16).
Spiral structure can be traced to within about 3 sec of arc
radius (1 mm on the illustration) from the center. The
distance modulus of 3810 is about m - M = 30.4. Three
seconds of arc is 200 parsecs at this distance. The width
of the outer arms is about 600 parsecs, which is somewhat
smaller than the width in M101 or M5L The arms of 3810
are resolved into knots.

NGC 5962 Sc
H-2295-H
July 2/3,1946
IlaO
30 min
Enlarged 7.0 X

NGC 5§62 is similar to NGC 5055 (p. 15} of the Sb sys-
tems. The central regions arc of high surface brightness*
Spiral structure is present in the inner regions and can
be traced to within 0,7 mm (radius) from the nucleus on
this illustration. The outer set of multiple arms are of low
surface brightness.

NGC 1637 Sc
PH-68-MH
Feb. 15/16,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 3.6 X N *

The inner part of 1637, with a diameter of 22 mm on the
illustration, is a completely symmetrical two-arm spiral.
A second set of spiral arms, which dominate the east hem-
isphere, start as dust lanes between the nucleus and the
main inner arm on the south side. These outer anus give
the galaxy an asymmetry because there are no outer arms
on the west side to match them. NGC 1637 is closer to
us than the Virgo Cluster. The redshift gives a distance
modulus of about 293. The arms of 1637 arc resolved
into stars and H II regions.

NGC 3672 Sc
H-2220-H |%

Jan.6/7,1946 *
103aO j
6§ min |
Enlarged 5.0 X x •——-J

NGC 3672 has multiple arm& which begin from a very
small nucleus. The nucleus is smaller than the seeing
disk on the original negative* which wa% about J sec of arc.
The arms arc very thin and well defined in 3672. If the
distance modulus is m - M «s 32.0, the angular width of S
sec of arc for the brightest arm sweeping through the
northeast to the southeast quadrant correspond* to 370
par sees. These arc very narrow arnii compared with the
arm* in rnimt other gal*\iefi». They do compare with the
arras in NGC 4'^%

NGC 4088 SBc/Sc
S-1834-H
Jan. 17/18,1939 j
Imp, Eel. |
60 min J
Enlarged 7.1 X

NGC 4088 has only two anus, which start at the end of a
bar. This galaxy Is closer to a pure SBc than to an Sc, but
as it docs have features which resemble NGC 157 (p. 29\
it Is oiled a transition case. The bar and arms are of the
(s) subtype, in which the arms spring from the cuds of a
bar rather than tangent to an internal ring. The distance
of 4088 is probably 0.J magnitude closer than the Virgo
Cluster. Notice the resolution of the face of this galaxy
into knots.

NGC 7314 Sc
PH-65-H
Oct. 13/14, l§50 , _ _ _ * > ,
103aO ' i
30 min j
Enlarged 3.0 X I

The spiral pattern is dominated hy dust lanes in MJC
7J14» The arm segments on the west side arc quite similar
In the closely coiled arms in NGC] i%4l (p. 14j. The nu-
cleus of 7J14 is very wnall* Spiral ^truclurc can lie traced
almost to its \ery center- Tlic distance moduim nf 7314
i* about m - 3i * 32.CL The limit of the plate « about
mm^23Ik Consequently any resulted knots in the ;
aic brighter than Mm^^93.



NGC4321 M100 Sc
H-1602-H
Mar. 6/7,1934

15 min
Enlarged 25.0 X

The four illustrations on the facing page are greatly en-
larged reproductions of the nuclear regions of near-by Sc
galaxies. The spiral arms which begin near the center of
most galaxies are dust arms. The arms usually do not be-
come luminous until they have left the nucleus. There is
no question that the dark regions between the luminous
arcs in this picture of M100 are filled with dust. Contin-
uations of these dark lanes form the two principal dust
arms which wind out through the lens and end on the
insides of the two most luminous outer arms. Page 28
gives the complete view of Ml 00. The continuation of the
inner dust lanes shown here as they wind outward is best
shown in a negative print in Ap. /., 127^ 513, 1958.

NGC5457 M101 Sc ^
PH-185-MH
May 10/11,1950
103aO
40 min w

Enlarged 12. IX

The nucleus of M101 is similar to that of M100 (above).
Two principal dust lanes cut into the very center. It is
the dust rather than the luminous arcs that defines the
spiral pattern in this region. The two central dust patches,
however, unlike those in Ml00, cannot be traced as single
lanes into the outer regions. The entire inner lens of M101
is crossed by segments of dust arms. Although the seg-
ments, taken as a whole, define a spiral pattern, they can-
not be connected with one another to form continuous
lanes.

The entire face of M101 is shown on page 27.

w
NGC5194 M51 Sc
A-96
May 15/16,1926
180 min
Enlarged 16.0 X

The opaque dust lanes do not spiral into the nucleus as
in M100 or M101 but start tangent to a circular luminous
region centered on the nucleus. The central region is not
amorphous but is crossed by thin dust lanes in a hap-
hazard fashion. The two principal opaque lanes seen here
silhouetted against the edge of the bright center continue
to spiral outward. They eventually end up on the inside
of the two brightest spiral arms. See page 26.

NGC628 M74 Sc
PH-1151-S
Oct. 24/25,1955
103aO + GG13
25 min
Enlarged 23.0 X

The central dust lanes in NGC 628 are similar to those in
M51 (above). They begin tangent to the central lens and
do not go into the very nucleus. These two main lanes
wind outward on the inside of the principal luminous
spiral arms. The entire galaxy is shown on page 29.

Plates taken in Ha light show many H II regions in the
arms. The largest of these regions is about 100 parsecs
in diameter, which is similar to the H II regions in Ml01
but smaller than the largest ones in either M33 or the
LMC.

W
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NGC 309 Sc
PH-15-MH
Nov. 15/16,1949
103aO
20min
Enlarged 6.0 X

The spiral arms of all three galaxies illustrated on the fac-
ing page are of the multiple-arm Ml 01 type. The feature
that distinguishes all three galaxies is either the presence
or the suggestion of an internal ring, tangent to which the
spiral arms emerge. The arms in NGC 309 are narrow,
well defined, and highly branched. The internal ring is
almost complete. The spiral structure does not cross this
ring and go into the nucleus. The nucleus itself is small
(5 sec of arc in diameter) and amorphous.

Compare these three galaxies with the (r) subtypes in
the Sb section (p. 21) and in the SBb section (pp. 47 and
48). The closest example of NGC 309 in the SBc section
is NGC 1073 (p. 49).

NGC 1232 Sc
PH-74-H
Oct. 14/15,1950
103aO
30min
Enlarged 2.0 X

There is no complete internal ring in NGC 1232. How-
ever, the arms do not spiral out from the nucleus but
rather begin tangent to the central amorphous nucleus
and lens. Two principal arms originate on this central
region. These arms branch into many segments soon after
they leave the central lens. The branching of the arm
which starts at the west point of the amorphous lens is
particularly conspicuous. The arm branches almost im-
mediately at this junction; each separate branch again
divides after a turn of 120°. Additional divisions farther
on form the multiple-arm pattern. The pattern resembles
that of M101 but is slightly more regular.

NGC 5364
PH-193-MH
May 13/14, 195 O
103aO
30min
Enlarged 5.6 X

Sc

NGC 5364 is o i^e of the most regular galaxies in the sky.
The thin, b r i g h t , internal ring appears to be completely
closed. There is spiral structure internal to this ring, but
the inner arms starting from the nucleus are not well de-
fined. The rego-lar outer arms begin tangent to the bright
ring. Two ex te rna l arms are present. Their junction on
the ring is difficult to find. The outer arm on the west
side probably begins on the ring at nearly the west cardi-
nal point. The beginning of the outer arm on the east side
is near the n o r t h cardinal point. The outer west arm can
be traced for at>out 450° from its origin on the ring. The
outer east arm can be traced for 540° or one and a half
revolutions f r o m its origin. Dust lanes are not conspicu-
ous over the face of this spiral, but faint lanes can be traced
on the insides of the two main arms.

The redshift of NGC 5364 is 1357 km/sec (corrected
for solar motion) , which corresponds to a distance modu-
lus of about m — M = 31.3. At this distance, the average
angular width of the outer spiral arms corresponds to a
linear width of 700 parsecs. This is larger by a factor of
about 2 than t h e arms in NGC 488 and M101 but some-
what smaller t h a n the arms in NGC 4254 (p. 29), for ex-
ample. The spac ing between the center of the outer arms
on the west sidle is about 3300 parsecs.
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NGC5248 Sc
PH-209-MH
May 15/16,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 5.0 X

This magnificent Sc galaxy shows a high degree of sym-
metry. The two principal inner spiral arms are of high
surface brightness. Both arms contain conspicuous dust
lanes on their inner edge. There is considerable dust sil-
houetted against the central lens. It forms multiple spiral
lanes starting near the small nuclear region.

Five outer spiral arms of low surface brightness open
wide from the central regions. They can be seen in the
insert. The outer arms are branched. Two of the five hug
the bright central region on the west side; they are stubby
arms, of higher surface brightness than the remaining
three. Two other of the outer arms start from the end of
the bright inner arm at the northwest end of the major
axis and can be traced for about 180° from the junction.
The remaining outer arm begins at the southeast end of
the major axis and spirals north through west. It is
branched at its northwest end.

NGC4258 Sb
PH-321-MH w*
Apr. 27/28,1951
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 5.5 X

NGC 4258 is probably a member of the Ursa Major Cloud.
The fact that the plane of this galaxy is inclined only 20°
to the line of sight partly explains why the dust lanes are
so prominent across the central lens of 4258. These lanes
are quite chaotic. They do form a very rough spiral pat-
tern throughout the central region. There are two prin-
cipal luminous arms on the periphery of the bright central
lens. Numerous knots, presumably H II regions, are pres-
ent in these arms. Very faint spiral arms threading through
the outer envelope can be seen in the insert. The outer
arms are highly resolved into individual stars with the
200-inch. Normal novae have been found, but as yet no
cepheid variables are known in 4258. A reproduction of
4258 in negative form, given by Hubble in Ap. J., 57, 225,
1943, shows the intricate detail of the dust pattern in the
central region.
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NGC253 Sc
H-947-A w«
Sept. 2/3,1945
103aO
50 min
Enlarged 3.0X

This spectacular spiral is the prototype example of a spe-
cial subgroup of Sc systems. Other members of the group
are shown on the ntxt page. Photographic images of gal-
axies of the group are dominated by the dust pattern.
Dust lanes and patches of great complexity are scattered
throughout the surface. Spiral arms are often difficult to
trace. The arms are defined as much by the dust as by the
luminous matter.

Galaxies similar to the 253 class in the Sc can be identi-
fied in the Sa and Sb sections. Examples shown in the
atlas are NGC 4293 of the Sa section (p. 11) and perhaps
NGC 972 and NGC 4433 of the Sb section (p. 23).

The dust lanes in NGG 253 itself are conspicuous not
only because a great deal of dust is present but also be-
cause the large angle of projection under which this gal-
axy is viewed provides for a radiation background against
which the dust is seen. The fundamental plane of 253 is
inclined only 12° to the line of sight.

The spiral arms in NGC 253 can be easily traced in this
reproduction, but they are more easily seen in a negative
print reproduced from the same original and shown by
de Vaucouleurs in Ap. J., 127, 487, 1958, figure 8. The
arms coming from the southwest end of the major axis are
opening out of the page; the arms on the northeast end
are going into the page.

The distance to NGC 253 cannot be found from the
redshift because the galaxy is so close that any systematic
redshift is concealed by the random motions. But the
assumption that NGC 253 is like M31 both in linear di-
mensions and in absolute magnitude gives a distance of
about 4 X 10§ parsecs, which is about 5 times that of MSI.
The corresponding distance modulus is m - M = 28.0.
These values may be uncertain by a factor of 2.
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NGC 2903 Sc
PH-71-MH
Feb.15/16,1950
103aO
30min
Enlarged 1.3 X

The internal pattern of dust is almost as intricate in NGC
2903 as it is in NGC 253. The galaxy is seen more nearly
face on, and is more distant than 253, so that the delicate
dust filaments threading across luminous regions are lost
in 2903, but there is no question that these patterns are
present. The nucleus is composed of about eight intense
knots, presumed to be giant H II regions. The repro-
duction is overexposed in the central regions and does
not do justice to the intricate pattern. Two thin, regular
spiral arms are present in the outer regions of 2903.

NGC 6643 Sc
5-985-A
Aug. 3/4,1948
103aO
40 mi n
Enlarged 8.1 X

The spiral pattern is easier to trace in 6643 than in 253.
The arms arc visible on this plate, owing primarily to the
knots (probably H II regions) present over the face of the
system. The central nucleus is exceedingly tiny here*
The spiral arms arc multiple. The internal dust pattern
resembles that in 2903 and 253.

NGC 3556 Sc w^
S-1742-H
Dec. 6/7,1937
Imp. Eel.
60 min N

Enlarged 4.0 X

NGC 3556 is a member of the 253 class. It is seen almost
on edge. A negative print, made from the same original,
is shown by de Vaucouleurs in Ap. / . , 127, 487, 1958.

Note the lack of a central nuclear bulge. If a large nu-
clear region were present it would be visible in this photo-
graph because the galaxy is nearly on edge. Compare this
illustration with the Sc systems on page 25.

NGC 4793 Sc w^
H-227S-H
May 5/6,1946
103aO
40 min N

Enlarged 8.3 X

Many condensations are present over the face of NGC
4793. These, together with a small nucleus and internal
dust, put NGC 4793 in the 253 class. The condensations
are probably H II regions.

NGC 35II Sc
H-2261-H
May 4/5,1946
103aO
40 min
Enlarged 3.5 X

The pattern of NGC 253 and 3556 is repeated in this gal-
axy. Notice the very small nucleus and the ill-defined
spiral arms.

w
NGC 1087 Sc
S-279-B
Sept. 19/20,1933
Imp. Eel.
90 min *«—
Enlarged 5.5 X

NGC 1087 has an extremely small nucleus. There is a
multiple spiral structure defined more by the dust lanes
than by luminous matter.
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NGC 598 M33 Sc
PS-421
Jan. 6/7,1951
103aO
12min
Enlarged 4.9 X

NGC 598 (M33) is the nearest Sc to our own galaxy. It is
a member of the Local Group. The distance modulus is
probably close to m-M = 24.5 (Sandage, Ap. J., 127,513,
1958). The limiting magnitude of the 200-inch is about
mpg = 23.0. This means that the stellar content of M33
can be studied in detail down to stars of absolute magni-
tude Mpg = -1.5. Bright O and B stars, cepheid variables,
globular and open star clusters, novae, irregular variables,
and H II regions are known in M33. The first extensive
study of the stellar content was made by Hubble in 1926
(Ap. J., 63, 236, 1926). No comparable study has been
made in recent times.

Spiral structure is easy to trace in M33. The arms are
"massive" in the sense used by Reynolds and by Hubble
(Observatory, 50, 1927). The arms are completely re-
solved into bright stars. Most of these are blue super-
giants, but there are also at least 3000 red supergiants of
My = -5 which are similar to those found in h and X
Persei.

The brightest H II region is NGC 604, in the northeast
quadrant. This has a linear diameter of about 320 parsecs.
Many smaller H II regions abound in the spiral arms.
Detailed, large-scale photographs of parts of M33 are
given as negative prints in Ap. J*, 127, 513, 1958.

The integrated color index of the system is CI (Inter-
national) = 0.40 (Holmberg).

NGC 2403 Sc
PH-344-B
Nov. 6/7,1950
103aO + GG1
30min
Enlarged 2.0 X

NGC 2403 is similar in form and in stellar content to M33.
It is a member of the M81 group. The distance modulus
is about m - M = 27.1 (A. J., 59, 180, 1954). This is the
first galaxy beyond the Local Group in which cepheid vari-
able stars were found with the 200-inch. Twenty-seven
variables have been isolated so far (1960). Ten of them
are definitely cepheids with periods ranging from 18 to
54 days. Many of the others are undoubtedly cepheids,
but periods are not yet available. No novae have been
found in NGC 2403. The comparison of the number of
novae found in M81 (Sb) and in NGC 2403 (Sc) shows
that the same disparity exists as between M31 and M33,
and probably indicates that novae are very infrequent in
Sc galaxies as compared with Sb.

Over 100 H II regions, many of them irregular in shape,
are known in 2403. The largest of the regions measures
20 sec of arc in diameter, which corresponds to 270 par-
sees at the assumed distance. This diameter is a bit small-
er than that of NGC 604 in M33 and considerably smaller
(by a factor of 2.3) than 30 Doradus in the LMC. NGC
2403 and other members of the M81 group are important
for the calibration of the extragalactic distance scale.
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NGC 925 Sc/SBc
PH-71-S
Dec. 26/27,1951
103aO + WG2
15 min
Enlarged 2.5 X

The four galaxies shown on the facing page are very late
Sc. Some authors, including Shapley, have called galaxies
of this type Sd. All four systems have rather low surface
brightness, have spiral arms which are sometimes difficult
to trace, and are highly resolved into stars and H II re-
gions. NGC 925 is a member of a group of galaxies with
NGC 1023, 891, 1058, 1003, and IC 239 as members.
The mean redshift of this group is about 500 km/sec.
The distance modulus corresponding to this redshift is
m- M = 29.0. There are many H II regions in the arms
of 925, the largest of which has an angular diameter of
about 5 sec of arc, corresponding to 170 parsecs at the
assumed distance.

NGC 45 Sc
PH-116-H
Sept. 24/25,1951
103aO
25 min N

Enlarged 2.0 X

NGC 45 has one of the lowest surface brightnesses of any
galaxy in the sky. This reproduction has been double-
printed from the original 200-inch negative to increase
the contrast. The entire face of NGC 45 is covered with
resolved stars. There must be very little internal absorp-
tion due to dust because many background galaxies can
be seen through the main body of NGC 45. This galaxy
is a member of a group of near-by systems of large angular
diameter which includes NGC 24, 45, 55, 247, 300, and
7793. This is probably the nearest group of galaxies to
the Local Group, but it is too far south for adequate work
from the northern hemisphere.

NGC 4395,4399,4400, 4401 Sc/Irr
S-330-P
Mar. 28/29,1919
S23
4 hr 30 min w

Enlarged 3.5 X

This galaxy is so loose and disconnected that visual ob-
servers counted each of four of the brighter patches as
individual nebulae and catalogued them as separate ob-
jects in the New General Catalogue. The surface bright-
ness is so low, and the plate so underexposed, that this
reproduction has been double-printed; i.e., a copy nega-
tive was made from the original plate, and the print on
photographic paper was made from the copy negative.
This process increases the contrast. Note the extreme
resolution into stars. Spiral arms can be traced, but the
general pattern resembles that of the Large Magellanic
Cloud.

NGC 5204 Sc/Irr
PH-1170-S
Dec. 14/15,1955
103aO
25 min
Enlarged 6.2 X

Notice that the entire face of NGC 5204 is resolved into
stars. It is difficult to trace any spiral pattern in this sys-
tem. This is a transition case between a very late Sc and
an Irr system of the Magellanic Cloud type. NGC 5204 is
a member of the Ml 01 group and therefore must have
about the same modulus as M101 itself, which is estimated
to be m - M — 27.0. The limiting magnitude of this plate
is about 77^ = 22.5. Therefore, all resolved stars visible
in this illustration are brighter than Mpg=—4.5. E. Holm-
berg has studied the integrated properties of NGC 5204,
and his paper should be consulted for details (Medd.
Lands Astr. Obs.^ ser. II, no. 117).

w
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LMC Irr I
BEX-164
Nov. 4/5,1951
103aE + Red plexiglass
Enlarged 1.6 X

This is the Large Magellanic Cloud. The plate was taken
by Dr. Karl Henize with the Mount Wilson 10-inch re-
fractor in the light of Ha. Although the form of this gal-
axy suggests the lack of rotational symmetry, it is known
from the 21-cm radiation of neutral hydrogen [Kerr, Hind-
man, and Robinson, interpreted by Kerr and de Vau-
couleurs (AusL J. Phys., 8, 508, 1956)] that the LMC is
rotating. De Vaucouleurs believes that the LMC has a
flattened equatorial plane inclined at 65° ± 5° to the line
of sight (A. J., 60, 126, 1955). He also believes that a
very faint spiral pattern can be traced over the face of the
cloud, but the degree of spiral structure is certainly of a
different order from that in galaxies classed as Sa, Sb, and
Sc. The idea that this and the Small Magellanic Cloud
may be highly flattened systems is interesting because it
suggests that irregular galaxies are not so disorganized as
first inspection of photographs indicates.

The LMC contains many H II regions, open star clus-
ters, globular star clusters, and cepheid variable stars. It
and the Small Cloud are the most important single gal-
axies in the sky, because they are the systems where the
tie-in of the absolute magnitudes of cepheids with normal
stars must be made. The distance modulus for both
clouds is about m-M = 19.2. They are 10 times closer
to us than M31.

A catalogue of the H II regions in the LMC is given by
Henize in Ap. J. Supp. Sec, //, no. 22,315,1956. A sum-
mary discussion of the stellar content is given by Bus-
combe, Gascoigne, and de Vaucouleurs in the Supplement
to the Australian Journal of Science, 17, no. 3, 1954.

The largest H II region in the LMC is 30 Doradus. It
is a complex region containing overlapping Stromgren
spheres. Henize gives the dimensions of the nebulosity
as 1849 sec by 1781 sec of arc. At a distance modulus of
m — M. — 19.2, these angles correspond to 640 parsecs by
615 parsecs. These dimensions are of the same order (a
factor of 2 larger) as those of NGC 604 but are much larger
than the Orion Nebula and other large Ha complexes that
have so far been recognized in our own galaxy.
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NGC1156 IrrI
PH-1078-S
Aug. 25/26,1955
103aG
30 min
Enlarged 4.1 X

This galaxy is highly resolved into stars and H II regions.
Slight suggestions of a chaotic spiral structure might be
made, but the pattern, if present, is very weak.

NGC 2366 Irr I
PH-555-B
Oct. 31/Nov. 1,1951
103aO + GG1
30 min
Enlarged 2.2 X

This is a member of the M81 group. Note the two separate
parts to this galaxy. Several bright H II regions are vis-
ible, the two most conspicuous being located together at
the southwest end of the larger part. The smaller satellite
segment also contains H II regions. All stars resolved in
2566 are brighter than ifw = -4.L Most of the resolved
stars are blue.

NGC 3109 IrrI
S-524-B
Mar. 6/7,1937
Imp. Eel.
100 min
Enlarged 4. IX

This galaxy may be a greatly flattened system seen nearly
on edge. No spectroscopic measurements for rotation
have been published. The face of the galaxy is resolved
completely into stars, H II regions, and stellar associa-
tions. This reproduction is from a copy negative because
the original plate could not be found. There is consider-
able plate grain caused by the recopying process.

IC 2574 Irr I
PH-706-S
Feb. 28/Mar. 1,1954
103aO + WG2
30 min
Enlarged 1.6X

This galaxy, sometimes called Coddington's nebula, is a
member of the M81 group. Note how most of the H II
regions are concentrated at the north end of the "bar."5'
The brightest resolved stars also occur in this region.
This giant association is about 1500 parsecs along the
major axis (which is almost in the east-west direction).
All stars resolved in this reproduction are brighter than

w

w

Ho II IrrI
PH-48-S
Nov. 29/30,1951
103aO + WG2
30 min
Enlarged 2.0 X

This is one of the members of the M81 group. It was dis-
covered by E. Holmberg during his study of the M81
group (Medd. Lund Obs., ser. II, 128, 1950). Its member-
ship in the M81 group was proved by N. U. Mayall's red-
shift determination (A. / . , 61, 97, 1956). The distance
modulus of the M81 group is about m- M = 27A. The
limiting magnitude of the plate from which this reproduc-
tion is taken is about m3V=:23.0. Hence all resolved stars
shown over the face of Ho II are brighter than Mpg~-4.1.
There are many H II regions in Ho II.

Sextans System Irr I
PH-90-MH
Mar. 15/16,1950
103aO
20 min
Enlarged 2.6 X W

The Sextans System is probably an outlying member of
the Local Group (see Humason and Wahlquist, A.«/., 60y

254, 1955). The distance modulus is probably 25.0.
Note the almost rectangular pattern of the resolved stars.
The diameter of the concentration of bright stars near the
last corner of the pattern is about 200 parsecs.
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IC 1613 Irr I
PS-624
Oct. 18/19,1952
103aO
10 min
Enlarged 6.0 X

This is a well known member of the Local Group. Many
cepheid variables have been discovered by Baade in IC
1613. The distance modulus is about 24.0. Note the con-
centration of the brightest stars into one corner of the
galaxy. This grouping into large associations is a common
feature of Irr galaxies of the Magellanic Cloud type.

NGC 4449 Irr I
H-520-H N

Jan.21/22,1925
E40
105 min
Enlarged 4.0 X

There are many H II regions in this galaxy, concentrated
mostly in the northern part where many knots appear in
this illustration. Dust patches are scattered through the
central regions. One is particularly well shown on the
eastern boundary of the galaxy.

w

NGC 4214 Irr I
PH-913-S
Mar. 26/27,1955
103aO + WG2
30 min _̂__
Enlarged 1.5 X N

This galaxy is highly resolved over its entire face into in-
dividual stars and H II regions. This reproduction is
from a plate taken under poor seeing conditions. Further-
more, the nuclear region is not well shown in the print
because of overexposure. The original plate shows com-
plete resolution to the center. A supernova was discov-
ered in this galaxy in 1954 by P. Wild (Harvard An-
nouncement Card 1250).

w

w

NGC 4656/7 Irr I
S-457-H
Mar. 18/19,1925
E40
110 min
Enlarged 4.0 X N*~~

This peculiar irregular is very asymmetric in its surface
brightness. The galaxy on one side of the nucleus is
bright; on the opposite side, it is very faint. There are
two segments on the faint side. The galaxy is well re-
solved into stars and H II regions.

Dwarf, 1023 Gr., No. I Irr I/Sc
PH-337-S
Jan.18/19,1953
103aO + WG2
20 min
Enlarged 4.0 X

This galaxy and the one below were found during inspec-
tion of 48-inch Schmidt plates of the NGC 1023 group of
galaxies (see Humason et al., A. /., 61, 97,1956, table XI).
Eight galaxies of the type of these two systems were found
in the area of the NGC 1023 group, all of very low surface
brightness. The distance modulus of the NGC 1023
group is probably near m-M = 29.3 (mean redshift = 513
km/sec; H=75 km/sec 106 parsecs). The plate limit of
mp0 = 23.O means that the individual resolved knots are
brighter than Mpc = -6.3.

Dwarf, 1023 Gr., No. Ill Irr I/Sc
PH-308-S
Jan.8/9,1953
103aO + WG2
30 min w
Enlarged 4.1 X

It is probable that most of the eight are dwarf members of
the 1023 group, because a search of a similar area of the
sky on adjacent Schmidt plates failed to show any objects
of this type. These two reproductions were made from
copy negatives; i.e., the original plates have been copied
and then printed to increase the contrast.

There may be some suggestion of spiral structure in
both 1023, Dwarf I, and 1023, Dwarf III, but it is cer-
tainly not well marked. Consequently these two dwarf
galaxies are classified with the Irregulars.
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NGC 3034 M82 I r r l l
PH-51-S
Nov. 29/30,1951
103aO + WG2
30min
Enlarged 3.0 X

M82 is the prototype of the irregular galaxies of the sec-
ond type. Note the extremely filamentary wisps at the
boundary of the galaxy. There is no suggestion of reso-
lution into stars or knots, although the distance of M82
is about the same as that of M81 (p. 19).

M82 Ir r l lNGC3034
PH-52-S
Nov. 29/30,1951
103aO + WG2
5 min
Enlarged 3.0 X

There is much dust across the face of M82. This illustra-
tion and the one below are from short-exposure plates.
The integrated properties of M82 seem contradictory.
The color index of the system as a whole is CI = 0.86
(Stebbins and Whitford, Ap. / . , 115, 284, 1952). This
color, plus the amorphous texture of the luminous re-
gions, suggests a stellar content like that of elliptical gal-
axies or the center of Sb galaxies. But the integrated
spectral type of M82 is A5 (Humason, A. J., 6U 97,1956).
These features are not understood at present.

NGC 3034 M82
PH-214-S
Nov. 10/11,1952
103aD + GGll
2 min
Enlarged 3.0 X

Ir r l l

NGC 520 I r r l l
PH-176-H
Sept. 3/4,1953
103aD + GGll
40 min
Enlarged 4.0 X

NGC 520 has the smooth texture of M82 and has a prom-
inent absorption patch crossing the face. Thin exten-
sions, of low surface brightness, are visible in this illustra-
tion. Inspection of the original plate suggests that NGC
520 is not a collision of two galaxies but rather a system
of the M82 type.

NGC 3077 Irr II
PH-896-S _
Jan.23/24,1955
103aD + GGll
30 min
Enlarged 4.0 X

This is a member of the M81 dynamical group. The tex-
ture of the luminous regions and of the absorption patches
silhouetted against them is similar to that of M82. An-
other galaxy with this same pattern is NGC 5195 (the
companion to M51 shown on p. 26). Probably NGC 4691
(shown on p. 44) is also of this type.

W
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NGC 4262 SBO2/3

PH-905-S
Mar. 24/25,1955
103aD + GGll
45 min
Enlarged 7.1 X

The bar has bright ansae which terminate inside the ap-
parent boundary of the lens. The ansae are not completely
separate from the rest of the bar, as in NGC 2859 (right).
Because of this, the galaxy is a transition case between an
SB02 and SBOs type.

NGC 4612 SBOi N

PH-687-S
Feb. 9/10,1954
103aO + W G 2
30 min
Enlarged 2.2 X

This is a particularly good example of an SBOx galaxy, but
the features of the bar are so tenuous that very little shows
in the illustration. The pencil drawing below shows the
major features. The axis of the bar is inclined about 15°
to the minor axis of the lens and of the external ring.
This ring is extremely faint and does not show at all in the
photograph; its position relative to four of the stars can
be found from the diagram.

w

NGC 2859 SB02

PH-852-S
Nov. 2/3,1954
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 7.1 X N —

This is the type example of the SB02. The bar is fuzzy and
indistinct. There is a brightening of the rim of the lens at
two opposite ends. There are no sharp boundaries any-
where. The bar makes an angle of 15° to the minor axis
of the envelope and of the outer ring. The external ring
appears to be completely detached and unbroken. Its
boundaries are very indistinct, but the inner edge is
sharper than the outer.

NGC 2950 SBOx/2
PH-665-S
Feb. 5/6,1954
103aO + WG2
30 min
Enlarged 2.2 X N*^~

The nucleus, the lens, and the brightening of the rim of
the lens are all similar to those features in NGC 2859
(above). The bar is inclined about 30° to the minor axis
of the lens. Since the bar is nearly as thick as the nucleus,
the galaxy is called a transition between SBOi and SB02.
There is either a broken external ring or very indistinct
nearly circular spiral arms. The pencil drawing shows the
major features.

NGC 4643 SB03/SBa(r)
PH-688-S
Feb. 9/10,1955
103aO + WG2
30 min
Enlarged 3.5 X

The nucleus, lens, bar, and inner envelope of this galaxy
are of the SB03 type. There is very faint but definite spiral
structure outside the inner envelope, however. There
appears to be a circular dust ring which makes a complete
revolution touching the ends of the bar. The thin spiral
pattern outside the dust ring winds outward through a
tenuous outer envelope. A few knots in the spiral arms
show the beginning of resolution into what are probably
H II regions.

NGC 5101 SB03/SBa(s)
PH-906-S
Mar. 24/25,1955
103aD + GG11
45 min
Enlarged 4.5 X

The inside lens is cfbroken" at both ends of the bar. A
very faint arm structure begins at the ends of the bar.
This pattern is not circular as in NGC 2859 but is broken
into a rudimentary spiral pattern shown in the insert.
This galaxy would be called SBOg on poor or small-scale
plates, but this reproduction from: a 200-inch plate indi-
cates an exceedingly early SBa (s).

w

Lens /
External

ring

-Nucleus
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NGC 2217 SBa(r)
H-2028-H
Oct. 21/22,1938
Agfa Blue
80 min
Enlarged 4.2 X

Note the well developed bar (of the SBOs type) which ends
on the rim of the tenuous lens. The arms begin at diamet-
rically opposite points on the rim of the lens about 15°
counterclockwise from the termination of the bar. These
arm connections are of extremely low surface brightness
and arc difficult to trace. The connections are nearly tan-
gent to the lens, move straight for about 10 mm (on the
illustration), and then turn sharply through 90° and be-
gin the nearly circular arm pattern, which looks at first
glance like a complete ring.

NGC 2217 SBa(r)
H-2Q2&-H
Oct. 21/22,1938
Agfa Blue
80 min
Enlarged 4*2 X

The arms dc not form a complete ring but lap over each
other near their junction after each arm has spiraled
through 180®. The pattern is similar to that of the arms
in NGC 3185 but is more difficult to trace because of
projection effects*

NGC 7743 SBa(s)
PH-769-S
Aug. 23/24,1954
103aD + GG11
45 min
Enlarged 6.5 X ~

The arms are of very soft and smooth texture. This is the
SBa prototype of the (s) subgroup. It resembles NGC
1300 of the SBb(s) sequence. There is no suggestion of
dust lanes or absorption patches across the face of this
galaxy. On the 200-inch plate there is a hint of a very
low-surface-brightness outer elliptical ring concentric
with the nucleus with a semimajor diameter of 2 min (65
mm on the illustration).

NGC 5566 SBa(r)

Mar. 24/25,1955
103aD + GGll
45 min
Enlarged 3.0 X

This is the only good example of an SBa(r) galaxy shown
in the atlas. The reproduction is overprinted for the nu-
clear regions, to bring out the faint arm pattern and the
two thin dust lanes. The insert shows the complete inter-
nal ring with the broad, rather ill-defined bar that termi-
nates on the ring. Note that the bar is not along the major
axis of the projected ring.

NGC 175 SBa(s)
PH-773-S
Aug. 23/24,1954
103aD + GGll
40 min
Enlarged 7.0 X

This galaxy is a very late SBa(s). The arms are tightly
wound and form a nearly complete ring as in NGC 3185
(below) and NGC 2217 (left). The arms show limited res-
olution into knots. They tend to branch into soft fila-
ments which are not tightly wound.

The bar is well developed and of the SBOg type.

NGC 3185 SBa(s)
PH-685-S
Feb. 9/10,1954
103aO + WG2
SO min
Enlarged 5.9 X

At first glance this galaxy appears to have a complete ex-
ternal ring. The bar seems to terminate on the ring, but
close inspection shows that the "ring" is composed of two
closely coiled spiral arms. Each arm can be traced from
its starting place at the end of the bar, through 180°, until
it passes near and almost joins the opposite end of the bar.
Each arm passes beyond the opposite end of the bar and
can be traced on the outside of the beginning of the other
arm. This closely coiled spiral pattern of nearly overlap-
ping arms is repeated in other galaxies such as NGC 2217
(left) and NGC 3081 (Sa, p. 11).

A very faint external elliptical ring or possibly spiral
arm system is visible on the original plate. It has a semi-
major diameter of about 70 sec of arc, which is about 35
mm on the scale of the illustration. It is difficult to trace,
but the major axis of the ring appears to have the same
orientation as the major axis of the arm system.
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NGC4314 SBa(s)pec
H-2041-H
Nov. 27/28,1938
Imp. Eel
80min
Enlarged 10.0 X

This galaxy is peculiar because of the internal structure
in the bar. The complete spiral pattern at the center of
the bar is not connected in any way with the external arms
seen in the negative reproduction on the right. The bar
itself is of smooth texture. A few dust patches arc super-
imposed upon the bar. The direction of opening of the
two internal spiral arms is the same as that of the very
faint external arms shown on the right.

NGC4691
PH-928-5
Mar. 28/29,1955
103aO + WG2
SO rain
Enlarged 9.1 X

SBa pec (Hubble)
Irr (M82 type) (Bandage)

Hubble classified this galaxy as an SBa pet* because, on
short-exposure plates, the external structures (shown in
the insert) looked like spiral arms and the central struc-
ture looked like a bona fide bar of a barred spiral, ll was
evident that the bar had much internal obscuration. This
200-inch plate shows that the external structures are real-
ly not arms but complete arcs of luminous matter,,

i
w

NGC4314 SBa (s) pec
PH-192-MH
May 13/14,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 8.0 X

The smooth external arms of low surface brightness and
the prominent amorphous bar place this galaxy in the SBa
class. Note the elliptical lens. The bar terminates on the
edge of the lens. The two thin, almost circular spiral arms
spring from the ends of the bar. They can be traced for
only about 130° before their surface brightness becomes
so low that they arc lost in the night sky background.
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NGC 1300 SBb(s)
PH-75-H
Oct. 14/15,1950
103aO ,
30 min W

Enlarged 7.5 X

NGC 1300 is the prototype of the pure SBb(s). The bar is
distinct and smooth in texture. Two straight dust lanes
emerging on opposite sides of the nucleus can be traced
to the ends of the bar, where they turn sharply and follow
the insides of the spiral arms. The arms form nearly com-
plete ellipses. The foci of each ellipse are the nucleus and
the end of the bar of the opposite arm. Each arm can be
traced through about 340°.
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NGC5383
No. 195 (60")
Apr. 3/4,1913
3hr
Enlarged 14.6 X

SBb(s)
w-

Note the two nearly straight dust lanes threading into the
bright central region. The lane corning from the lower
left appears to cross in front of the nucleus; that coming
from the upper right passes behind the nucleus.

NG(ir>04
PH--1169-S
lkxA4 15,1955

SBhisi Sb

3(1 min j ;
Enlarged 5.9 X

The dust lanes ^re not well shown In this illustration.
The 'une starting from the nucleus in the upper It ft is
quite straight, as in all normal Sliii^l, The lower right
Jane is slightiv curved into a spiral pattern. The dust
Sants spiral into the nucleus similarly to those in M100
*p. Jli arid NGC !(.W <top nj-ht). NIX"1

 3J(I4 in a
Vnn i\pt littueeii SBb and Sb.

NGC1097 SBb(s)
H-2025-H
Oct. 21 '22,1938
Agfa Blue+ GG1
90 min
Enlarged 3. IX

There is a reproduction of NGC 1097 in Observatory^
78* 125, 195H, by J. L. S^rsic^ which slums the complex
nuclear structure. The two straight dust lanes, .seen on
the face of the broad bar, spiral toward a central point as
they reach the bright, overexposed part of the reproduc-
tion. This is similar to the pattern near the center of MICK)
(p. Mi and resembles somewhat tlvdt of NGC 4314 (p. 44}«

NGCG931 h
PH-1U-H **- -™
Stpt. 24 25,1(W1 |
KUaO |
JO mm *
Enlarged 5.0X

ala\\, which lias features of both SBiil̂ f and Sb
is a transition l^twtt'n these two r*pureM spiral

iies are prominent. la
tins 2i3a\v is siiiiiiai to NC»CI 1097 (above?.

This

t\pts. Tilt- twt» straight dust
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NGC 1398 SBb(r)
PH-178-S
Oct. 25/26,1952
103aO + WG2
30min
Enlarged 4.0 X

This is the type example of the SBb(r). Note how the
spiral arms start tangent to an external "ring." The ring
is not complete but is composed of nearly circular spiral
segments. The faint external arms are difficult to trace
as continuous bands. They tend to break into segments.
Neglecting the slight discontinuities, the two principal
arms can be traced for about one and a quarter revolutions
from their origin on the internal Cfring."

There are no straight absorption lanes in the bar, as is
characteristic of the NGC 1300 type of SBb.

NGC 4394 SBb (sr) w-
PH-425-MH
Apr. 16/17,1952
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 6.2 X

NGC 4394 is intermediate between the NGC 1300 type
SBb(s) and the NGC 1398 type SBb(r). The arms spring
from the ends of the bar as in NGC 1300, but they spiral
rather tightly, just missing the other arm after spiraling
180°. This feature is similar to the spiral structure in
3185 SBa (p. 43) and 2217 SBa (p. 43). There are no
straight absorption lanes in the bar as in the 1300 type.
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NGC 2523 SBb(r)
PH-850-S
Nov. 2/3,1954
103aO
30 iniii
Enlarged 6.0 X W

The four illustrations on the fating page show the pro-
gressive development of the ringed form along the SBbfrt
section. NGC 2523 is the earliest of the four. Note the
thin anus and the nearly complete circular ring. The
major axis of the ring and of the spiral pattern is inclined
about 6(1° to the junction of the bar with the ring. In gen-
eral, barred spirals seen in projection ha\e a random ori-
entation of the position angle of the bar with tht major
axis of the ring,

NGC 3351 M95 SBb<rM
PH-315-S
Jan. S'9,1953
"l0:*aD4-GGI4 ^
3(1 min
Enlarged J.UX

Tins is the broken-ring t\pe similar to 'M S3 SBa ffi, 4Ji
or 2217 SBd (p. 4Jh The nearlv tiicular urr;)* forming
the broken ring spring fioni the ends of the liar ii*ti wnul
sli^iitK uutuard* ulnio^l touching the opposite bar anil
ana after 4 revolution of about lhOy.

The nuclear rt'^ion tif J3*>1 ha«* ^*J AintM iirtuiar ini^
nJiitis shous on the" uri^issai plate but is lost in tht
duttion. This iin^ is broken at two pttmts. ihnti w
dust lants trntr^tr. I'ius region is ^mit%%!\dt hkt tht tei*
let it! 4/41 hi. 44) Mid I(W h». 4th.

NGC 4595 SBb(rs)
PH-929-S
Mar. 28/29,1955
I03aO + WG2
30 ruin
Enlarged 4.0X L _ _ * w

The internal circular riwg is nearly complete but It is of
nonunifomi brightness around the j>eriphery. Cine spiral
arm begins at the end of the bar. The other begins about
1 l(l°uround the ring (counted counterclockwise) and can
be traced for ncarl\ one and a quarter turns.

NGC454S
PH-914-S

r. 26 27,1935 |
JO ruin i
Eiiiarged .if) X N * - — ~*

liar iiiiiTiul ling is not complete. The aniw do not begin
at tiat eniK of tbe bar a^ in N(*C IMHl type s\stt-ms but
Htdii tangent tu the amorphous central ieui"H «*bi>ut {J(io

froni tht* tcfiiiiuatioii of taih end of the bar. Tht* t ha rat-
teristit dmtuptivn features ait present in tht bar but arc
not so regular as HI NG( * 1J(H),



NGC3367 SBc(sr)
H-2268-H
May 4/5,1946
103aO
30min
Enlarged 8.1 X

This is basically of the 1300 type, but the arms almost co-
alesce to form an internal ring. The arm starting at the
northeast end of the bar winds through about 200° and
then branches. The arm coming from the southwest end
of the bar is not well defined at its beginning. It branches
for the first time after about a 90° turn. Other branching
takes place after about 340°. The arm can be traced
through a turn of about 400°.

NGC7741 SBc(s) *+
PH-66-H
Oct. 13/14,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 4.1 X

The bar is resolved almost completely into knots. There
are dust patches in the bar but no straight lanes as in the
NGC 1300 type of SBb. Note the dust lanes on the inside
of the spiral arms.

NGC 1073 SBc(sr)
PH-82-H
Nov. 11/12,1950
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 2.5 X

The arms do not begin from the ends of the bar but rather
about 30° from the bar's termination. There is no com-
plete circular ring. The arms and the bar are resolved
into many knots. There are no straight absorption lanes
in the bar.

NGC 2525 SBc(s)
H-2477-H
Jan. 9/10,1948
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 6.5 X

This and NGC 7741 are the SBc prototypes of the (s) sub-
group. This galaxy is an early SBc. The bar, though not
resolved into knots, is not as smooth textured as the bar
in NGC 1300; the nucleus at the center is small and has
a high surface brightness. The arms are resolved into
knots.

NGC 3359 SBc(rs)
PH-55-H
Apr. 27/28,1949
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 3.0 X

This is of the broken-ring type. There is a high degree of
resolution of both the bar and the arms into knots. This
galaxy was illustrated by Hubble in his article showing
the first pictures from the 200-inch, Pubs. A. S. P., 61,
121, 1949.

NGC 7640 SBc (s) , „ N

PH-115-H
Sept. 24/25,1951
103aO
30 min
Enlarged 1.2 X

This galaxy is nearly on edge, but there is little doubt that
it is an SBc of the (s) subgroup. The two spiral arms make
a sharp angle at the ends of the bar, one arm sweeping
behind the bar, the other sweeping nearly in front of it.
The arms are resolved into stars.

w
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NGC5128 (EO + Sb)?
PH-161-Mi
May 23/24,1952
103aD + CG3486
40 min
Enlarged 3.5 X W

NGC 5128 is one of the most peculiar objects in the sky.
The background resembles that of an EO galaxy, but the
wide and highly opaque absorption lane across the center
is unique. The lane is much wider and more chaotic than
lanes in Sb and Sc galaxies seen on edge. For this aspect,
compare 5128 with NGC 4594 (p. 24) or any of the gal-
axies on page 25.

NGC 5128 is a source of intense radio emission. Ob-
servations by Mills show that the strongest emission orig-
inates in the absorption band. Baade and Minkowski have
published negative prints of NGC 5128 which illustrate
both the position of the strong radio source and the fea-
tures of the dust lane. Bolton, Westfold, Stanley, and
Slee (AusL J. Phys., 7, 96, 1954) found that, in addition
to the strong radio radiation of the dust lane, a weaker
radiation comes from a nearly circular area 2° in diameter
centered on 5128. This area is larger than that in which
the optical radiation has yet been traced. The most recent
summary of the radio work on NGC 5128 is given by C. A.
Shain in the volume of the Paris Symposium on Radio
Astronomy, 1958.

Baade and Minkowski believe that NGC 5128 is two
galaxies in collision. The geometry of the situation is not
completely clear. Several points in the illustration help
in the interpretation. The background luminosity of that
part of the image on the northwest side of the absorption
lane is smooth, with no dust patches superposed. The
surface on the opposite side of the dust lane is covered
with a patchy pattern of obscuration. This pattern could
be reproduced if the dust were in a thin plane of an Sb or
Sc galaxy like NGC 253 (p. 3 0 , for example. If this plane
were tipped about 20° to the line of sight with the rota-
tional axis coming out of the paper, the observer would
see part of this plane superposed on the background of
the EO galaxy but only on the upper half. The lower half

of the EO galaxy would be completely free of the image of
the Sb and would therefore show no absorption patches.
If the background EO galaxy were removed we might ex-
pect to see an image somewhat like that of NGC 7331
(p. 17) or possibly NGC 4216 (p. 25) at a slightly greater
angle. The absorption lane across 5128 is very wide and
does not resemble that in 7331. There may be two reasons
for this. The first is a geometrical one, the second dynam-
ical. (1) If we really see a dusty Sb or Sc superposed on
an EO, the dust lanes are not expected to look like those
of a normal galaxy such as 7331 because there is an in-
tense background radiation field (the EO) upon which the
dust of the Sb or Sc can be silhouetted. Any dust present
will be much more conspicuous than normally. (2) If an
actual collision is taking place, some of the kinetic en-
ergy of the center of mass of the galaxies may be trans-
ferred to the contents of the galaxies, in particular to the
gas and dust. If part of the energy is pumped into the
dust layer, this layer will become more distended against
the gravitational potential due to the galaxy as a whole
and the lane will appear to be wider and more disorgan-
ized than in normal Sb or Sc systems.

J. L. SeYsic has obtained isophotal contours of NGC
5128. He describes the appearance of the image and
gives absorption data in Observatory, 78, 24, 1958. He
states that "the central region of the band (dark lane),
which is more conspicuous in the red light, presents a
complex structure formed of chains of condensations —
probably chains of high-luminosity O-B stars —separated
by lanes of obscuring matter." He assigns an apparent
magnitude to the stars in the chains as m w = 18.7. There
is no evidence whatsoever on PH-161-Mi for chains of
stars in the bright region of the central dust lane. Rather,
the texture of the luminosity is smooth. Dust lanes are
interspersed, but the luminous matter is not broken into
knots or condensations.
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